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MILLWRIGHT .
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1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6'

1.7

9 RELATED TRAINING MODULES

SAFETY-

General Safety
Hand Tbol Safety ,

Power. Tbol Safety
.

Fire Safety
Hygiene Safety

.

Safety and Electricity ,

Fire Types and Prevention .

1.8. Machine Safeguarding (includes OSHA Handbook)
9. '

ELDCTRICITY/ELECIRCNS
/4.

.

21 Basics. of Energy

.2.2 Atonic Theory
2:3 Electrical Conduction
2.4 Basics of Direct Current

2.5 Introduction'to Circpfts
2.6, Reading Scales -

2.7 Using a V.O.M.
\ 2.8

2.9 -

S OHM'S Law
Power and Watt's Law )

1 4

2.10 Kijchoff's Current Law
2.11 Kirchoff's Voltage Law
2,12 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits-

2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays

2.16 Basics of Alternating Currents-
2.17 Magnetism

A

tCOMPUTERS

3.1 Digital. La agengl
3.2 '' Digital Logi

3.3 Computer Overview
3.4 'Computer Software

I.

TOOLS

4:1 Boring and Drilling *Tools

'4.2, Cutting TOols,,Files and Abrasives
4 I ."

4.3 Holdindand'Fasteding Tools
4.4 Fastening Devices

4.5 Basic Science - Sipple Mechanics-

4.6 Fasteners

,i1
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

I

DRAFTING

.

Types of Drawing and Views
Sketching

.

)3lueprint Reading/Working brawings
Working Drawings for Machines and Welding
Machine and Welding Symbols

5.6 Blueptint'Peading,Crafting: Basic Print Reading
5.7 Blimptirt Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.8 Blueprint Reading, Crafting: Basic Print Reading
5.9 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Prink-Reading
5.10 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.11. Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.12 Blueprint.-Reading,.Drafting: Basic Print Leading
5.13 Blueprint'Readingr*Draftingvi Basic Print Reading
5.14 Machine Features
5.151

5.16.

,Drafting,

Drafting, Measurement
Drafting, Visualization III

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

ItUMAN RELATIONS

4.

Communicatiohs Skills
Feedback
Individual Strengths
Interpersonal Conflicts
Group Problem Solving
Goal-setting ana Decision - making

6.7 /Art Worksite Visits
6.8 Resumes
6.9 Interviews
6x,10 Expectation
6.11 Wider Influences and Responsibilities
6.12 Personal Finance

7.1

7%2

7.3

7.4

7.5
7.6

7.7
7.8

7.9

8.1

8.2

8.3

8.5

BOILERS

'Boilers

Boilers -
Boilers -

Boilers .4-

Boilers -
Boilers -
Boilers -
Boilers -
Boilers -

Fire Tube
Wateqube Type
Construction
Fittings
Oration
Cleaning
Heat Recovery Systems .AP
Instrument4,and Controls
Piping. ttnd Steam Traps IP

TURBINES

Steam lUrbines - Types
Steam TUrbines Ceapments
Steam TUrbinesc- AUxillaries
Steam Turbines Operation and Maintenance
Gas Illrbines

- .....-.-.
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9.1

9.2

9:3

9.4

9.5
9.6

9.7

10.1
10.2

10.3

,10.4

10.5

11.1 .

11.2

12.1

12.2

12.3

13.1.

13.2

.PEIMpS

Pumps - Types and ClassificatiOn
Putps - Applications
,Pumps '- Construction

Pumps - Calculating Heat nd Flow
Pumps - Operation
Pumps - Monitoring and TroubleshoAing
Pumps - Maintenance '

,

COMBUSTION

Canbuttiixi. -

Combustion -
CombusVion
Ccmbustion -
Combustion --

Pro+ss
Types of Fuel
Air and Fuel Gaiei
Heat Transfer
Wood

GENERATORS *

Generators Types and -Construction

Generators - Operation

FEEIMATER

Feedwater - Types and EgUipment
Feedwater - Water Treatments
Feedwater - Testing

&R,OOMPRESSORS

Air C.encressors -

Air Compressors

STEAM

Types
Operation and Maintenance

!".

14.1 Steam - Formation and Evaporatial,
14.2 Steam - Types N.
14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - 'Purification

15.1

15.2

15.3

19.4

15.5

MISCELLANEOUS

Installation - Foundatbons
Installaticn Alignment
Circuit Protection
Transformers
Trade Taros

TRADE MATH

16.1 Linear - Measure
16.2 Whole Numbers
16.3 Additional
16.4 Multiplication

Mixed Numbers

4

4

tracticin of Common Fraction and Mixed NuMbers
nd Division of Common Fractions and Whole` and

4
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Page IV

'16.5
16.6

. 16.7

16:8
16.9
16.10

'16.11

C6mpouriU Numbers
'Percent, . ,

Ratio and Proportion __

'Perimeters, Areas and 'plumes
Circumference and Wideo'Area of Circles
Ar% of Plane, Figures and. Volumes of wid
Metrics

HYDRAULICS

Figures

. 17.1 Hydraulics Lever

. 17.2 Hydraulics -.Transmission of Force'
17:3 Hydraulics - Symbols
17.4 Hydraulics - Basic Systems
.17.5 Hydraulics - Pumps
17:6 Hydraulics - Pressure Relief Valve
17.7 Hydraulics - Reservoirs'
'17.8 Hydraulics Directional Control Valve
17.9 Hydraulics - Cylinders
17.10 Hydraulics - Forces, Area, Pressure
17.11 Hydraulics - Conductors and Connectors.
17.12 Hydraulics. Troubleshooting

'117.13 Hydraulics - Maintenance-

.METALLURGA

18.1 Included are ILS packets :

W3010
W 3011-1
W 3011-2
MS 9001 (1-3-4-8-9-6-7-5-2-9).

, MS 9200, 9201 .

19.1

POWER DRIVES

101. A- B -C -D-E

102. CI-D-E

103.'

104. A-C -H -J
107. A
108. A

WELDING

602. A--B- 6..D/G-I-L7M

W. 3011-1 refer Mettallurgy
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Concepts .81 Techniqyes of Machine Safegilarding,
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12.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture I.,. Sec., 2, "Steanf.GeneratOrs, limes
of Boilers I, S--.A.I.. T. ,. Calgary1,- Al berta';; Camada ..: .., I

. ,.:
.,,-.

12.2 Correspondence Course; Lecture 2', SeC.22 , Steam' Generators, Types..,

right -hand corner o

Boi kers II, S.A. Is.T. , Calgary* Al tierta Canada

12.3 Correspondence Course; ,Lecture 2, Sec-. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler

Constructton & Erection, CaTgiry,: Al berta,, Canada
. .

. .

BoiletsitonstrUction

12.4 ,
Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec-,,,,2, Steam Generators, Boiler!,

' ,,Fittings II, S. A . I . Calgary , \Al berta:, Canada

-12.4
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*12.5

12.7

13.1

13:2

13.4,

13.6
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13.3

13:5

, Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 2, Steam,Generators,
Fitting' I, S.A.I.T.,. Calgary, Alberta, Canada .
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Operation, Maintenance, Inspection; S.A.I.T..; Calgary.,::ATherta,
.,Canada .
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Correspondence Course, Lecture Sec . 2 , Steam generation
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,, Corretpondence, Course, Lecture '9-, 2, Steam tenerator

Plant Pumps, Calgary, Alber0, Canada

4

Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Stearp Generattil
, Calgary, Alberta, Canadtt
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Correspondence Course, Lecture 12, Sec, 3,. Steam Generation, Water ,

Treatment, S..g. I Calgary, Al berta; Canada

7:2 Correspondence Course, Lecture )1, Sec. 42, Steam Generati on,. Water
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.1.2 Steam Turbines , Coitrponents

8.3 Steam Turbines, Auxiliaries
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8.4 -Steam Turbines, Operation'
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10.2 CombustiOn Types of Fuel
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141 Feedwater, Types
Operation
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treatments ,
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18.1

18.2 'Current Generators, S.A.1,T., Calgary,'Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 7; Sec..2, Steam Generators, Boiler

Feedwater Treatment, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Co;rrespohdence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Pirect

Current Machines, S.A.L.T., Calgary, Albgrta, Canada q

Correspondence Course,Iecture 4,4,SecY5, Electricity, Alterriating

. 19,1

p.i000mh

I

20.1

21.1

22.1

4

Coreesponderlbe Course,,Lecture 5, Sec, 4, PriMe Movers & Auxil-

iaries, Air Compressor I,.S.A.1.T.; Calgary, ATbertit,'Canada

q.
Corresponderice Course, Lecture,6.,. Sec. 4, Prime Movers &

iarieS, Air.Compressors II, S.A:I.T.1,CAlgary, Alberta, Canada

A

t Baslc 6ectronics, Power Transformers, EL-BE-51

torrespondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 5, Electricity, Switchgear

& Circuit, Protective Equipment, Calgary, Alberta,

Canada,

Correspondence Course, Lecture 10, Sec. 3, Prime,Movers, PoWer

Plant Erection' ,& Installation, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
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12.3 Foedwater, Testing

11.1 Generators, Types &

$11 Construction

Gener"ators, Types &"
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Generators, Operation

.

Air Compressors; Types

13.1 Air Compressors, Types
13.2 AO.Compressors,.Operation

kMaintenance

15.4 .Transformers

15.3 Circuit Protectioo

.

15.1 InstallatiOn Foundations6
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.. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING.MODULES

)./

The following pages list modules and their corresponding numbers for this

particular apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for different reasons throughoutthe state; we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees divide the total packets .t//

fit their Individual cla.ss schedles.

. I

'There are,over 13G modules available. Apprentices can complete the
,

whole set Joy the end of their indentu'red apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing appreWies to advance to the

remaining modules .r

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective.

1

1.4
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Tape 1:

Tape 2

6

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

4

Fire Tube Boilers - Water Tube Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

Tape Combustion, Boiler Care and peat Transfer
and Feed Water Types

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Steam Turbines

NOTE: The above cassette
reference material
indicated, and not

tapes are intended as'additional
for the respective modules, as
designated as a required assignment.

is
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Modules 18.1, 19.1, and 20.1 have been omitted 1)ecauie they contain
dated.materials. , A

0
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Goal:

arix-vonAL miming mou:al

FEEDWATER -- TYPES ArD EQUIPMENT

The apprentice will be able to
describe feedwater typ''sand equipment.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe types of water.

2. Describe equipment for
clarification.

3. Describe equipment for
softening.

4. Desdribe equipment for
therms/ urea-wit.

17



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
11mm.11.1./' .

* Read.the goal. and performance indicators to. find what is to be learne&from
package.

* Read the-vocabulfiry Aist.to find new words that will he used in package.

* , Read the inttoduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete self-assessm'nt.

Complete post - assessment.

3



Vocabul4ry

irawkillosorefrilmomfmIrmoimimmimpier

1111110/WIMOMMIINIM 1111,1111

Anion exchanger

* Cation exchanger

* Clarification

closed feedwater heater

*
ki

Coagulants

* Deaerator

Demineralization

* Dissolved gases_

41, Embrittlement

-* Estuarine water

Filters

* Flash evaporator

. * Hard water

4t Open feedwater heater

Rain water

Scheens and strainers

* Settling basin

!Shell and tube evaporator

* Soft 'water

* Softening

-*' Suspended matter

0C,

ft
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( '

:Raw. water ''"found in many. forms of purity. Rain water hits the earth in a_

reasonably,' pure formexcept for the. oxygen and carbon 'dioXide it has picked up,

on. its way down. In areas with acid rain, it might Collect far more than oxygen
and carbon dioxide.

Once the water has percolated through ,earth and rocks, it becomes either hard,

water or soft water.' This depends on the chemicals picked up as it percolated.

hrough the rocks.

One can safely assume that all types of water needs treatment before' it, is

placed in a boiler. Such .treatments require equipment' for clarification,

softening and heating. This package describes some of the :.equipment needect, for

feedwater treatment.

t?'

4
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TYPES 9F WATER

Feedwater comes from seyeral natural sources that have different levels of -water

qdalityt The basic categories of..naturar water' are:

12 y Rain water
2. Hard water.
3, Soft water 1

4. Estqdrine water

Rain Water
is

a
0.

Rain water has a high levelof carbon dioxide and oxygen. This causesit to be

corrosive. It is low in mineral content which reduces the problem from scale.

Still it must be treated to remove'the dissolved gases which cause corrosion.
4, ;,..

"'Hard Water

Hard Water is merely rain water that has traveled hrough rocks and earth... -It

picks up calcium' eind magnesium in the process pf wing through the earth. the .

.calcium and magnesium is in the ;form of carbonat s, chlorides. and ,sulphates.

These compounds become a problem in feedwater in the form of scale: Hard water

must. be treated before use as feedwater.

Soft Water

Soft water is rain water that moved through insoluble rocks.' The water failed

to pick up calcium.and magnesium. Soft water may contain suspended matter.such
as leaves, silt and clay partiCles that were picked up on its trip thrtough the

rocks. Soft water must be treated in settlihg tanks to remove the suspenAed

matter..

Estuarine Water 4 C

e

Estuarine water comes from estuarjes,of the sea. It is diluted sea water. The

closer it is located to the sea, the heavier the chemical concentration will be.

Estuarine water requires .careful treatment to be made suit le for boiler

feedwater.



EQUIPMENT FOR TREATING WATER:

Equipment for Clarification

I

Suspended matter must be removed from Teedwater by 'a process Called

clarification.. ThAa meang, that. the process makes the water clear bye- removing

41°
suspended matter.; The equipbent uses mechanical treatments to remove p ticles

from the water. The common 'pieees of equipment for clarification are: .

&,'

1. Screens and strainers for removing large particles of su4ended

matter: .

.

).
1

.

2. Settling basins. which allows suspended particles to settle to the bottom

and be drawn off. .
.."..

1.

3. Coagulants are sometimes needed to increase the :particle .size of

suspended solids. The particles will then set e to the bottom to to

drawn off. This is a mechanical (settling) proce even though a chemical

coagulant wts used to promote settling of the part cles.

4. Filters consist of a bed of porous material through which water can pass
by either gravity flow or under pressure. The porousaaterial is often

a sand or anthracite. A pressure filter is shown below.

. I
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Equipment Oor Softening 10.

Removal ot calcium and.magnealum salts from water is often accomplished through

softening processess. ,The common softening processes are;

1. Cold lime-soda
2,. Hot ne-soda
3). Sod II. zeolite
4. Hydrogen zeolite.'

5. Demineralizion

The equipment for cold lime-soda softening requircs an agitator to mix ,`the

\ chemicals and a coagulant. The softener combines with scale to form a :sludge.

which can be discharged. The coagulant aids in sludge formation.'

A

i

AGITATDR DRIVE

WATER INLET

Sas
CHEMICAL

EKED. WAXIER
OUTLET

SLUDGE
BLANKET

11

REACTION AND.

1 X INO

. AGITATOR
0

-SLUOGIE 6

OLOWCWF

1

Cold Lime-SodNSoftener



Hot lime-qoda .requires/that the water be heated above 100 C., This' .causes a

quick chemical reaction beteen the softener and solids in the water. A hot

lime-soda softener is pictured below..

.44

\ ^1

INLET CONTROL VALVE

PAw-viATER
INLET Y,

METER

TIMER()

If

Vent Condensing
Section

VENT

STEAM INLET

OVERFLOW ^.

CHEMICAL FLED

WASH WATER
FROM FILTERS

TREATED-WATER

WASH WATER
TO FILTERS

AUTOMATIC

DESLJOGING
ionoraLl

SLUDGE
RECIRCUL

ATEPUMP WASH

TO WASTE 0 PUMP

SLUDGE.

VALVE

Hot Lime-Soda'Softener

:

.. :' . ...°, .--

.: :-),..,1, ,The sodium- zedlite softener exchanges ions with scale forming solids. The scale .

0

:" forming salts are replaced with ,sodium cations that do nbt, form scale. Some

commO_zeolites are synthetic gel, sulfonated coal and styrene ;resin. After the

zeolite has collected a load of calcium and magnesiUm cations from the:sOlids,

the zeolitl container islilled wittOrine. The brine. removes . the load of

Calcium and magnesium ions from the zeolite.. The brine can then be'flushed out

Aft and'the zeolite reused... A zeolite softener is shown in detail on the next page'.

IP
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HY/ROMATIC SINGLE CONTROL VALVE 1

RAW
WATER
INLET

RAW WATER INLET
DISTRIRUTOR

AND SACKWASH
WATER .COLLECTOR

WI BRINE
DISTRIBUTOR

\

-ZEOLITE, RESINOUS. CAR.
IONACEMS, GREENSAND

OR SILICA GEL TYPES

SALT DISSOLVING
AND

STORAGE TANK

Pr'

IRINE
MEASURING

TANK

GRAVEL OR
ANTHRACITE

THROTTLE
VALVE

ti

CONCRETE
NU.

7

Vs. IA .1

VENT.
PIPE

S

METER. WITH
ALARM

CONTACTS

nowt' StrENER

v4.1,2

MATED
WATER
OUTLET

SOFTENED

WATER
OUTLET

PRESSURE

GAUGE

V

RACKWASH I

TO WASTE

TO SEWER 1

IUNDERDRAIN
HEADER LATERAL

SYSTEM

RINSE TO WASTE

Zeolite Softener Details
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Information
'-''''1RM14=gr'iel'n'reig5 are o use nsteal o sow zeolites. A problem of

... . . ...

caustic embrittlement ca result from the use of sodium. zeolites. Sodium

hydroxide was one of the .y-product' of sodiumtzeolite softening. This by-

product can cause embrittlement. Hydrogen zedlites will remove the 'scale

forming salts without forming the by-products that cause embrittlement. A

hydrogen zeolite is made from lignite, sulphonated -Coal or synthetictresin. A

method of, carbon dioxide removal must be used with this type of softener. The

hydrogen zeolite ip3 often used in parallel with the sodium zeolite unit and a

degasifier.

RAW WATER P

4111

D1LUT E H2 SO4
SOLUTION FOR
HYDROGEN CYCLE UNIT
REGENERATION

2

HYDROGEN CYCLE
UNIT

( HYDROGEN

EXCHANGER)

SODIUM CYCLE
UNIT

SODIUM isb
EXCHANGER)

\--*."---.----------"SATLNATED Na CI
BRINE FOR
SODIUM CYCLE
UNIT

1 REGENERATION

BLEINDAM
WUYES

HYDROGEN CYCLE LE

Hydrogen and Sodium Zeoplite
/Units in Parallel

VENT TO
ATMOSPHERE

(CO
a

)

DE- GASIFIER
TOWER FOR
CO2 REMOVAL

BLOWER

LIQUID LEVEL CONTROL TRANSFER
ACTIVATES BLOWER

PUMPAND VALVE
STORAGE FOR. TREATED WATER

Demineralization usepthe principles of anion and cation exchange to remove all

salts from the water. A hydrogen zeolite cati9n. exchanger Troves sodium,

'magnesiUm and calcium. The anion exchanger removes sulphide' chloride and

silicia anions. A degasifier removes the carbon dioxide from the water.

410 4
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nformation

Raw Water

Acid
Re generan

Cation

Exchanger

Demineralizing Arrangement

qluipment for Thermal Treatments

Heat can be used to treat feedwater.. The most economical use of heat is

remove dissolved gases from the feedwater. Thermal treatment involves the
of:

04 4

Aadon

Exchanger
Caustic Soda
Regenerant

0

To Service

1. Deaerators
2. Feedwater heaters
3. Evaporators

\))

to

use

Dearators are of a spray type or a tray type. Basically, the deaerator heats

the water to boiling and removes the gases through a scrubbing process. A

combinationombination spragand tray type deaerator is shown.

11
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Information
Feedwater heaters are used to soften, deaerate and filter water. The! also
serve the purpose of heating the feedwater. Bicarbonates are broken-in6
dioxide which'has the effect of softening the water. Feedwater heaters may be

open or closed types. Open feedwater heaters operate at atmospheric pressure
and below boiling point. A closed heater allows water toe heated.to high
temperatures, The 'open heater is shown.belovi. OP

Water Inlet

Float Valve'

011 Separator

011 Float Valve*

To Feed Pump

Coke Filter

Open Feedwatei Heater

A closed feedwater is built into the system as shown.

,

*Orain to Waste

BEST COSY AVKABLE
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Information
111111111111MMINMEM

Evaporhtors are u d to distill water for a system. The evaporator removes all

-dette tot' Should' be usecrin-tandem with an-evaporator to remove the

soluble gases. E aporators are made in three types:

1. Shell and tube
2. Flash
3. Deminerallzers

The figu're below Ahows a shell and tube type evaporator.

f

Woof 4nolet

Moistwv stimnotor

Ioter Wrap

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Assignment. A

* Read pages 7 - 33 in supplementary reference.

* Complete the job sheet.

* Complete self-assessmentiand check answers.

.* C6714te post-assessment and ask.the instructor to check your answers.

A

c.) 16

a
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Job Sheet
ANALYZE WATER TREATMENT EQUIPMENT AT. YOUR JOB SITE OR OTHER VISITATION SITE

Obtain manufacturer's specifications and instructions for water treatment

equipment at a specific-site.

What type of equipment is used for:

Clarification?
- Softening?
- Thermal treatment?

What kind of water is used for feedwater?

- Rain water
- Hard water
- Soft water
- Estuarine water

Is the equipme/nt appropriate to the needs?'

. -- What are the water problems?
- How well are prOblems controlled?

Visually inspect water treatment equipment for better understanding of its

components.

.17

11,
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Self
Assessmerit

0

Match the following. terms with appropriate ses.

1.

2.

Settling basin

Cold lime-soda-

3. Hard water C.

4. Sodium zeolite D.

5. Soft water B.

1.

6. Rain water F.

7. Coagulant G.

8. Clarification H.

9. Filter I.

10. Estuarine water J.

M

Used to increase the size of

particles of suspended matter.

Softener that exchanges ions,

.with scale forming solids.'

Is actually diluted seawter.

Process for removal of puspended
matter from feedwater.

-Contains scale forming

carbonates chlorides and

sulphates.

Porous bed of'anthracite or

'sand.

a

Must be treated to remove oxygen
and carbon dioxide.

May contain suspended matter
but is low in solids.

Allowp suspended particles to

be drawn o4f at the bottom.

Softendr that combines with
scale to form a sludge.



Self Assessment
Answers

vi

I 1.

2.

,-
'3.

J

E

B 4.

H 5.

6.

A 7.

8.

F 9.

C 10.

4.

IS, C. 4,0

41.
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Post
4ssessment

IF

Al

Match the following terms an descriptive phrases.

1. Hot limeso4p softener

2. Sodium zeolites

3. Hydrogen zeolite

4. Degasifier

5. Demineralization

6. Deaerator

7. 'Styrene resin

8. Lignite

9. Evaporator

10. Feedwater heater

A. Removes'carbon dioxide from
water.

B. A common boium zeolite.

C. Very quick reaction between'
softener and solids.

D. A common hydrogen zeolite.

Can cause embrittlement.

hqs

F. Used to avoid embrittlement
problems.

G. May be shell or tube or flash

types:

H. May be
types.

of spray or tray

I. May be of open or closed types.

J. Removes all salts from water
and uses both anion and cation
exchange principles.



1 1 C 7 ".

jnstructor
'Post, Assessment
Answers

C 1.

2.

F 3.

A 4.

5.

H 6.

B 7.

D 8.

10.

C

Me.
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SECTION '3

SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CALGARY,- ALBERTA

STEAM GENERATION

Correspondence Courses
Power Engineering

p

WATER TREATMENT

THE NEED FOR WATER TREATNitaT

Third Class
Lecture

If water' were 1120 and nothing else, or if all.waters carried the same
imputies, the treatment of water would be simple and uniform methods could beused. However, pure water never occurs in nature and impurities vary consider-
ably. The losest natural approaeh,to "pure "water is rain, but even rain contains
dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide which has been picked up from the air. Im-
purities in natural waters depend largely on the- source. Wells and springs are
classed as ground waters; rivers and lakes as surface waters.

Groundwoater.picks up impurities as it seeps through rock and soil, dis-
solving some part of almost everything it contacts and therefore groundwater usu-
ally contains a considerable amount of dissolved solids, The natural filtering
effect of rock and sand usually keep groundwater free and clear of suspended -mat-ter. Surface waters often contain suspended matt er such as leaftriold, sand, silt,
sewage and industrial waste, The amount and-location of rainfall may rapidly
change tihe amount ancl type of suspended matter. In additign, surface waters often
contain various a ounts of dissolved, solids as well,

-

Water Which contains large anidt*nts of dissolved solids is termed to be04," hard water ", while water which contains smell amounts of dissolved solids is
termed to be "soft water ".

If water, which contains impurities, is boiled and changed into steam,
impurities are left behindland will form sl lge or scale unless they are removed
before or during boiling. The more impuri es there are in the water and the morewater is boiled, the more irnpjirities are left behind to form sludge and scale.Pressure plays another important role,- As boiler pressures get higher, boiler
water temperatures increase ( site steam tables ), temperatures produce
faster chemical reaction rates so that scale is formed more rapidly and this scale
will bake on the metal surfaces more quickly. Not only .does this 'scale cause lossof efficiency, as it its heat badly, but it ean also be exceedingly dangerous

I)

17.1
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if it is neglected. With scale, the tubes and plates become cut off from contact

with, the water-fhthe boiler and the surfaces, no longer cooled by the water, are
overheated and the strength of the tnetal is diminished. In the' history of steam
engineering, numerous instances occur of boilers having failed, more or less
violently, from this cause? Sooner or later, tubes and plates will be overheated

so that they no longer withstand the pressure of the stearn.or the water contained
-by them. Then a disastrous explosion may occur.

Mud is another form of deposit which sometimes can be nearly as trouble-
some as scale. Certain chemicals introduced into the boiler to prevent scale will

offer an unwelcome compensation by producing mud_or sludge instead. Where the

circulation inside the boiler's imperfect, this mud accumulates in the more
sluggish parts; producing sindlar problems as scale and causing circulation to
some tubes to cease altogether. In order to pre-vent the formation oil mud or sludge,

adequate blowdown must always form part of a program which introduces chemicals

into the boiler to prevent scale.

A* In addition to cauiVing deposits; impurities in the fe.cdwater may also cause

corrosion, carryover or caustic embrittlemept.
iet

.

Corrosion is the rusting or eating away of metal generally caused by dis-
solved oxygeri.or carbon dioxide in the water or a low pll or a combination of all

thre.e. Corrosion is one of the most undesirable features in boiler plant operation...
because it attacks the boiler metal and its harmful effects cannot be repaired with-

out complete renewil. Beale can be removed and carryover stopped, but corrosion
damage that haS occurred cannot bt repaired.

C rryovcr is a term applied to entrained moisture and associated solids

passing one a boiler with the steam, Aside from erratic superheat and mechani-

cal tro -ties with engines and turbines caused by slugs of moisture, carryover
deposits solids in superheaters. aiul on turbine blades. Iiigh concentration of dis-

solved solid's in the boiler feedwater greatly increases the-tendency for carryover.
.9

Caustic embrittleMent is a form of metal cracking which can cansc a

sciou,s.boiler failure, The term "caustic. c mbrittlement "derives its origin from
the la&that failure occurs in the presence of a highly concentrated caustic solution

and the Metal itself fails in a sudden or brittle manner with no`apparentdeformation

of the metal prior tj.adval failure. To produce caustic embrittlement in boiler

metal, three factors are requircAl:

1 a leak and subsequent concentration olliboiler water
at the point of leakage,

( 14;3-3-12-2 )
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) a high pH which causes concentrated caustic solution
at the leak to attack the metal,

3 ) a high metal stress in the area of concentration and
attack.

The most common areas of embrittlement attack are in rivets and riveted
joints in older boilers, tube connections to drums or headers where the tubes have
been rolled and stressed andin tube sheets between closely spaced tubes where
the tube sheets are heavily stressed, Alternate expansion and contraction of the
metal as a result of temperature changes in the boiler can provide small crevices
through which boiler water can escape and cause the high caustic concentrations
and embrittlement. The power plant engineer has little control over amfactors
of leakage and stress. The factor which can best be controlled is the 011, If the
pH is low enough the water becomes non-embrittling and leakage or stress will
not cause embrittlement. At the same tithe, however, the p11 must be high enough
to prevent corrosion and scale formation. The exact control of boiler water p11 is
therefore ext r6mely important.

Briefly stated, the need and extent bf water treatment depends on three
main factors:

1) the concentration and type of impurities present ig the
feedwater,

2 ) the rate or output of the boiler; the need increasing with
higher boiler outputs,

3 ) the presskire and consequently temperatureat which the
boiler operates; the need for purer water increasing with

. -higher boiler pressures.
J

'Ike-table following gives an indication of the maximum limits for solids
allowed in boiler water. The feedwater total solids is an .approximate indication
as it depends on many other factors such,as percent make-up, type of solids,
boiler output, etc. -A

a

41
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Operating Pressure ( kPa ) Boiler Water
Tbtal Solids ( ppm )

Feedwater
Total Solids ( ppin )

,

.0-2000
2000-3000
3000-4000
4000-5000
5000-6000
6000-7000
70b0 -10000

1000014000
14000 and higher

0

.

,

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1250
1000

_.
750
500

100
30
20
10 .

5

4---'iblittiv
3

2 ---..

1 i
---)

Table 1

FEEDWATER

Chemical Formulae

As explained in Lecture 5, Section 2, "Combustion ", certain symiaols are
used to denote both elements and compounds. For example, water is denoted by
the symbol 1120, carbon dioxide`by the symbol CO2, sulphur by the symbol S,
and so on. These symbols are actually the chemical formulae for these various
sul3stances and indicate what each substance.is made up of. In the 'Majority of the
methods used for treating feedwater, the flnpurities are removed by means of
chemical reactions. In order to understand how these reactions take place, the
chemical formulae for both the impurities and the treatment materials must be
known. The following list gives the chemical formulae for the more common vom-
pounds associated with water treatment.

Compound

Aluminum sulphate A1.2(804)3
- Aluminum hydroxide A1(011)
Ammonium hydroxide N114011

Calcium bicarbonate Ca(11CO3) 2

Calcium carbonate CaCO3
Calcium chloride CaC12
Calcium hydroxide ( hydrated lime ) ,Ca(011)2
Calcium sulphate CaSO4

Formula

( 13E3-3-42-4 )
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Car xide
Carbonic aci
Ilydrazine
Hydrochloric acid
Hydrogen zeolite
Magnesium bicarbonate
Magnesium carbonate
Magnesium chloride
.Maiinesium hydroxide
Magnesium sulphate
Nitric acid
Silicic atid
Sodium aluminate
Sodium bicarbonate
Sodium carbonate ( soda lsh
Sodium chloride
Sodium hydroxide ( caustic soda )
SIOdium nitrate
Metasodium phosphate
Monosodium phosphate
Disodium.phosphate
Trisodium phosphate
Sodium sulphate
Sodium sulphite
Sodium zeolite,
Sulphuric acid

Acids, Bases and Saltl)

CO2
ii2CO3
N21I

liCI
1121

Mg(I1CO3)2
MgCO3
MgCl2
Mg(01I) 2
MgSO4
IIN

III2SiO3
Na2A 120,1
NalIC03
Na2CO3
Na Cl
Na011
NaNO3
Nal)03
Nali2PO4
Na2111)0,1
Na31)04
Na2SO4
Na2SO3
Na2Z
112504

ftpr'
Three types of chemical compounds which are of great importance in ?e-

40.gard to water treatment are acids, bases and salts. When these are in solution
they disassociate into particles which have a definite electrical charge and Which
arc known as ions.

_Acids produce an excess Of hydrogcriTons having a positive electrical
charge and which are denoted by It is this excess of 11 f ions which Oyes the
solution its acidity. Examples of acids are hydrochloric acid !ICI, nitric acid
IIN,03, and sulphuric acid 112504.

43

( PE3-3-.12-5 )
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Bases, also called alkalies, produce. an excess of hydoxyl ions having a
negative electrical charge and which are denoted by 011-, It is this excess of On-
ions which gives the solution its alkalinity. Examples of bases.are calcium hydr-,
oxide Ca(011)2, (ammonium hydroxide NII4011, .and sodium hydroxide' Na011.

When an acid is neutralised by ,a base the result the formation of a
salt,. For example, the salt sodium sulphate Na2S0,1 is formed when sulphuric
acid 119S0,1 is neutrali4ed by the base sodium hydroxide Na011. In equation form
the reaction is:

2 NaOII f 112...SO4 Na
2
S01 2 1120

Other examples of salts are ~odium chloride NaC1, calcium sulphate
CaS0

1'
magneSium Carbonate ildge.0 eta,

When a salt is in a solution it \vill disassociate into positively and nega-
tivch charged ions, The positive ions are called cations and the negatively charged
ions are ( ailed anions,

Thus the salt Na
2S0.1

Will disassociate into Na cations and 504 anions,

. IL11 Values

In order to indicate whether a solution is acid or alkaline, a scale of
numbers from I) to 1-1 is used, These numbers simply indicate the concentration
of the II ions and the Oil ions in the solution, If the concentration of the'11' ions
is.cqual to the concentration of the OI1 ions then the solution is neutral ( neither
acidic or alkaline ) and the pit value is 7, If the concentration of 11' ions is greater
than that of the 011- ions then the solution- is acidic and has a pll value of below q.
It the concentration of 11' ions is less than that of the 011- ions then the solution is
alkaline and hasi-a p11 value of greater than 7.

The more acidic the solution is the smaller will be the p11 value, For
example, a pit of 6 will mean the solution is 10 times as acidic as a solution hav-
ing, a pit 01 6. A solution having a pll of I will be 100 times as acidic as the p11 Ii

solut ion,

Similarly, the more alkaline the solution is-the greater will he the p11

value, A pll valuebof 9 indicates '10 times the alkalinity of pH 8, A pll value of
10 indicates 100 times the alkalinity of pll 8 and so ,on.

z.,

1)E:1-3-12-8 r
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Table 2 below lists the scale of pit values,
Ia

Solution

Most acidic

plI Value

Acidity decreases with :.

0

1

.2

3
increasing pH 4

5
Least acidic 6
Neutral .7 ...
Least alkaline

9

10

Alkalinity increases with 11

increasing pll i 12

13

Most alkaline 14

"Vo

EX" 'WATER '1'111.:ATAIEIAT

pal Scale

'fable 2

42,

External water treatment\ roiers to the treating of the waterbefore it
enters the boiler, It may also be 'called " feedwater treatment "as it is treatment
01 water which feeds the boiler, It (luring the treatmiint the hardness of the water
is reduced, it may be referred to as "water softening".

The chart on Page 8 shows a breakdown-of the more common methods of
extirnal water treatment.' (;enerally Inechanical' 'methods are used to take scis-
pcodcd matter out of the \vater or chi rify ther.vat,er, chemical methods aro used
lo soften the water and thermal methods are used to take oxygen and other gases
out) 01 the water, In some case§ one: piece of equipment may combine two or more
me thods.while in other cases one method may clarify' soften and degasify the
water in one operation.

( 1' E3-3-12-7 )
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EXTERNAL WATER TREATMENT CHART

Method

.

E
1qutpment

. Effluent
Purity Level

Purpose ( ppm as CaCO. )

.Mechanical.

Screens and Strainers

Settling Basirts

Coagulato rs

Filters

Clarify

Clarify
,

Clarify

Clarify

----
--
____

____

.

Chemical

.

Cold Lime Soda

liot Lime Soda
. I

Sodium Zeolite

Hydrogen Zeolite

Demineralizer

Soften
.

Soften and Degasify.

,often 0

Stiften

Soften

50
.

25 -3U

1 -2

0, 1-1

U-0, 1

T iermal

l)eaerator

(-)pen Feedwater
Heater

Closeil Feedwater
Heater

Evaporators

Degasify and Heating

Clarify, Degasif,P.
and Heating

Heating and Soften

Soften and Ileating

. ----
--
--
0-1

Alechanical Methods

Insoluble impurities, entering a boiler with the feedwater, tend to stick to
hot boiler tubes like dust tin flypaper, Pradieally all ,surface waters ( rivers,
lakes, ponds, etc, ) contain some amount of mud, silt, clay, decayed vegetation,
micro - organism's, sewage and industrial wastes, These insolubles must be re-
moved to,prevent fouling of feedwater softeners or to prevent deposits in the boiler,

(
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The insolubles suspended in.natural water have a wide range of particle
sizes. They may vary from relatively large sand particles to particles which'
can't be seen ( individually ) with.the naked eye.. The larger vartlieles are called'.
sedlment. They teid to settle out or cadbe filtered out. Colloidal particles,
however, will stay suspended indefinitely and are small enough to pass through the
pores of conventional filters, Collectivel",--the suspended particles are termed
turbidity. Clarification for removing turbidity" from water may involve the use of
screens, settling, chemical coagulatipn and filtration. If the suspended solid4-,are
small ( colloidal ) chemical coagulation is needed for effective clarification.

I') Screens and Strainers
r ,

o

The purpose of screens and strainers is Is) prevent the large
or free floating particles from entering and damaging or clogging
the feedwater supply equipment. They may simply consist of log
booms to keep free floating debris away or they may consist of
metal se reellti or strainers of various shapes and coarseness
,ft-signed to eliminate these particles.

2 ) Settling Basins

Settling (,also called subsidence ) may be accomplished by
using a simple tank which is filled with the turbid water and allowed
to stand. After the sediment has settled, the clarified water is
drawn.off the top and the settled soliils removed from the bottom.
The tank is then ready:for another cycle. This is the intermittent
type of settling basin. i Continuous methods of subsidence are more
frequently used. This' is accomplished by passing water through a
basin or tank of such design that the velocity of the water is reduced
to a point sufficiently fow to permit subsidence, Clarified vat er is
drawn from the tank continuously from an overflow,, the settled solids
remaining in the bottom of the tank from where they maybe removed
continuously by mechanically operated rakes or scrapers or period-
ically by flushing with high pressure jets.

Waters containing\turl
or high density solids may, be cli
settling. It is an economical in
where it is applicable and in s
to coagulation,

ty due to relatively large particles
rifled to a substantial degree by

thod of obtaining clarification
eh cases it is often employed prior

( PE3-3-12-9)
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After a filter has been in service for a period of time,
the filter bed will become plugged with suspended matter re-
moved from the water, When this occurs the filter must be
backwashed. Backwashing consists of reversing the direction
of flow through the filter thus freeing the trapped material
from the bed and washing it to waste. fi

Gravity _Filters

Fig. 2 illustrates a gravjty filter which uses a bed of sand supported on a
bed of gravel.

Inlet

Backwash to waste

to service

Backwash inlet

Gravity Filter

Fig. 2

4
This unit features a rectangular reinforced concrete construction for the

filter shell although in some designs the shell ia% of wood or steel and may be cir-
cular in shape. The bed of sand is usually 0.4 in to .0.8 m in depth and the gravel
J)ed between 0.3 and-0.6 fn.

The water enters at the top and flows downwardly through the filter bed to
the outlet at the bottom. When backwashing is necessary, the now is reversed
with the backwash water entering at the bottom and being discharged at the top to
Waste.

The filter shown in Fig. 3 is designed to automatically backwash itself
when the filter bed becomes sufficiently plugged with dirt.

In this unit the inlet water normally .passes downwardly through the filter
bed and up the outlet pipe. As impurities accumulate in the filter bed, the level of
water in the backwash pipe rises with it finally flows over the loop at the top. The
backwash pipe then begins to siphon the water from the space above the bed. This

(
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causes the backwash storage water to flow from the storage space through a pipe
to the underside of the bed,* It then passes upwardly through the bed to waste thus
backwashing the bed. When the storage water ldvel drops below the end of the
siphon breaker pipe, the backwashing will stop and normal flow through the filter
bed-will resume, first filling the backwash storage space and then passing through
the outlet to service, The filling of the backwash storage space provides a rinsing
period before the filter returns to service.

9
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I. FILTERING
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.01
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2. BACKWASHING

Automatic Ilackwashing Gravity Filter

Fig, 3

TO
-1WASTE

A pressure filter is illustrated i,n Fig, 4, T,he shell is of steel and con-
tains a bed of anthracite which is supported on a strainer plate, The water to be
filtered is pumped wider pressure through the filter, entering at the top and pass-
ing down through the filter bed and through stainless steel strainers to the outlet-
at the bottom,
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Pressure gages, not shown in the figure, are installed on the inlet and
outlet lines and when the tressure difference between them reaches a certain value,
usually from 35 to 55 kPa, it means that backwashing is required,

During the backwashtng period, a rotary surface washer may be used to
loosen material from the surface of the bed, The water leaves the nozzles of the
rotary washer at high velocity which causes the washer arm to revolve.

Frequently, filters are used in conjunction with settling tanks and coagu-.
. lation. The sequence is to coagulate and settle the impurities in a settling tank and
then pass the.water'thrdugh filters for 'final clarification,
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II filters are used alone then a coagulant is usually fed to the filter in
order that the finer impurities are formed into larger particles that can be trapped
by the filter bed.
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In the chemical rhethods of water .treatment chemicals are used in one way'
or a other to, react with the dissolved solids of the water. This reaction will sof-
ten the water by changing the dissolved 'solids to a highly soluble dissolved solid
which does not easily form scale, or by making the dissolved solids insoluble so
that they come out of solution and separate frog, the water in the scQeer, or by
exchanging the dissolved solids in an ion exchange process which leaves the dis-
solved solids behind in the exchanger.

1, Cold Lime-Soda Softening

In the cold process of lime-soda softening; tie raw water at room temper--
atur ,\Ithe softening chemicals ( calcium hydroxide and sodium carbonate ) and a
coagu nt are mixed togetherin a central mixing zone by means of rr,iotor. driven
agitators. As the insoluble compounds, CaCO3 and Mg(011)9, are produced by
the softening cheniicals reacting. with the scale forming materials namely
Ca(11CO3)2, Mg(11CO3)2,0CaSO4,, 14004: CaC12, and MgCl2, a-sludge is formed
which can be discharged from the bottom of the softener. Tho.coaguiant, aids in
theformation of this sludge, .A part of the sludge, however, is kept in suspension°
by the action of ,the agitators and the flow of the water, and this forms a sludge
blanket through which the water passes on its way to the outlet. The sludge blan-
ket'aids,in the removal of any impurities not already pie,cipitated from the water.
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Fig, 5 t
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In this type of softener exhaust steam is usually used to heat the incoming
water to temperatures above 1000 Celsius. Chemical reactionsin the hot lime -
soda. unit arc the same as for the cold process except that they are almost instan-
taneous and produce softer water.. The hot process lime-soda wtofterier can be used
to combine in one pomplete unit the functions of softening by reducing hardness to
It) - 30 ppm, silica removal, deaeration and filtration. The hot proces is most.

_suitable to thesoftening of high hardness supplies.

Control of lime-soda softening is somewhat more difficult than the control
of ion exchange softening and frequentItesting and control adjustmentsare generally
requi red.
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Fig. 6 shows the arrangement of a hot process softener used in conjune-
t ion with pressure filters which are usually necessary to filter out any carryover
of sludge.partieles from the softener. The process is continuous,and carried out
in a single tank. A chemical tank and pump with arrangement for proportioning the
chemicals, to the raw water flow, a Sliu)ge recirculating pump and a filter back\vash
pump complete the essential equipment. Raw water enters the top through a series

/
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of sprays., the amount being controlled by the level in the softener. Chemicals
enter at the same point and are thoroughly mixed by the sprays. Entering steam
heats and deaerates the incoming water. Temperature of the process is governed
by steam pressure maintained inside the tank. Chemical reactions form calcium
carbonate .andtnagnesium hydroxide almost instantaneously. These compounds
come out of solution and form a sludge. About one'hotir retention time is normal,
the water flowing downward and under the weir where the sludge is precipitated to
the cone chamber below. From the inverted weir an uptake carries softened water
to the outlet and to the pressure filters, Periodically some of the sludge is dis-
charged to waste while some of the sludge is continually recirculated which helps
to reduce the amowit of chemicals needed in the treatment. The filters are 'ar-
ranged to be. baekwashed with watet from the softener and this water is returned
to, the softener after backwashing,

Sodium Zeolite Softening ( Sodium Cation Exchange ) e

When certain compounds are dissolved in.water they disassociate to form
positively and negatively charged particles known as ions, The ions which have a

charg r died cations while thOse having a negative charge are called
a ions

For example, if water contains the scale forming salt calcium sulphate
.CaSO4 then it will be in the form of calcium ( Ca ) cations and sulphate ( SO4 )
anions, If the Ca cations could he exchanged for sodium ( Na ). cations then the
salt wi)uld now be sodium,Sulphate 1\Ia2SO4 and as this salt is extremely soluble it
would not produce scale in a.boiler, The same would hold true if the cations of
the other scale producing salts could be exchanged for sodium cations, If, a4 an-
other example, the water also contains the scale forming salt magnesium 6icar-
bonate Mg(IIC03)2, then this salt Will be in the form- of magnesium ( ) cations
and bicarbonate (11CO3) anions, If the Mg cations are exchanged for Na cations
then the salt will now be 'sodium bicarbonate NalIC03 and as this salt is extremely
soluble, as are most of the sodium compounds, it will not produce scale in a
boiler,

A

The sodium zeolite softener uses the principles of ion exchange to remove
scale forming salts from the water and to replace them with non-scale forming
salts, The softener contains a granular material called zeolite which has the
ability, when water is passed 'through it, to remove the calcium and magnesium
cations from the water and to replace them with sodium cations, The Ca and Mg
cations are held by the zeolite' material which has given up Na cations in exchange
fOr them;

( PP:3-3-12-17 )
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When the zeolite material has gives up all its Na cations #1,exchange for
the Ca and Mg cations, it has to be regenerated before it can resume the softening
process, The regeneration is done.by removing the zeolite softener from service
and filling it with a solutidn of brine ( sodium chloride NaCl ), The zeolite then
absorbs the Na cations from the brine and discards the Ca. and Mg cations to the
brine, The brine now, containing the Ca and Mg cations is then flushed to sewer
and the V.eolite bed is rinsed out with water, The softener is then returned to
service \until regeneration is again necessary,

The zeolite may be made up of any qne of several materials, Examples
of zeolites are natural greensand, synthetic gel, sulfondted coal and styrene resin,
It is usually given the chemical formula Nag,
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The sketch in Fig. 7 shows the arrangement of the zeolite softener to-
gether with ;L regenerant or brine tank. The zeolite o exchange material is sift).-
pocted on a bed of gravel or anthracite and is containe in a steel pressure _tank.
The raw water after passing through a meter flow4 into the top of the soltener tank
;nd travels downward through the bed of zeolite and leaves the softener at the
bottom.
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When the zeolite becomes exhausted, ..the softener is taken out of service
and backwashed by, Jmanipulating the valves so that raw water enters at the bottom
and flows upwardly through the bed to the wash water collector and then to waste,
The backwashing serves to separate and clean the bed and when it is completed the
zeolite..is regenerated by passing a salt solution or brine intoit, This is done by
admitting raw water to an ejector or eductor. The water flowing through the educ-
tor produces a vacuum which draws the brine up from the regenerant tank and the
brine is then forced into the softener just above the surface of the bed.

After the correct amount of brine has been supplied, the softener is then
rinsed by admitting raw water to the top of the softener. This water passes down
through the bed rinsing it free of brine and flowing through the drain to waste.
After the bed has been completely rinsed of brine, the softener is returned to ser-
vice once more.

Fig. 8 shows in more detail the piping connections for a zeolite softener.
Rather than using several valves to change flow di reetions during backwash, rinse
and regeneration, this type has a master valve which connects'together the neees-
sa.ry piping for the. various operations when the valve lever is 'moved to the desired
position.

4. Hydrogen Zeolite Softeptng ( Hydro_gen.cation Exchange)

In ti4 sodium cation exchange softener, explained in the previous section,
the salts of calcium and magnesium were replaced with salts of sodium. While
this method does get rid of the scale-forming calcium and magnesium, it does not
reduce the total amount of salts dissolved in the water as the sodium salts take the
place of the calcium and magnesium'salts. One of these sodium salts, sodium bi-
c4irbonate, Will decompose in +the boiler into sodium carbonate, sodium hydroxide
and carbon dioxide,' rhe sodium hydroxide may cause embrittlement of the boiler
metal and the carbon dioxide will be carried over with the steam and form carbonic
acid in the return lines which results in corrosion. Sodium bictirbonate will also
tend to cause the water in the boiler to foam.

If instead of a sodium zeolite softener, a hydrogen zeolite softener is used
then the scale forming salts will be removed without the formation of sodium bi-
carbonate. Hydrogen zeolite has the ability to remove calcium, magnesium and

.sodium cations from the mineral salts and replace them with hydrogen ions. As a
result the mineral salts are converted to acids. These acids are subsequently
neutralized y the use of an alkali or base such as caustic soda NaOII, or in some
cases the id- containing water from the hydrogen zeolite softener is mixed with
the water from a sodium zeolite softener and this will also result in the neultral-

tization of the acids.'

( PE3-3-I2-20 )
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Regeneration of the hydrogen zeolite is accomplished-by the use of an
acid solution which restores hydrogen ions to the zeolite and removes the.calcium,

. magnesium and sodium cations from. the zeolite,

The material used in the hydrogen zeolite softener may be lignite, sul-
phonated coal, coke or synthetic resin.

The effluent or discharge from a hydkogen zeolite softener contains var-
ious acids which would be corrosive to the metal in the piping and the boiler.
The'refore these acids must be either neutralized or removed from the effluent. In
the case of carbonic acici1i2CO3, it quickly breaks down into water and carbon
dioxide as illustrated in the following equation,

Carbonic acid Water 4 cilrbon Dioxide

11
22

CO
3

11 0 . CO2
,

The CO2 can be removed by passing the water through a degasifier tower
in which the water flows down over trays and is scrubbed by upward flowing air
from'a blower,
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An arrangement involving the use of a degasifier and a sodium zeolite
limit in conjunction with a hydrogen zeolite softener is shown in Fig. 9. Before
entering the degasifier, the effluent from the hydrogen zeolite unit is mixdd with
the effluent from a sodium zeolite unit in order to neutralize the sulphuric and
hydrochloric acids resulting from the hydrogen ion exchange. Also if silicie acid
is.present it will also be neutralized,

Another arrangement which uses an alkali, such as sodium hydroxide
Na011, to neutrally.? the acid effluent from a hydrogen zeolite unit is shown in

. Fig. 10,
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The neutralization of the acid effluent by the sodium hydroxide is skiwn in
equation form as f011ows:

Sulphuric Acid 4 Sodium Hydroxide Sodium Sulphate Water
11250/l 2 Nu011 Na, SO4 .4 21120

Hydrochloric Acid Sodium Hydroxide SodiUm Chloride Water244

lid I NaOH NaCI I 1120
,

3. Silicie Acid .1 Sodium Hydroxide -a- Sodium Silicate 4 Water
11

2
SiO3 + 4 Na011 Na

2
SiO

3
) 2'1120

( 1'O-3-12-22
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The sodium sulphate and sodium chloride contained in the neutralizeg
water are very soluble and do not tend-to produce scale in the boiler. The sodium
silicate, however, will produce extremely hard scale in the boiler and must be
gotten rid of by sonic other method,

,r

5. Deinitieralization (Cation and Anidn Exchange)

An 'advantage of the hydrogen zeolite over the sodium zeolite pro-
cess is that the hydrogen zeolite removed the sodium bicarbonate and thus reduced
the dissolved solids content of the water. 'phe acids in the effluent from the hydro-
gen zeolite unit, such as sulphuric and hydrochloric, were then neutralized. How-
ever when these acida,Were neutralized, the anions of these acids, such as SO4
and Cl, combined with the sodium from the neutralizing base Na011 and formed
sodium sulphate and sodium chloride. While these sodium salts do not tend to
form scale, they may cause foaming in the boiler and require excessive blowdown,
In, addition to this disadvantage, the hydrogen zeolitb unit will.not remove any
silica present in the water.

If it is desired to remove all the mineral gaits from the water,. a prock/ss
knoWn as demineralization or deionization is used. This involves using a hy5frogen
zeolite cation exchanger to remove thetsodium, magnesium and calcium cations
and then using an anion exchanges. to remove the sulphate, chloride and s/dica
anor. In addition, a degasifier is used to remove any carbon dioxide /present,
The effluent from the dernineralizing process is water that is free fryn all mineral
impurities and is equal in quality to distilled water,

The hydrogen zeolite cation exchanger has aireadytbeen described in the
previous section.

The anion exchanger contains a hydroxide resin/material which has the
ability to remove the anions of the acids_ contained in the effluent from the cation
exchanger. This anion exchange material is regen9rated with sodium hydroxide
when it becomes exhausted,

A demineralizing arrangement is sewn in Fig, IL,

The rav,r, water first passes thrdugh the cation exchanger where the cations
of calcium, magnesium and sodium are removed and acids formed. As a result
the effluent from the cation exchanger now contains carbonic, sulphuric and hydro-
chloric acid. In addition, if any silica was present in the raw water it will now be
in.the form of silicic acid

2
SiO 3'

40, (1'E3-312-23 )
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The carbonic acid in the cation exchange effluent breaks down into water
and carbon dioxide and this carbon dioxide is removed as the effluent passes through
the degasifier.

The effluent is then pumped to the anion exchanger where the acid anions
are removed leaving pure demineralized water which then passes to service.

When the 6xchang$rs become exhausted they must be baekwashed, regen-erated, rinsed and then returned to service.

The cation exchanger.itregenerated with a:solution "of sulphpric Old and
the anion exchanger is regene led with a solution of sodium hydroxide.

When a deminerali .ing system is' used it is important that the raw water
supplied to the systems has first been filtered to remove any suspended materials.'
If this is not done then the suspended materials will be trapped in the exchange
material and will form a coating thus reducing the flow of cations and anions.

( PIO-3-12-24
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Aspecial type of demineralizing system.as shown in Fig, )12 combines the
cation exchange material wiPh the anion exchange material in a single shell,. Vis
is called a mixed beef system as the two 'exchange materialszre mixed together
in a single bed, When regeneration is necessary, the two materials are separated
by baclo,vashinv The backwashing causes the lighter anion exchange material to
rise to the top of the bed with the heavier cation exChant 4e. material forming the
bottom layer, Then each layer is regenerated and rinsed, The two materials are
then mixed together again by blowing air upwardly through the kid,
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Thermal Methods

Treating water thermally is probably one of the oldest methods of external
water treatment, Heat can soften, but the use of halt to soften water will normally
depend on the availability of exhaust steam to be economical. The most common
purpose of.heat in water treatment is to fiegasify the water thereby reducing cor-
rosion in the bailers',

1. Deaerators

The Sonstruction of a deaerator Usually involves four sections; a section
where the water is heated to the boiling/point, a section where the released gases
are scrubbed from the water, a section for the storage of the deaerated water and
ztThsection for condensing any,.steam that is being carried to the vent with the re
leased gases,

1)eacrators are classed as spray type or tray type.

)In the spray type .the entering water passes through spray valves and is
,lherefore in a finallydivided.statb. It Is then heated by coming in contact with

steam irt the heating section, The water then peisses te. the scrubber section. where
it is sc, ubbed by the.entering steam and the gals released by the heating'are re-
moved. The deaerated water then passes to the Storage.section.andthe,steam. .-

flows from...the scrubbing section to the heating section.wherelt heats the incoming
water spray and where most of .it condenses,,.. The gases. released In then, scrubbing
section flow tothe vent condensing Section wherP,any.steam present.sisconeense&:.. .and the'gases are cooled to some witent., .the'kases.then,pags out thriiiigh the Vent,

In the tray type deaerator the process is much the'ssame .except that the
water, instead of priss,filg through spray nozzles,is'broken:upby trickling down.
over ',a seri, s of trays,''' The, entering steam scrubs the .watiii111 the lower tray,
section zinc .heatks the water in the upper tilt)/ 'section. 'released gaSPS'and
some steam pass.to .the' Vent condensing. section where the steam is.condensed and

.;the gases pass' to'the atmosphere through. the vent opening;
. 4 ts 'Some deaerators combine the .spray and tray principles with the water_

first being sprayed into the deaerator and then trickling' over a series of trays, , ...This combination type isillustrated. in Fig. 13... ,..
In this combination type the'reliatsed gases lipast pass through the,.spiay,

of incoming water on their way to the vent opening; In this way any steam :carried
with ti'e gases will be condensed. This section of the lieaertifor is caped the in- -

( Pr.3-3-12-24.)
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The level in the storage section is regulated by float controlled inlet and
'overflow Valves,

one design of spray deuerator is illustrated in.. Fig,. I
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The inlet water enters the heater compartment through upward angledspray nozzles and is heated by steam rising from the scrubber compartment. TheV*heated water then flowS down into the scrubber section Otero it is scrubbed by thesteam entering through a central pipe, The steam and the gases Scrubbed fromthe water then rise through the heating compartment, where most of the steam iscondensed, to the vent condenser Chaniber,- Another water spray in this chambercondenses any remaining stV arhe gases then pass out through the vent,

An outside view of .anothr design of spray deaerator appears in Fig, 16'and shows the vario s fittings such as inlet and overflow float controls, therino-'meters, pressure age, manhole, etc,
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The deaerallors shown in Figs, 13, 14 and 15 all feature dire& contact
vent condensers, That is toThs,y, the water used to condense the steam carried by
the venting gases comes in direa contact in the form of a spray with the steam,
These vent condensers are also called internal vent condensers as they are located
within the shell of the deaerator.

." The deacrator shown in Fig, 16'teatu\res an external vent condenser,
This condenser is located ,outside of the and theventing gases and steam do'
not come directly in contact with the water, Instead, the cool incoming water
passes through tubes within the vent condenser 'and the venting gases and steam
pass over the outside surface of these tubes, As a result the steam is condensed
and flow's back ascondensate into the deacrator.

The steam used for heating and scrubbing of the ater in most types of
&aerators is exhaust steam from some source, If exhaust r waste steam is not
available then live steam can be used after reduction of press re,

Usually the operating pressure of the deacrator is about .70 or 100 ki)a but
pressures as high as .1200.kPa are often used, For qcample in an electrical gener-
ating station, the deaerator is usually supplied with steam which has been bled off
from the turbine and in this case the pressure may be as high as 1200 Pa or even
higher, ,

In some cases the deaerator is designed to operate under a vat uum, The
vacuum is usually produced by a steam jet ejector but in some types a mechan-
ical vacuum pump, By reducing the pressure in'the deaerator, the water can be
made to boil at comparatively low temperatures, If, for example, the pressure in
the deacrator is reduced to 50 mm of mercury then the water will boil at about

C, Vacuum deaerators are not as efficient as those operating at pressures
.above atmospheric.

Oj?en Feedwater Heaters

open feedwater heaters are heaters which are open to.the. atmosphere
and certain liniitationg are thereby placed upon them, The pressure obviously.
cannot be more than,atmospherie;" the temperature cannot exceed the boiling point
of water or 109P C and they must be placed on the suction side of the boiler feed-
pumps, Because of their placement, the boiler feedpumps tend to vaporlock and
16s. e suction easily which is one reason why.they are now seldom installed, They
were popular in plants with steam engines because an oil separating section was
normally combined. wlith this heater to separate cylinder oil from the engine con-
densate, In addition to heatingthe water open heaters serve the purpose of

(
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softening, deaerating and filtering the water, The softening takes place when bi-
carbonates break down into CO2 and carbonates when heated, The CO2 is released
to atmosphere while the carbonate's which are much less soluble settle out in theheater, Because bicarbonates can be removed by heating in an open heater before
they reach the bdiler, they are often referred to as temporary 'hardness, while ,
sulphates, ,chlorides arid nitrates which cannot be removed in this manner are re-ferred to as permanent hardness, Fig. 17 shows a typical open feedwater heater.
In most cases exhaust *am is (ised to heat the water.

/ VentWater Inlet

Float Vatve

V

I
NO y_g-r,f Io w

To Feed Pump
410

Water

Coke Filter
111111111111111U111111=1111111111101

Steam Inlet

Oil Separator

Oil Float Valve

Open I. cute r Heater,

ter Heaters .

As the name
phere and the 'steam doe
this heater may be placed
the boiler feedpumps. This
atures than in an open heater a
increased. Increasing plant effic

--,Drain to Waste

plies, closed feedwater heaters are not open to the atmos-
.

not come in direct contact with the water. Being closed
ywhe e in the plant cycle. including the discharge of

slhe waterto be'heated to much higher temper-
by doing so the overaplant efficiency is often

cy is themain role -.of cloned feedwater heatersbut tiley can also be used to soften the water in some cases by precipitating'hard-
ness from the water before it reaches the boiler, When Used in this capacity two
or more heaters must be placed in parallel so that one can be removed from ser-viceto be cleaned while others remain in `service. ***".

e
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Fig, 18 shows typical 'locations of closed feedwater heaters in a steam
plant, The heat medium is often bled steam from various turbine stages, Fig, 19
shows th,e construction of a closed feedwater heater.

OQILER

4

STEAM

H.P. HEATERS

4. Evaporators

L.P HEATER

EICHLER
FEED

PUMPS

Closed Feedwater Ileate-Wyeations.

Fige

.CONDENSATE .

PUMPS .

.44

lioilers or steam generators which operate at high pressures and temper-
.atures require make-up water that 'is free from any impurities. This pure, yater
may he obtained through the use of dethineralizers to remove the dissolved solids
and deacrators to remove the dissolved gases. Another method whicirtc commonly
employed in central stations is to use evaporators insad of demineratizers to
obtain water free from dissolved solids and then to use deaeratorsto remove the

.dissolved gases,

'4,he process Which takes place in the evaporator is simply the boiling of
the water. The steam or vapo. produced from this boiling will be free from solids
and when aubsegikntly condensed will form solids -free water or distilled water,

3
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However, any dissolved gases p `sent 1,n the original water will pass off
with the steam in the evaporator and conse uently the distilled water must be
deacrated before going to the boiler. The impurities left behind in the evaporator
will form scale and therefore the water fed to the evaporator is usually softened

.in order to reduce the amount of scale formed, In ;addition°the evaporator must be
blown down either continuously-or intermittently in order to reduce the concentra-
tion of solids in the war within the evaporator. /.°

The heat necessary to' boil the water in the evaporator is usually providedby exhaust steam or steam bled from a turbine stage. This steam flows through a
set of tubes contained 'within the evaporator... TA water which surrounds.the tithesis thus heated.

STEAM WATER'OUT

TUBES

CONDENSATE OUT

Closed-Feedwater Heaters

1'ig. It) ''''
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\\A

TUIIES

CONDENSATE
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TULE SHEE T

WATER IN

1

`WATER OUT
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INTERNAL WATp TREATMENT
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. tr.
(it Internal water treatment is the treatment of water after it has entered the

boil . Since this water has now become boiler water is may properly be termed
boiler water treatment. , The methods of clarifying, softening and degasing have
been discussed but no system of external 'treatment, regardless of .a high degree
of efficiency, is in itself adequate protection.fox the boiler and associated equip-
ment. In all cases the feedwater will remain imperfect in some small way which ..

always necessitates the use of internal treatment, The main objectiveof all water
Ntreatment is elimination of the troubles caused by scale and mud, carryover,

corrosion and embrittlement, The methods employed in combating these problems
#.by internal 'treatment are discussed below and listed In the. chart on Page 55,

Scale and Mud Deposits

Preventing Scale and.muci (ruin forming in a boiler is important for two
basic reasons: a) scale and mud cause meti overheating _and

. they can con-
tribute to boiler corrosion, As water circulates through boiler tubes it absorbs,
heat and cools the metal, Deposits form a barrier between the circulating water
and the metal, decreasing the efficiency of heat transfer. As the result, the
metal has to be hotter to transfer the same amount of heat as clean metal, When
boiler steel is heated to bout 500° C it starts to weaken. Keeping deposits at a
minimum is therefore important in preventing' metal overheating.

S

AETAL

300° c

WITHOUT SCALE

WATER

4 250° C

J

WITH SCALE

Effect of,Seale orl Metal Temperature

Fig, 20
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NUM I.EM

INTEIINALWATEH TREATMENT CHART-1 ---
ME 'CHOI) CHEMICALS

USEI)
REMARKS

Scale and Nitid
Deposits

Ca rryover

Prkcipitation in
cool areas

Soda (Na2C0(1).
Caustic (NANO
Pbospliate (NA3P0,0

Sludge Conditioning Tantilns

'OPLignins

Stu rches

Preferred Precipitates:
CaCO3, 11g(0149,
Ca3(1)0.0 2, NigSi02

for Carbonates and
Hydroxides

(or Physphate and Iron
Solids

for Slitica and Oil

illowdown
always needed in eonniin

tion with other methods

('helating 1,:1)TA

NTA

I'ittiling Cord rol

Nlist tog Control

roaming Cont rol A nt i ton ms

Corrosion

vitt ltmplit

t

p11 Control

0. and CO
He/1"mill

101 ('onlrol

Aoid Streises

install team separainr
and driers

lower solids in hotter
water

Caustic, Phosphate

Sodium StliPhite ove.
iiylirtt title Anti s's

(':Wit C Pit();1111ateli

a

- Deposits can foster corrosion by isolating metal from contact with waterwhich in some instances develops the isglated metal into an anode'with loss ofmetal the result, Or evaporation of boiler water which seeps under derrosits eanproduee a concentrate of caustic 'Which is capablO of eating into very hot metal under (.stress eausing actual pits or craters to form in the metal under the deposits,'

Internal treatment to prcvent boiler s tle is needed in all cases, even ifthe feedwater is pPe-softened,, One ppm of feed ter hardness adds up to about500 k of potentia1 scale a year in a boiler thaking 000 kg of steam per hour,

10.
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The basic approach in combating scale and mud from depositing involves:

foreinif the hardness to come out of solution and k)e suspended In the
water rather than be deposited out directly onboiler

2) condition or treat the suspended solids 46:ithat they will not
stick to

remove excess suspended- solids by blowdown.

All this needs to be done in the cooler'areas of the boiler where the feed-
water enters,. before it circulafep to the hot boiler areas. "e

A.Treatment' against scale deposits, in general, aim's to precipitate hard-
ness soRhat the suspended solids formed are easy to condition. Some of the
desirable' forms of precipitated hardness are: calcium carbonate, calcium plies-
phate, 'magnesizni hydroxide and magnesium silicate.. Therefore soda ash, caustic
soda and varioul forms of !lodium phosphate are comonlyused because they pro'7.-
duce .desirable' precipitation.

(1) REACTIONS AND SLUDGE
FORMATION.00CUR HERE

si

( 14:3-3-12-36 )

(2) SLUQGE IS CONDITIONED
BEFORE IT REACHES HOT
AREAS
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(3)

SLUDGE IS REMOVED BY:
a) CONTINUOUS. SLOWDOWNb) INTERMITTENT BLOWDOWN

Three Stages in Scaleyrevention

Fig. 21
,

.

,Pbr sludge conditioning, 'specially processed,. temperature stable organ-ics are used which can be classified as ( 1 ) tannins - effective in producing a non-sticky sludge, .( 2) lignins -- c' usinglhe suspended solids to be coated making theparticles non-adherent and ( .sta ec he - used where silica is a problem,
.

I)
, .

fter the soktris ipthe feedwater have been decipitated and conditioned
: .they must be removed otherwise a. gradual build up of solids would occur.

To hold boileir water solids'at a steady level, the amount removed byblowdown must .equal the amount brought in by the fcedwater, The level of solidsthat can be tolerated in particular boiler depends mainly on boiler pressure,Maximum limits are set by the American Boiler Manufacturers Association( A, 0. M,i ) in Table 1 on Page 4. These limits may be.used in determining /blowdown'needs..)Testing for boiler water dissolved solids is often done with a,(ionductivqy meter..
\ 1

Ail boilers are equipped with blowdown piping from the lower parts ofthe boiler where sludge is apt to collect ( mud drum, lower headers, etc, ),?['his piping allows manual or intermittent blowdown which is essential and im- ')(3rt ant in most cases. It is, however, not efficient in maintaining a .consistent'level of solids in theboiler water; For this reason continuous blowdown is often!used. Continuous blowddkvn provides a more consistent solids level thereby loW-cring the"danger of scale formation. This system-also lends itself to recuperating
$.

some of the heat from the water blown down giving better fuel economy. Most,continuous blowdown systems crsist of a perforated collecting pipe in the steam% \
1'

(
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drum near the discharge from the risers ( generating tubes ) and away from the
Ifeedv,tater inlet, a meapring or metering valve to regulate the amount of blow-
down and a low pressure flashtank where some of'the water flashes into steam
whichis used as a heat supply for the deaerator, A typical continuous blowdown
System is shown in Fig. 22,

to,

WATER LEVEL

STEAMDRUM C.O.Q. COLLECTOR

STEAM
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FINE ADJUSTING
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DEAF R A TOR.
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ti
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C.00LE R

HE ATEXCHANDER

9
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OLOWOOWNTO DRAIN

Continuous Blqwdown System
.

Fig, .22

OOILER FEEDPUMPS

Wpile blowdown is a basic part of any internal treatment program,
excessive blowdown costly as it wastes fuel and water. ! Good cont of of blow-. Flown is therefore ve important, .
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One additional method of combating scale involves the use of chelating
agents. Vhese agents have the ability to tightly hold the metal ions in a soluble
compound which does not deposit on hot boiler surfaces, The use of chelating'
agents can give better results than conventional treatment in some cases but
accurate control must be prvided when they are used. 'The cost of agents such
as k:DTA and NTA is high that they are not normally used unless the feedwater
hardness is less than 2 ppm, If proper feeding; points, sample points and,good
analytical control are not available, chelating agents present a potentially severe
corrosion hazard

Carryover

Carryover of water into the .steam lines can occur when the boiler water
primes, mists or foams, Priming is a cOndition where water is " lifted " into the
steam fines with the steam during high water levels or sudden load increases or
when the steam separating equipment in the steam drum is broken or otherwise..
inoperative, Misting is a. carryover in.the form of a fog-like mist which is.caused
'by tiny water particles that are thrown off by the water as steam bubbles burst on
the surface, Misting is not caused by boiler water solids'or chemical conditions
and can only be prevented by effective steam separating equipment such as separa-
tors, washers or dryers.

Foaming or frothing occurs when. the concentration of certain types of
dissolved and suspended solids in the boiler water is too high, The impurities
strengt hen the film around the steam bubblea so that they do not rtpdily burst at
the water surface and form a froth. This froth becomes entrained in the steam.
Td prevent fohming the solids id the boiler water must.be emit rolltid. Chemically,
foaming can he prevented by/ the use of antifoams which weaken the'bubble film,
causing; the bubbles to burst easily.

(;arz-yov'er is very undesirable because it will cause deposits in super-.

heaters and steam driven equipment. . Severe carryover May cause costly and
dangerous damage to turbines and engines,

Corrosion

Protection against corrosion is extre ely 'important because once metal
has corroded or disappeared, the damage do is irreparable. The two n'lajor.
contribUtors to corrosion are a loW pH ( aci dissolves iron) and dissolved
oxygen. CO2 carytause a low p11 because it forms carbonic acid but CC12.alsq

speeds'up the corrosive action of oxygen. Oxygen' is roughly five to tenlthes.
more corrosive than carbon dioxide. But the two-gases actingjogethef are 16.

..
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to 40 percent more corrosive than the same quantity/Alf the two gases acting separa-tely; A high enough p11 is normally established dining the control for scafe'atid',,
sludge for which soda ash, caustics soda of phom5hates *e used. Sodium sulphite'
( Na2 ) is commonly, employed to scavenge oxygen from water in low pressureboilers while hydrazine ( N2 114) is mostly' used in high pressure boilerg. These Y.-chemicals may be fed to the storage section of thedea-erator so that high pressUrefeedwater heaters and economizers are also protected.

Corrosion of return lines is another common oecureence because carbondioxide may be released in the boiler by the decomposition of bicarbonates. and airmay leak into return lines, particularly in vacuum.and gravity systems. *

To prevolit corrosion of 'return lines,, chemicals may be fed.kklie boiler..

which pass off with the stearmtand.either neutralize and raise the pif 'of ihe conden-sate or else form a film over the return line surfaces,andthus preverOorrosion.. 1The chemicals are known as amines and in'the first case are.calle`ti.neutralizing
amines and in the second case are called filming amineA.

41,

Embrittlement

On Page 3 of this lecture caustic embrittleMent .411:scussed. Ernbrittle7".ment prevention involves exact control of pit, the importance of which increaseswith boiler prdssure. In .highpressure boilers'a precise ,method of control calledco-ordinated phosphate control " is often used to eliminate free caustic and thepossibility orembrittlement.

OF WATER TREATMENT

4

.
4

i

..11
.'S

F. FIn general, as boiler preSsu peri!afte:;-.inipr(.4yed feedwater quality isrequired. Lower pressure belleri44.i oftt.bn7able to utq,',03,A) water make up withonly. lute Taal treatment, llilth p 0 4.vsu .144ile rs at the her O' 6( theit*a I may
require, external treatment of..tlio tnali4t.016.Q.afer::whi.e.11-..;re.moves <all dissolveThsolids.And there a re all' degre4 ofjeeaWaie-r: treat mgof.:{ini between. these extremes.Lower pressure boilers .,41?-:10. `ittmlif 1200 need wttoitial treatment:.6nly whensuspended solids in thvlicati:er tifgh"..-.-"W hen- innkOP -lew or :the raw. .water soft, interntAi.fr4tuteht.w.iil likely be able to handle the job alone,rmikeup or.-the rayiwarteihard, a..lf the Soda.:SO:fterier-with;filters-to lowerthe harilrr ss =toy bo it '2-t::io"pfil is ili*ely needed. If practieal; a deaerator:slion*tbe inclUf r:oodwafor,-.0c10, tO.rein.OVe. dissolved oxygeirand

. .
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Boilers operating Over 1200 kPa nearlyalWays require-somO type of
external treatment and a detiorator is a must, IAme soda softeners are able to
remove large quantities of hardness bZ the hardness of the effluent is still 20 ppm
oir.higher, Ion exchange softeners caot remove large quantities of hardness but

''the effluent of a zeolite softenorils 1 - 2 ppm while the effluent of a demineralizer
approaches ,zero,h4rrdness,* The degree and type of treatment system will vary.
with 'the percent makeUp,,.raw water hardness and overall economics, The cost
of cheinicals, installation, maintenance, depreciation, etc., all must be taken
Into c'cindid6tation.- The type of equipment which provides, optimum, results kvith
miniinum cOst;,wfll obviously be the bust choice,

. .9

1,.abie'1 on Rage 4 of this lecture gives a suggested maximum limit of
A.

.: feeciAter solids for' boilers operating at different pressures, ;From this table it
'. is bbvlous that a lime -soda softeker would not .piovi.d.Q .adequate treatment for
boilers operating at presSures over 2400 kPa softener becomes in-
adequateifOipoilers over1000 kl-)4. A combination of lime soda followed by filters

,and ion exchange is a likely choice fOr IQ) pressure boilers with hard make up.-\
water., the liiesoda being used to remove the bulk of the hardness while the ion
exchangt..is used to lower thehirdness of the lime-soda effluent further'to. they .

level required.!

IVIetilODS
.1.

In; order tot. determine the nature and amount of the'Vmpurities in the
boiler wat'er..or: in the feedwater, it is' necessary to obtain'samples-orthIKWifter
ibis subject them -to Ara:rioifg:te4s:,,-

The sample container must be efean and should be'rinsed'o'ut\with water
from the sainpling line. Water must be allowed to run from the sa*Mplhig line for

Sufficient time to ensure that any stagnant water in the line is.not -taken -as the
,sample, The testing of the sample should be done'-as soon as the sample has
eoyled to room temperature and suspended solidi have settled out.

The various impurities in the water which cause hardness and alkalinity
are expressed as ppm,of their calcium carbonate ( Ca C0.3 ) equivalents. This
equivalent .refers to the molecular weight of the inipueity compared to the mole-

, eylar weight of Ca (j03, and give a common basis for comparison of the impurities
present, 0

' test commonly carried out on the feiniwater and boiler water are
briefly described in.the following sections,

77
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leiltdness Test

- 42' 7

4 Hardness of the water is due to impurities or Salts such as those of cal-
cium and magnesium which are dissolved in .the water.' These will cause scale inthe boiler unless properly treated, To determine the amount of the mineral
salts in the water, a sample of the water is subjected to a soap tee: The impuri-
ties combin'e witic'the soap to form a scum and retard the formation of a lather.
Therefore the amount of soap..needed to combine with althe impurities will give
an indication of the arhount of impurities present.

The proc ure in making the _test is to obtain a sample of the water and
filter if or let sus ded solids settle out, Then add a measured amount of the .-filterd water to a clear glass bottle equipped with a glass or rubber stopper.
Small measured aniounts of. astandard soap solution are added' to the water with
the bottle being shaken vigorously after each small addition-of soap. vailkn jikSt
enough soap is added 'to produce a lather that lasts five_Minutes all the mineral
impurities are considered tic) have combined with the soap and the -amount of soap
used will indicate the hardness of the water.in ppm of Ca CO3.

Alkalinity Test

The alkalinity of the water may be due to hydroxides, carbonates and bi,
carbonates of calciuM, sodium, magnesium, etc.. The water can beIested to
determine the amounts of theSe alkalies and the amounts are then expressed in
ppm f Ca CO3.

of hthalein Alkalinit Test

This ast .dicates alkalinity due to carbonates and hydroxides' dissolved
in the water, It 'does not indicatesa.lkalinity due to bicarbonates.

Phenolphthalein is a liquid which is uStd as an indicator of carbonate
and hydroxide alkalinity, When a drop of this indicator is added to a sample of.the water it will cause the water to.be'come pink in color providing the water
contains carbonates or hydroxides or both,

To conduct the test, a small.amount f phenolphthalein added to a
measured sample of the water. If a Pink colo appears then sul uric acid is
addedtirop by drop to the water until the pink oblor just disappears-. While this
is .being done the sample must be stirred constantly. The arTiount of acid required
toinaketthe pink color just dsappear will indicate the amount of alkalinity known
a4.Plienolphthalefin or " P "alkalinity .andthis is expressed in ppm of Ca CO3.. The .

ppm
sample is then put aside for the following test.

4
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Total Alkalinity or Methyl Orange,Tst

This test is used to determine the amounts of all 'the dissolved material's
Which cause alkalinity orthe water. The indicator used fvr thiS is.. methyr,ora-nP
and it.'Will give it yellow color,,to.alkallne%water. ,

To perform the test a small amount 'df methyl orange is added to the same
sample as used in the previous test, If a.yellOw color is produced then: this Means
that the sample is still alkaline due to bicarbonates present, Sulphuric acid:iS
then.added drop,by drop until the yellowcolor turns to a salmon pink. This in,-
dicAtes that all the alkalinity has now been,neutralized by the sulPhurieaeid and
the total amount 'of acid used namely that used for the methyl orange test PluS
that used for the phenolphthalein test will indicatethe total.alkalinity of the Sample
expressed in ppm of CaCO3. The total alkalinity is zdso called methyl orange
alkalinity or " M "alkalinity.

Dissolved-Solids Test

To determine the amount'Of dissolved solids in theWaterthe ability of
the water to conduct an electric current.is measured,. .The greaterthe amount of
dissolVed solids present in the water the greater will blithis ability to condiiet
'the greater the conductance of the Water,

To perform the' est a sample of water is taken and a small amount of
phenolphthalein is added, If a pink eolorappears then sulphuric'acId
drop by drop until only a faint tinge of pink remaions. This is done to neutralize :
the hydroxide alkalinity as ,the hydroxide ion has a:Veryiiigh conductivity coin.paNelat
to ions of neutral salts and if not neutralized' would render the conductance test
inaccurate.

."

The conductance of the neutralized sample is now ,Theasured by: means of
an electrical instrument and the reading when multiplied by a conversion factor
will'give.the'dissolved ppm.

Testiriy,

The pit value of a wuter sample may be. determined bY the Use of an
ectrical instrument known as'a pll ineter. TWo electrodes are ,iniruersedirethe,

sample and a voltage is supplied to the electrodes by means of 'a battery or a
power pack. The voltage between the electrodes Will vary. according to the amount
of the hydrogen ion .Cohcentration in the sample and thi's/Voltagels indicated on the
pli meter which is calibrated to read.in pil

1313 -12-43 )



Sodium Sulphite Test

In cases where sodium sulphite is fid to a boiler in order to prevent
pitting due to dissolved oxygen, it is necessary to ascertain that sufficient amounts
of sulphite are supplied. Usually if there is an excess of 20 ppm 61 sulphite main-
tained in the boiler water then the complete removal of any dissolved oxygen will
be assured.

p

In determining the amount of excess sulphite in the boiler water, the
following procedure is used;

When obtaining the sample of boiler water, care should be
taken to avoid contact.of this water with the air. The sample
should be cooled to room temperature but,should not be filtered.
A Teasured amotiieuf the sample is then put in a porcelain dish
anc turned slightly acidic by the addition of sulphuric Acid. A
smtll amount of starch solution is added to the sample and' then
a potassium,-iodide-iodate solution is added drop by drop until
a permanent light blue color is attained. During this procedure
the sample is stirred constantly. The amount of the potassium-
iodi4e-iodate solution necessary to produce the permanent light
blue,lcolor will indicate the ppm of excess sodiumsulphite in the
boiler water.

Phosphate Test

A common form 'of internal treatment for the,prevention of scale in a
boiler-is tile addition to the boiler water of sodium phosphate compounds. These
will precipitate the scale forming materials as a sludge which may be blown off
from the boiler through the blow-off line. In order to hsture thi, precipitation
of the scale forming materials, it is necessary to have an excess of phosphate in
the boiler of from 30 to 60 ppm.

The following test is used to determine the amount of excess phosphate
present:

The sample of boiler water is thoroughly filtered. A measured
amount, is then poured into a mixing tithe and molybdate reagent
is added. The tube is then stoppered and vigorously shaken.
The next step is to add dilute stannous reagent, which has been
freshly prepared frorci concentrated stannous reagent and dis-
tilled water, to the mixture in the tube, 'This will prodUce
blue color and ,the lightness or darknesh of the bhie will indicate

t
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the amount of phosphate in the water. The tube is compared
with standard colored glass slides which are marked in ppm
of phosphatp,

Illt4) The apps tus used in all of the foregoing tests should be thoroughly
cleaned after uN g and then rinsed again with distilled water or with part of the
water to be teste just before the testing is carried out, The testing roomer lab-
oratory should be quipped with a sink,' hot andcold running water, elect
outlets, equipmp,nt cabinets and the necessary desks and tables,

4
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ENCIIEERING

- QUESTION SHEET -

Third Clas
Sect 3 be 12

1. Explain what is meant by impurities in water and what problems
.they can cause in a boiler, $

,

2. What is caustic embrittlement? What fa ors are required to
produce caustic embrkttlement and how is embrittlement prevented 7

3. Name the equipment available to treat the feedwater mechanically,
chemically and thermally. What is the basic purpose of -this

equipnlent?

4. Sketch and describe the operation' Of a coagulator.
5,- Make a sketch of a pnessurefilter, What is the purpose of back-

washing-this filter and how.is a backwash operation carried out?
.6.. a). Explain the operation of a sodium zeolite softener.

b) What are the purpoSes of backwashing, re enerating 'and
rinsing such a softener aid how are these' p cess'Pes :carried out?

7. Sketch and deScribe the operation of a deaerator,

Wiiy i's it important that scale and mud are not kposited in a
boiler?

6

How are these deposits prevented from forming?

9. a) Compare intermittent blowdown with cont.iauous blowdown,

b) Make a drawing of a continuous blowdown system.

Describe briefly the following water tests:

r

ati
.4) hardness

b).

c) M' al ltnity

d) solliunr sulphite

e) phosphate

4

1
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FEEDWATER -- WATER TREA

The apprentice will be able to
describe the basic feedwater
treatments

0

ni

4

. 11

0

Performance Indicators:

1, Describe external ,treatments..

2. Describe internal treatments.

3 Describe sampling of boiler
water and steam for testing.
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Read the goal and performance indicators to find-whDt is to be learned from

package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used `in package.

4', Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the. job heet.'

*. COmplate self-assessment.,

Complete post-assessment.,
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Vocabulary
Anion exchanger
Caustic embrittlement
Carryover prevention
Chemical coagulation
Continuous hot process softener .

..;.

Continuous,sedimentation cold process aoftener
Continuous sludge.contact cold process softener
Deaerators
Deionization process
Demineralized water
.Dissolvedlases
Dissolved solids
Evaporation
External treatment
Filtration.
Foaming

:141

Hotilime--hot ion exchange softener
Hot lime--phosphate softener
Hydrazine.
Hydrogen ion exchanger ,

Intermittent. cold process softener
Internal treatment
OH.control
Priming
Return e corrosion
Reverse osmosis
Sample'cooler
Sample testing
Shale prevention
Settling tanks
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium ion exchanger
Sodium phosphate
Spray type deaerator
Steam sample
Suspended matter
Tray type deaerator
Water sample
Water softener
Zeolite

Ammownouvronomiwoi
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Introduction
4

\A steam plant is roubled with scale deposits and corrosion. Scale deposits
red4ce the ability of the unit to transfer heat. The level .of scale formation
is determined by the ,content and purity of the watapused to make steam. High
purity water used to make steam. High purity water becomes a major concern for
the boiler operator.

ly

. e

This water is heated to form steam. As the.water.istraresformed. to steam, more
water is fed into the boiler. The term feedwaier is used to describe water that
is fed into 91e boiler to become steam.

1

To avoid damage from feedwater, the water shou,ld be tested and the water treated
according to Oa findings of the tests. Follow up tests should be conducted to
make sure thad the treatment.corrected the problem of. water.Auality.

.

4
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Water Treatment

The purpose of feedwater treatment is to:

1. Remove salts that form scale.
2. Removeacid-forming materials.
3. Reduce dissolved oxygen content.
4. Regulate total dissolvedySolids content.

Water impurities that cause problems in feedwater are:

1. Suspended matter is material that does not dissolve in water and can be
removed by filtering.. Examples'are organic material, clay, mud.

2. Dissolved solids such as calcium, magnesium and ailica make compoundsthat 'form scale deposits. This problem'requires treatment of the
feedwater.

3. Dissolved gases such.lirs oxygen and carson dioxide-corrode the boilet and 1piping. Mechanical aeration and chemical treatments are used to remove
. the .dissolved gases from the feedwater,4

The methods of treatment may be classified as:

1. External treatment of the water before it enters the boiler, i.e.
evaporation,,filiers, deaerators.

2. Internal treatment br chethical means after it enters the boiler.

External Methods of Treatment
1111P

Several external methods of water treatment are used to purify thefeedwater.

1. Settling;tanks can be used-to settle out auspenlied *tter.' Water isallowed to stand in the settling tank until suspended tter settles to

4'
the bottom and is drawn off. If,the suspended matter a fine particle
such as clay, ,chemical coagulation can be used to increase the particle, . t

.

size and make it settle out. Aluminum compounds are common coagulants.
Coagulation also removes some solids other than suspended matter.

2. Filtration irivolves passing raw water through filters of sand and gravel,
or other medial. Filters trap most suspended materials.

O
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Thfressure filters will remove finer partic'.es than a grayity filter unit.
e' filter media is graded in .density a pressure is applied.

Wni,pushthe water. through the filter. A drawing f pfessure filter i o. .7
s. .

0

Inn
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PRESSURE SUPT'll

ROTARV:SURFACE

(OPTIONAU

I GitADED FILTER

!AIWA

. .

STAINLESS STEEL. I
STRAINERS

.FULL AREA

STRAINER KATE
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3. Water softeners are used to remove scale formidg dissolved solids from
the feedwater. Lime (calcium hydroxide) and soda (sodium. carbonate')
'precipitate the solids. A. coagUiant is then used to settle, out
dissolved solids. Limesoda qoftenera "Inay. be ...uSed .. the
intetmittent cold process softeners 'for 43411 plants;.as continuous
sedknentation cold procelos sOteners 'Viet ire continuously mixing 'lime '.
and soda with water and the ' sedimentation,;process is, gngoing;
continuous sludge contact cold*ocessAofterier \that mixes,. raw
water with' sludge :dThimicalei; and'the continuous hot pr9tess. The
cc:intim:4cm hot proc softener is the most widely. used. ChemiCtild' and ,

water "ere mixed and immediat'ely'heatedto-.100 C by steem.., The solids
precipitate and are removed :by blow down: The hot.' lime-
hot Aosphate softener uses heft phosphate ,along with-, the ',hot lime,.
softener. Almost all dissollied aolidcCan,bp, removed thiough this,,.
treatment. Thehot lime softener-can be combined with an ion *exchanger
to 'remove hardness and carbon dioxide from the A.- hot
hot ion exchange softener is shown on the next :pii.ge;'. '

OUTLET

r.
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In the todiuin :tetiChanger,, *iddiUm,teolite softener converts .;;scate.-)!: b,
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tuid7:rsiagnes4um .into acids' iand;their;,the 0048-'ao itiod
h'ydrexide, This softener, avoids .tormedlit6to?;,ti*
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HELICAL TLIEULAN
memeRAfit AND
FLEXI$LE PASH4000
St1PrOAT,

.

T.. . .

:V

4. EvApOration involves boiling water., he steap,from boili4 water is

lit:lensed and used as feedwater. Deaerators are used with evaporators

sO:that both dissolved gibes and are removed from the

fee&ater. Water is usually softened before evaporationto avoid scale

formiEions in the evapoiator. A typical evaporator is shown on the

follOwing page.

w.
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5. Deaeration is 414d to remove dissolved gasee from water. Oxygen and

carbon dio*ide cause corrosion in boilers. It is wise to remove as much

of the dissolved gases is possible through.deaeration. Mechanical de,
aeration involves heating the water to the boiling point and pushing the

gases into the atmosphere. During this process the water is ,scrubbed

with, steam to remove the gases from the water. Deaerators consist of

f ur. sections. They are dither' of a spray type or tray type. In the

scLay type water is sprayed into the first section where it is heated;

through the Scrubbing section; moved into storage section ask

deaerated water; and the,,I.gases move to the last section and then

outside. The tray type dfterat4 is very'much like the spra.y type

except that the wpter trickles Aown,over trays instead of being broken

up ,by spray :nozzles.

td!:



Internal Methods of treatment

Internal treatment is cOnducted'after,the water has entered the boiler. It may

be used. the only;' treatment in some low pressure boilers or in 'addition to

*external treatments., 'Some of.those internal treatments are:
. <7

, pH; Control -74reVentsAlcids-in-boiler water from corroding the, Metal.

The pit .must be kept high (10.5) by adding a base dolution.

Sodium hydroxidelias.been used in years past but is now found to cause a.

problem called cauiticiembrittlement. To avoid this problem,, operaters'

should use sodium phosphates for raising the pH level of boilertwatere

. ScalePrevenrion treatments involve precipitating calcium and magnesium

salts . and removing-.thim-, as sludge. during blow-off The sodium

'phosphates are the most suitable chemical for precipitation of salts

that laterbeCome scale..
, .

3.. Oxygen scaveving. The feedwater brings undissolved oxygen, into the

boiler,---This oxygen will cause'corrosion of the .boiler, feedwater

linep, heaters and economizer, Mechanical deaeration should be

''practiced on all feedwater. In addition, this should be followed 'by

oxygen scavenging or. chemical deaeration to remove the remaining oxygen.

Sodium sulphite is the chemical o beUSed in scavenging, With some'

.high pressure boilers hydrazine, a strong alkali, is used for scavenging

oxygen. 4,

Carryover 'involves steps to assure that boiler water solids

do not leave in the steam. A previous package discussed priming which

involves carryover of water in the steam. Foaming is a condition where

bubbles form in the boiler. These bubbles cause water to be. carried

over in the steam. There are many causes for water carryoVer including

chemical and mechanical reasons. Blow-down reduces the amounts of.

suspended Solids and prevents carryover; Such things as oil in the

boiler can cause ;foaming and carryover. ''There is no, internal treatment

for oil in the boller. tany new anti4-foam agents are available to help

control carnyover by foaming:

Return line corrosion -is, caused. by carbon dioxide and oxygen in the

condensate solution.' ',Mechanical. and .chemical aeration can prevent

Problems with oxygen. Carbon dioxide can be controlled by the use of

ammonia, neutralizing amines and filming amines.: --Ammonia iscorrosive
to copper and zinc bearing metals.

10
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Sampling Boiler Water and Steam'.

The operator must be able to collect-samples for testing. Thetis the only way:
to determine the. quality and purity of boiler water and steam. The sample iust,,,

be representative of the total water and steam capacity. '. . 1 :

1, Water samples, ould be collected from an internal pipe or from the

.continuous' b w 'down pipe. The samples should., be cooled-t9: room
1/4.

temperatUre.in 'a. sample cooler. .. ..

.Stead samples, are taken from the. drum by sampling lines. It.

condensed_and cooled in a sample cooler.

9 ,
Sample testing must be carefully done to avoid contamination of samples;
The test instructions must.be followed closely if good results are
'expected.

4
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Read pages 1 33 in the supplementary reference.

Complete job sheet.

* 'Complete selfassessment and check answers.

Complete post assessment and ask the .instructor to check your answer

1

;
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. 'ASSIST OPERATOR IN COLLECTING WATER AND STEAM SAMPLES.

* Ask a boiler operator if you can obgerve the techniques for collecting and
preparing samples of water and steam for tepting.

..i
...

. 4

14.. Asdi.st operatorin\tolleetihg samples.

* Record the steps in collection procedure.

* Record steps in sample 'preparation such as cooling,

41.
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Self
stsessment

I

.

Matcte,the following terms.and phrases.

1

N

1

1. Dissolved guses

2. Dissolved solidl

'
, .

. Suspended matter'

1#

46 Chpoical coagulation
.

4

, 5. Wa,er softeners

$
6. Demineralized water

7. Zeolite

8. Evaporation

9. Deaeration

on.

10.. Reoverse osmosis

$4

14

I'

A

4

A. Removes scale fortning dissolved

solids from watdr.

B. Requires water to pass,through

.a membrane under pressure.

Increases particle size so
that it will settle out.

r

Make Compounds that cause

'scale,

E.. Involves boiling water into
steam and condensing it.

F. Cause corrosion in boiler

and piping.

G. Does not4dissolve in water,.-

. Used to remove dissolved Vases
,.form feedwater.

I. Requires cation exchanger, anion
exchanger and degasifier to
manufacture it.

. k

J. '11Changes calcium and magnesium
compounds to sodium compowids.

0.

5'
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Self Assessment
Amwers

1.

D ( 2.

.

3..

C 4.

8,

'H 9.

Or
t I

X

tt

0
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ost
Assessment
Match the following terms and phrases.

1. Spray type

11

111.1,1

a

Sodium hydroxide

SodiUmphosphate

. Oxygen scavenging

4

5. Foaming
.

6. Sodium sulphite

. Ammonia

8. Wdter softener

9. Settling tank

10. .Return line corrosion

I

4 .

16

a

4;

A. Removal of oxygen by
chemical deaeration.

B. Removed scale forming elements
such as calcium, magnesium
anh silica.,

C. Used to remove suspended
matter from water. -

D. Avoids caustic emlorittlement.

E. Type of deaerator.

F. Chemical used in oxygen
scavenging.

G. Causes caustic embrittlement.

H. Caused by carbon dioxide and
.oxygen in the conddnsate
solution,

. A type of water carryover
into steam.

,Jsk Corrosive to copper and zinc
bearing metal. '

4
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Instructor
'Post ssessitient
Answers
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A 4
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F *. 6.

7.

8.

C 9.

H 10..
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S l'EAM GENERATION,
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Pirst Class
Lett 'e 12

WATER T R F. A TIVI EN '1'

' Impurities are alwastspresent in any water supply and tkiese impurities
must be determined 14, analysis' and then controlled by water treatment. titer
,reatment involves the rimoval of undesirable impurities'and, often, the addition
of desiraille substances suchras corrosion iniiibitoris or precipitating or, coagu-

4 Wing agents. f

The:impuritieg that any he iffesent in a water supply can licelassified
into three main groups; suspended matter, dissolved solids, and dissMved wises,

Suspended matter consist~. of materials which do not disso1,0 iii the \\Pater
and which therefore can he removed by filtration 'and/or subsidence. Examples
arc' mud, .sanl, clay, and organic material such as sewage, algae. and yegetabk.
matter.

. ,,,

The disAolved solVit. which cause thelmost trouble in a boiler arc' majuni,
magnesium, and silica. 'Compounds of these elements form d )sits' which in-. .),1p,

hibit heat -transferarllt which may even clog fluid transmissio systems. As .....
till,s.compounds are dissolved in the water they 4iannot be removed Py. filtration
(.r subsidence, instead some other type of treatment must be empl'oved, such as
sottening, deMineralization, evaporation. or` internal chemical treatment.. . . I V 4.

n. \ .

MS:M1\1N" fgas6s. corn mon IyA(outvl in water are oxygen and carbon dioxide
and if not removed will eause'corrosion,of boiler and pipit". Treatment for dis-
solved gftstes usually consists of mechanical deaeration together witli chemital"

._,,treatment.. .
.0

. .
. . .
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ivrErrii(?ns O,F THF,ATMENT

There are two mein elagsifications of Water treatment., namely, external
ftreatment and interhab 'ttreatment,

.4

4 ,

0

A

'

External treatment refers to the treating of the water:before i,t enters the;boiler and inchides the use'of filters, settling tanks, water softeners, demineral-izers, reverse-osinosit'i installatiohs deaerators and evaporators, a

' In ternal treatment refers to the treating of the water within the boiler byeltemial\means.

External Metiiods

I, Settling and Coagulation
,

I

,Settling or subsidence may be used to reciove suspendedMatter.frOm-.%Vater,A ,simple tank maybe used intro which the water is introduced and Allowed to standuntil th seCliment has settled, The clarified water is then decanted off.and the
sediment remoVed frO the bottom of the tank which Is- then refilled for anothercycle, ,*

A eontintyks method'of subNidence consists of passing the water througha basin or pot 1 such. size and design that the velocity of the flowing water is .low enough,to let sand and silt settle beforeAlie water leaves the pond,.

If the water; contains suspended matter of low specific gravity or of fine'particle sic then chemical colgulation is necessary to, increase the size bf thepartilles so that they will settle out more readily,

Th'e chemicals used for coagulation* have.the effect of neutralizing thenegatively charged surfaces of the suspended: particles thus allowing them tcati
. attract each Other 'and form larger particies; ..T1e! coagulant chemicals also

form insoluble floe particles which tend toenmesh the very small particles,

Aluminum con pounds, especially alum, Al2 (804) .. 18 1120; .and sodium 4a
. .aluminate, Na2 M2 04, are the most widely, used coagulants, They produce a.tough, heavy aluminum-hydroxide floc Whiel;entrapS the suspendeti solid's, ''Phisfloc is insoluble as long as the py Of the watei:.remainsluetween.5, 7, and 7,5, Itwill dissolve, however, if the pH is below 5, 7'.or above 7, 5. Therefore the.plimust ber

properly-adjusked6md closely' controlled andthisiwdone,byadding annerdaeid or an alkali to maintain correct pH during .coagulation, i . ,.
. 7- ' /. .-. .. , ..

(1'EI-42-12-21.
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V,

(;',.4trwt'.:Reqetor..:
('.''.(Crane itane )

-,

a
4

''I',1-1e,-solith.;contaCt,reactot show4iin leig..1,produces:clarifieatiop ul the
bkmeans'1-.'olcoagulation. The coagulation chOnfeals,nyc:aamitted -through

the chemical inlet .shown in the Sketch. .L[desireti,...other-chonnieillsln additipti
to the iCoagulants niaV beAsed to reduce nilsalinity, '.tosoften- thi tvp1..e o
remove 00.m. the

. .

v

The:rawAiter,atid.the chemicals turp introduCe,d4,d,i, ent
near t he bottom 'of the reactor, They are thoroughly)u1x6d::tog-ether
of floe is nroduced4v.hish.1..s. kept. in,uspensidn by tho,agit.a:tOr.

. .

s
.w;tter is then directed to the eentreof the. reactor .wher.0 it:risprs into the"elari:

Tying zone. As the :water rises through the:floe:: t rt ie. les .a,r(*.re -
moved and the elarified'water leaves vin the::".0410ent..t-4444. :The soated out
:solids ones,' in t ;-; Ridge. coneeelra.tor Waste,
The .opening of tin. sludge outlet valveis-initi,ated-LStji raw -'':ater.11.(.4-ineter and
closed by a timer.' l'hc.sludge removal hfiet-i,are back-flushed.b.efOre, the sludge,k,:.
outlet valve'opens to avoid clogging of the lines,
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114iisentiati3N.. fi4r 6.6iisist§; bt,' if '1)0' of vototAS thr()4A-h. wmthe .... .....
IS:p4Sset4.:?:e1;thcd;.:by.'04\iitY!.qt).;.unclor:r.

, ln c nciQilin th0 :.trainic1c1,14 thc'.13(54.T-1 00*kt4r;
.

Filters/Are ft.eqUently ued-in conjupetioil Slidimeptzktion...ti's The final $tel!), in elitriffeation'.,,2'Alternafoly.,..,thif.tsinay be used as:the only elari

. . . .

./., ,ficatiOn.step,'4111.vhich apSe cpagulant is u4ua1.1y,,f0.--to the 'filter to /aid' hi thetrapping 'of 'solids. '`; :,... ', :. . , %... '.,..
. , . . , ..

e flow .t1*tigtit i;g.t arty vi tyl, and this tyi)ei
boaC$'s m ' ,:,... ,,

A' Sand ki-4rity,..filtek appearStiim most of the"seliOswill'he
. ..

kappe4.iii the .try:. 100 ril-M-.'of the Iter meth . When this section he-conies. cibk.gedy,the.))e(1-1))4St tic hack-washed: to.remove .the trapped, solids irul
effleieney.

4,

,4Vikfasur filters arc more widely used in industry than are 'gravity units'as...they-can be installed in piping systems under. pressure.

4,

(11E1-2-12-4)
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A presSure. filter is shown in Fig. 3. The sh'ell.is of steel and Zwatains
,0 bed of anthracite which is.supportedon'a strainer plate. The water lo be filtered
is pitimped udder pressure through the filter, 'entering at the'top and passing down
through the filter bed and thi-ough stainless steel .strainers to the outlet at the
bottom,

In

,

purifig-thditackwashing.period,.a rotary surface washer mad be used to
loosen material from thesurface of the bed..

For removal of very fine partieles,(less than 1 'micron), precoat pressure:
Filters are used.. These filters use 'a porotis septum such as wire screen.or:cloth--
in t he form of leaves or in the form. of tubes, TheSe tiibts or leaves are coated
with a filter cake of cellulose.powacr or, if silica can be tolerated, ale' filter cake
C 9,0 i 8 tti o .diatomaceous-earth

Whenthe precoat filter becomes dirty, as evidenced,by high back pressure,
the filter dike and the particles imbedded in the filter cake must be retnoved frOm
the filter elements,: With:Vie leaf type' the filter cake is peeled off manually while

or r the tubular type is' backwashed, -new'preCoat of filler .cake is then added in the-
form of a .sturry \and the filter is .returned to service,

The precoat filter does; not require coagulants with their att(rndant pll control..

Ai
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Limd-Soda.Softener'S l
,. I .1

Linee-soda softening involves the removal from the ater Hof the -:seale
fornAng dissolved solids such as calcium .and magnot3iuni salts, Calcibim
oxide (lime) and sodium earboilate, (soda) are:USN to cause, the scale firming
materials to prqc4iitate and 1Ceoagulant is used toaid it the settling out.of the,

4
prbeipitatcdanutterial,

lim,e, Ca°(01,1)/9, is uscg to remove the bicarbonates ofInagnesium
and calcium by converting. them to insoluble carbfinates which precipitate. The
following chemicalreactionv illustrate this,

1, Calcium Calcium Calcium
biCarbbnate , hydroxide carbonate.

('a (011)2Ca (HCO&,E

2, MagnOsium
hi en rbonate

:Mg (HC(7 )
3 2

Calcrium
nyelroxide

2 Ca (011)2

2 ('a CO3

Magnesium
hydro'xide

Mg (01 1,).
2

Water

2 119()
1'

0

other scale forming- compounds such AS mag-nesiu,m sulphate Mg' SO ,ds;
w 4

. magnesium chlorYde Mg^CI , calcium sulphate Ci4 SO ., and calciu(nchloride,
2 1Ca CI

2
are also removed by tne.iime-soul proCess by reacting with the calcium (.

hydroxide or the Okodium carbonate as shown below. u,. ,

il agn esi u
sulphate

,

Mg SO,

Calcium Magne,sium Calcium
...sulphate

Ca SOS
-

hydroxide

Ca

hydr.oXide,.

Mg I)(011) .(O1 2,, .

4 '

.

In tAtIlibov-t! reaction. the Mg (Olt) is insoluble and Will.pi-ecipitate but
w.

,
, .Ow ('a S0.1 is soluble and nitu4 react with. sodiuWearbonate to form insoluble
caleiuin carbonate as follows. \ ....

. .
1

.
.p

. Calcium Sodium 4 ' Cale' -MI j Sodium
sulphate 7 carbonate .sulphate

.Cit.,..,c03 't f' Nat SO4

-Y_

' Ca SO'
. f' 4

The Na,
in /the

(131;1 -2-.1 2-(.;).

S

Carbonate

Na
2. '

CO
3

formed above is extremely soluble and will notiform
o;
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,5, Magnesium Calcium
chloride hydroxide.

'Mg C12 Ca (011)2

7

Magnesium
hydroxide

; .
CalQidm.
chloride

Mg (011)2.3".
2

. 0

t.In the above reaction 11,q Ca C.1,, is soluble and must he treated with
sodium.carbonatc to form inso Ode carciuM carbonatC'which will ecipitate.

Calcium
chloride

(2.:1 C19

The Na CI formed above
)?the

CalciumCalcium
carbonate. carbonate

N:i CO
2 :3

'Sodium
chloride

Ca CO
:3

2 Na Cl

s extremely soluble and not fGra.seple in
r

bpaddition to the. removal of the calciuln and magnesium scale.forming
compounds, the lime,-soda process will also reduce the silica content of the

Thisls beqaus.e the silica will react with tlititIg (011)9 to form an in-
soluhle complex silicon-magnesium coinpound, To facilitate this reaction,
additional Magnesium oxide is usually supplied to softener. together with the lime
and soda.

A

Lime-soda .1)ftencrs may be of four different basic types: 'intermittent
cold process;. continuous sedimentation cold process; continuous, sludge conthet
cold process; and continuous hot process.

4j,

Intermittent cold process softeners are used for small plants and use two
tanks with one tank supplying soft water NVIli 1( the other tank is being cleaned, re-
Tilled and put :back into serviee. This system has a low. initial cost bunt haS the
disadvantage of a long sedimentation period and the need for. considerable manual
operation and attend nee, r

4 4
., . -...i

The continuous sedimentation cold process softener \is niych like a coagu-
laticm and sedimentation hasin where the raw water is continuously mixed with .

A

lime, soda and coagulant in a small chamber of the basin, Tri,e mixture then
flows to a flocculator section and then to a sediM.entation section where the sludge
is deposited over a four hour period and the water then drawn off, It has the
advantages of low maintenance and operating costs.and the disadvantages of high
constkUction cost and large space recittire rents. .

e

1 0 7
4.

#

3( PP; 1-2-12`-7)
.
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The continuous sludge. contact cold )rocoss softener uses a reactor such
as that shoWn in Fig. 1.. The raw water is. mixed with previously recipitated",
sludge as well its the, treatment The,calcium and magn sium (x.(!

precipitated and dqposit in'thesludge bed ald the effluent is filtere( as it passes
through the bed..

The continuous hot process is the lime-yda softeneLmost o ten used for
boiler feedwater The process is designed to operate at 100°C or at ove using
live or exhaust stionn as a heat source.. Chemicals are fed into the ofteller in .

proportion tothe amount of raw water entering. The raw water is he tad by
, .

steam as it enters and the higher temperatures of thi43 process make chemical
reactions almoo_ instantaneous and Sediment ittion^ occurs rapidly.

lilowdown is used tC:('' remove the precipitated material and tie soft water
leaving is passed through h preVre filter for final clarification. The procestl,

.thus combines ealcium .and-magoesium salts removal '
silica removal, de:ter:0ot,

and filtration.
pg

Fig. 4 ilustriitel the arrangernentof a hot procej.is lime-soda softener
with filters.
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In Fig, 1 the raw watv, chemicals, and ste!,iire all enter near the top of
tilt? softener, The sludge which forms at the.loadom is recirculated by means of
a pump. to the top of the tank, This recirVlation.aias in theIormation f the 'pre-
cipitates and adcls to the economy of the operation-

The water lowing. the softer* pasRes through pressure filters for final
.elarification. A backwash pumpls provided by means (it'whieh the filter's dray be
backwashed using water from the softener which is subsequently recovexed by
returning it to the softeher.

Because the water is heated to 1.00 °C, or above in the hot process, qeaer-
ation is achieved with (Iissol'ed gases and some steam passing off from the water.
The stc:uipis condensed in the vent condenser section while the gases, usually
oxygen and clen dioxide, .eseape,through the vent.

.

Although the hett process lime-soda softener is much more effiffient than
the cold process type, it can only rphfce hardness to approximately 1(1 to 30 ppm.
1.1 further reductibn.of hardness is required then some other form of softening
must be used in addition to the lime-soda procesli..

For example, the hot lime-soda process may be followed by a hot phos- ,

phate process or by an ion exchange process. Of the latter two methods, the ion
exchange has the most advantages_ and is more commonly used than the hot phosphate.

Litne-llot Phosphate
e

I

By using a hot phosphate softener in conjunction with a hot lime softener,
water of close to zero hardness,can JR; produced. ,

The chemicals used in the hot phosphate process are sodium hydroxide,
.Na 011, and trisodium'phosphate. The calcium hardness is precipitated as tri-
yacium phosphate winch is even more thsoluble than the calcium carbonate pre-
cipitated in the lime-soda process: The Magnesium hardness is precipitated as
magnesium hydroxide. The softening reactions are as follows:

' odium1., t(',scion) S

bicarbonate.

3 Ca (11C0 )
:3 2

hydroxide

Na Olt

109

Calcium Sodium Water
carbonate Carbonate

.

3 Ca CO3 3 Nat ( 03 1120

( I' M-2-12-9)
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Calcium
carbonate

3 Ca Co
3

Tris Odium
phosphate

2 PONa,
4

Ntagnesiunt
bicarbonate

Mg (Irco3)2

Calcium
sulphate

3 Ca SO
4

5, Magnesium
chloride

Mg CI
2

SO d m

hydroxide

4 Na E)Il

Trisodium
phosphate

2 N'a -3 PO4

Sodium
hydroxide

2 N:1 oil

- 10 -

Triealcium
phosphate

C"*.; ("4)2

Sodium
4-

carbonate

T 3 Na, CO3

Magnesium
hydroxide

/Mg (011)2,

Tricalcium
phosphate

(a
,3(PO4).2

Sodium
carbonate

2 Na
2
&tido

Sodiu,A
sulphate

3 Na, SO4

Magnesium Sodium
. hydroxide chloride

Mg (011)2. -1 2 1\111

Water

2 1I20
2

As with the lime-soda process, the hot phosphate process vill remove
silica from the water by means of the Mg (011)2,

Ilot Ume llot Ion Exchange

Instead of using a hot phosphate process after a hot Iime softc.ner, an ion
.0Xeilailgi'l can he used after the hot lime softener giving more complete hardness
removal and less carbon dioxide content of steam produced in the boiler,

In this arrangement only lime is used in the hot process unit itHtend Of
using both lime and, soda, The hardness normally removed by the soda is re-
moved by the ion exchanger. By not using the soda the alkalinity of the efflutmt
is reduced,

IHg 5 snows an arrangement. of a hot lime-hot ion exchange soften9r,

The,climical reactions taking place in an ion exchanger will be described
in the next sections,

(PE1-2-42-10)
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-I. Sodium Ion Exchanger

The sodium ion exchanger, usually called the sodium zeolite softener, 'uses
the principle of ion exchange to convert scale tormidg comdounds in the water to
non-scale forming compounds, The softener contains a granular material called
zeolite \\illicit has the ability tocomzert scale forming calcium and magnesium com-
pounds to non-scale forming sodium compounds. This conversion is done by means
of ion exchange. Tire zeolite removes the Ca -awl Mg cations from the water and
replaces them with Na cations. ,.The C'.:1 and Mg cations are held by the zootile
which has given up Na cations in exchange for them,

. t

When the zeolite material has, given up all its Na cations, it has to be re-
generated before it can resume the Softening process. The regeneration, done
I) y rernoviiig the zeolite Sort,,,, from ,ervice and fining it with a solution of bone
(Na Ch, The zeolite then absorbs the Na cations from the brine and discards the
Ca and Mgcations to the brine, The brine, now containing the Ca and Mgcations
is then flushed to sewer and the zeolite bed rinsed out with water and the softener
is then returned to service.

111

(1)E1-2-12-11.)
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An arrangement of an Ion exchange unit appears in Fig. 6,,

°
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oNlet

Rinse
0d/el

fo wostell

. jj)
.5.upportmq lied

Ion Exclumge Arrangement

Fig, 6

5. Hydrogen Ion Exchanger.

Regenerant
lam*

I

4

In the socliunc cation exchange softener, explained in the previous section,
the salts of calcium and magnesium were replaced with saltS of sodium. While
this mothol does get rid of the scale-forming calcium and niagnesium, it does
not reduce the total amount of salts dissolved. in the water as the sodium salts
take the place of the calcium and.magnesium salts. One of these sodium salts,
~odium bicarbonate, will decompose in the boiler into sodium carbonate, sodium
hydroxide and carbon dioxide. The sodium hydroxide may cause embrittlement
of the boiler metal and the carbon dioxide will be carried over with the steam and
form carbonic acid in fthe return lines Avhich resultl; in corrosion. Sodium hi-

.

carbonate will alSo tend to cause the water in the boiler to foam,

1f. instead of aeo.lium zeolite softener, a hydrogen zeolite softener is uged,
then the scale forming salts will ho removed without the formation of sodium bi-
ca.rhonate, Hydrogen zeolite has the ability to emove calcium, magnesium and
sodium cations from the mineral Salts and replace them with hydrogen ions. As
a result the mineral salts .are converted to acids,' These acids are subsequently
neutralize(' by the use of an alkali or base such as caustic soda Na 011, or in some
cases the acid-containing water from the. hydrogen zeolite softener is mixed with
the water from a sodium zeolite softener and this will also result in the neutral-
ization of the acids.

(1)E112-12-12)

112
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Regeneration of the hydrogen zeolite is accomplished by the use of an acid
solution whiph restores hydrog6n ions to the zeolite and removes the calcium,.
magnesium and sodium cations from the zeolite,

The chemical reactions talcing place,* in the hydrogen exchanger are as
follows:

1, C

bica bonate
Hydrogen Calcium

4
Carbonic

zeolite wzeolite acid

Ca ( 1C0 )
f,2

112Z

;

Ca Z 2 11 CO,;
2

'he reactions for majnesium and sodium bicarbonates are the same as the
above,

or

2, Cal ium Hydrogen Calcium -.',..Sulphuric
sul hate zeolite zeolite' acid ..I. .
Ca $04 11 Z

2
Ca Z .sb..

2 . 4

.

l'he reactions for sodium. and. Magnesium sulphate are the same as the
0.

above, .

3, Calcium Hydrogen Calcium Hydrochloric
chloride zeolite. zeolite acid

('a (112 11. Z Ca Z 2 11 CI
. 2

. .

,..
Th,e reaiOctns for sg:liuM iti,d magnesium chloride are.the'same as above,

1,

<

4', Calcium', Ilydrogen
...

Calcium
I

Nitric
nitrate.; zeolite. zeolite acid,

(No )
2

1.127.

,. .

'1',he.Yeaction fo.r sodium :ind magneskum nitrate aye.
e

.101
p

(1)14-2-12-1,3)
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When the hydrogen zeolite becomes exhausted it is- backwashed and:re-
geneated with acid, usually sulphuric, and the following equation represents the
reaction:

Calcium Sulphuric Hydrogen Calciut
zeolite acid zeolite 'sulphate

Ga..% + 112 SO-4 112 Z E Ca SO
4

IThereaction's involving Mg Z and
Na2

f are similar to the above.

As indicated in equations 1 to 4 inclusive, the effluent from the zeolite
.exchanger contains various acids. A degasifier can be used to remove the car -
bonic acid from.the effluent but the other acids, sulphuric, hydl'oehloric and
nitric cannotbe removed ipthis way and must be neutralized.

Neu4alization of the acid effluent may-be accomplished by operating a
sodium zeolite unit in parallel with the hydrogen zeolite unit sp as to obtain the
desired pll in the mixed effluent.

a

Neutralization may also be accomplished Lly adding caustic soda or soda
ash to the effluent.

1

A third method of neutralization involves the addition otI,raw unso.ftcned
water to the hydrogen zeolite effluent. This method is possible. if the raw water
is of low total hardt)ess and has high alkalinity.

The neutralization of the acid effluent by mean* of caustic soda is reprc-.
scnted by the following equation.

Sulphyric
acid

II9

4 Caustic
soda

2 -Na 011

Demineralization

4An".advantagyoof the hydrogen zeolite process over the soth um zeolite pro-
'e*S-8.1s that the hydrogen zeolite removed the sodium bicarbonate and thus e-
`'.ltieeathe'4scilyed solids content of the water. The acids in the effluent fi
.thehydrogen zeolite unit, such as sulphuric and hydrochloric, were 'then neutral-

.4 -Ned: .111oWeVer!,Whelvthese acids were neutralNed, the anions-of these acids,

Sodium
sulphate

.Na
2

SO
I

W ate):

2 1120

114 a

1

a.
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such as SO4 and Cl, cbmbined with tike sodium from the neutralizing base N:011
and formed sodium sulphate anti sodipum chloride, While these sodium salts.do
not tend to form scale, they may cause Namiit in thp boiler tend require excess-
ive 1,,)lowdol,vri, in addition to this.clisadvantage, the hydrogpn zeplite Unit Nv ill not
remove' any silica present in the water,

(
IT it is desired to remove all, the mineral salts from the water, a process.,,,..,

known as demineralization or deionization is used. This involves it.sing ahydrO-
gen 74eolite cation exchanger to remove the sodium, magnesium and calcium
cations and Then using an anion exchanger to reillove the sulphate, chloride,.and

anions. In addition, a clef aSifier is`used to remove anycarlion
present. The effluent from the demineraliing process is.water.thatjs-tree-froiii

,

all Mineral impuVities and is equal in quality to distilled,water..

The hydrogen zeolite cation exchanger has already been deseribe-dqn the
previous section.

,

. The anion exchanger contains a hydroxide resin Material.MiielOws the.*
.ability to remove the anions of the acids contained in-the ..effluent-from.the.batierF
exchanger. This anion exchange material is regenerated with/§0(. liumhyroXide:.
when it'becomes exhausted,'

The anion exchanger hydroxide resin can be represented by the formula
.E ( 011) and the chemical reactions of this resin with the-+acid effluent from the

cation exchanger are as follows:

Sulphuric Resin Resin Water
acid t sulphate

11,2501 E (011).2 E S01 1120

G. ilydrochloriic Resin Resin Water
acid chloride

2 li Cl I E ( 0 1 1) --IP. I': C 1
2

4 2* 11 O.
2

Nitric Resin Resin Water
I 4acid nitrate

2 11 NO3 1 E (011)
2

E (NO3 ) + 2 1120

S

115
4

(1,E1- -12-45)
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If the raw Water entering the cation exchanger contains silica then the
effluent will contain silieic acid which is removed in the anion exchanger as
follov;s:

5i lic`i.0

;acid
,

2)1
Si-1)

Resin' Water
silicate

.(iii () ) 2 11 0
3 2 2

When the anion exohange-resin s exlmstec s °genera ed with cagetie-
soda, as- follows:

.

..Similar. equa,tions;are:involved in the renetion,of.'eatiStic seda .with resin
.., .L

.ehloridet 'resin nitratc,and resin silicate .-,./.

. ,. -
yariolis arrangements may. be iiscd for:!demineriilizing.equiptnent ancl-,these

. . .. . . ... .
. . .

include.the two,becl'.System,',1he mixed-bed,,systein, arid thFcoritintiousion exchange

,/\ . .. .

.,
..,

Ther'ewo-bed.stem izis cation and:Amion exchange Materials in.sepa ate
units, usually a hydrogen cation exClizingei'' 'folio. We'd by an .anion..e.).c.ohitilk0 often
with a,degasifier between 'thenr /.

.1

, ,. ,

The, mix'61-1)ed.sysYcim features the cation-fm&anionresins,'eOntiiined in(
r

the Szime tank or.sh011.-- W hen in operation" the!cation :ind anion resins are ixec .!

I

together intimately: Beforeiregencfration, the unit is'Imekwashed-to'eldzin the
becb-3ancl-to separi.itc!the'resins. Duringthe washing the,lightet anion ri`.tii 11 i ~itics

rtd'the eon while theheavier eation,resin settles to. the bottom, .1',140-eation.resin
iS,then,yevnerated with ileid.'hich,i4:ititrodued at the bottom of the unit and'
dise rgiccl" from th.e..0 nitat the inlet lace the 'eeSins. The. anion re-.
generated ,with,:1' eaustie,iolution ,brought at the,top,and'diseharged at:the resin;
interface.. unit is,then rinsed and pArtlydralfied and the two resins are then

i mixed by mea s ,air stream forced throtigh.:thebed. The'.unit
rinsed again before.its.returnt9, service,.....

1.

(I,)El. '-12-16)
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Plikz /7 illustrates the regeneratisQn steps.

%A.

I In service 2 Hockwosh 3 Colon
rkgenerOtion

4 Anion 5 Rinse
regeneration .

7 to( mix 0 Retail

6 Drain.

9 Rinse

Mixed, Bed Regeneration

Fig. 7

.

The continuous ion exchange system is tisually arranged in mixed -bed
form although separate beds may also be used. The system provides continuous
ion exchange because the total amount of resin is not allowed to become exhausted.
Instead, the portion of the resin located at the raw water inlet will becoMeex-
hausted first,. and is withdrawn from the unit. At'the same time; frpsh.regen-
crated resin is introduced at the other end of the bed.. The withdrawn exhausted
resin is regenerated in a separate vessel and then returned to service as reqUired.

Fipk. 8 shows a continuous ion exchange, mixedbed demineralizer..

Iteferring to Fig. 8, when a predeterMined volume of water has passed
through the mixed -bed' tank, the tame is briefly (30 - 90 seconds) rtrmoved from
qervicefor resin vemoyal. During this time, exhausted resin is removed from
the bottom of the unit and an equal amount of freshly regenerated resin is admitted
at the top.

I

a

(PEI-2-12-17)
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The 'exhausted resiithen eriterS'the separationIcOhinin where the lighter
anion resin ri?.;es:to the top and the morc denp,o cation resi,m'settleS-to the bottom.
The two'-resins -then enter their respective desorption towers where they undergo:.
regeneration and rinsing. '1,'he regeneiated resins then travel, to their respectiyir.

.metering hoppers ocatcd above the mixing hopperof the mixed -bed adsbrption,
,tank.

III I ION
P rot WAN !.,7 NIii ,011.im

4
R

ANION
Olt:01101 ION

Mixed-Bed .Continuous Ion Exchange

ig; 8 0

,

1

The clainied advantages of the continuous-ion mixed bed syStem compared
to theconventional fixed-two-bed system Acre regeneration of the resin is
carried out in place are: lower initial and. installed cost, lower operating cost
due to high chemical efficiency, less space required, operation is fully automatic,
and maintename requirements arc low,.

There is, however, another type of contipuous ion. exchange system which,
doers use. conventional fixed beds. This _arrangement -requires three -identical iOn
exchange unitS.which are operated in sequence. Unit is in service, Unit B on
standby and Unit C is being regenerated. When Unit A is almost exhausted; its
effluent is then directed to Unit thp standby unit. When Unit A is coniPletely.
exhausted, its regeneration is hOgun ;,krid Unit C, which is 'now completely regen-
erated is on standby, .,while Unit 13 is in service, .

.

a

(PE172-12-18)
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, Reverse Osmosis
/ 'c

When two solutions, one dilute and one concentrated, arc.separated by a
serni-permealile membrane, the solvent (water) from tire dilute solution will
diffuse through, the membrane into the concentrated solution, s phenomenon
is known .as osmosis.

If, however, under the aboye cond4tions pressure is apptkedto the. concen.,.
Aratcd solution, theosolvent (water) will .diffuse through the membrane rnto. the

....dilute solution and this phenomenon'is.known,as reverscosmosis,..'

The reverse osnioSts.principle can beapplied,for water treatment he
cause., as 'tlie:Water diffuSes:4)wough the blenibrane, theMpurities including the
dissolvedsdlidS.contain0. by.th6 water are left,.behind and theliffused Al/atmis
therefore of Leigh purity,

The principles. yt.oSposis and reverse Osmosis are shown, in 'Fig.
..

OSMOSIS REVERSE:-OSMOSIS

ApPfied pressure.

Somi
Per ttleakqe"
rnr'rnbrane

Cor?centrilted

Osmosis and 'Reverse Osmosis

Fig, .9

Concentrated

.
. .., .

t'Ishe actual reverse osmosis Ai.ater, treatment plant is made up of a number
. . .

of membrane modules through whieh
,

the water passes, in Parallel,' The modules
are usually in the form of tubes lined with the "membrane and Fig, 10 shows. a -.
module having a tubular membrane wOundsonto a support spool.in a. multiple.layer

d\ , .helical coil,
r

.,..
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In Fig. 10 the raw water is forced under presstirefrthrough the helicalcoll.
The water (permeate) diffuses through the tubeWailand,Js collectvd.at the bottCirn
of the.mociuli while. the cl.issolved solids and other ifhpurities leave the end of the

.

coil as a concentrate
V , t.

0

ENCLOSING SHROUD

PRESSURIZED FEED

HELICAL TUBULAR
MEMBRANE AND
FLEXIBLE PRESSURE
SUPPORT

a

HIGH PRESSURE
END FITTING

CONCENTRAtE

lc+

PRODUCT SAMPLE
PORT

4 ..*\,.. PRODUCT (PERMEATE)
TO COLLECTION SYSTEM

II

. Membrane Module.
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1

TYPICAL
REVERSE OSMOSIS SYSTEM

PERMEATORS

PRETREATMENT
(11 required)
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with 6LAilm

. .
0 tOMISOF SloO

(Permutit Sybron Corporation)
7

O

4

Fig.. 11 is a schematic diagram of typicl reverse osmosis system'.
The raw water entering may be pretreated by filtration, culation, etc., and
then is pumped through the membrane modules or perme, ors. -Pressures from
4000 to 10 000 kDa are. usually required to push the water through tht membrane.
The water leavint the permeators will be largely fi.ee of dissolved solids and
other impurities. Any small amounts of these impurities remaining in the water
can be removed by further treatment in an ion exchange demineralizer;
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8. Evaporation

Boilers or steam generators which operate at high pressures and temper
atures require make -up water that is free from any impurities. This pure water
may be obtained through the use of demineralizers to remove the dissolved
solids and deaerators to remove the dissolved gases. Another, method which is
commonly employed in central stations is to use evaporators instead of demin-
eraliters to obtain water free from dissolved solids'and then to use detrerators
to remove, the dissolved gases.

.
I ome cases both methods may be used with a demineralizer being used

to "polls "the distilled water obtained by evaporation.

Tip process which takes place in the evaporator is simply the boilingOi
the: water. The steam or vapor produced from this'boiting will be free from
solids and when subsequently condensed will form solids-free (distilled) water.
Any dissolved gases present in the witter, however, will pass 'off with the vapor.
produced in the evaporator, and consequently the distilled water must be deaerated
before going to the boiler. The impurities left behind in the evaporator 4vill form

0' scale and therefore the water fed to the evaporator is usually softened in order
to reduce the ,amount of scale formed;

In spite of water Softeriingtreatment prior to evaporation, settling of the
waterside heating; surfaces occur' in many eases. This may be eausud by small
quantities of calcium and magnesium tilts which pass through the softening plant.
This scaly may be cracked' off the tubes in some instances by shutting clown the
evaporator and quickly filling it with cold water. However, if the, scale is a hard
tenacious typy such as a silicate, it vill probably be necessary toviesort t acid
cleaning to remove it.

Thelittriem§ parts of an evaporator are shown.in .

In a central generating station the evaporator is installed as part of! the
regenerative' cycle,. The 'coil steam for the evaporator is bled from some stage
of the turbine and the vapor produced'by the.evaporator is conden.4ed in a low
pressure feedwater heater;

(I)E1-2-12-22)
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The principle cause of corrosion in boilers is dissolved oxygen in the
water. Another cause is dissolved carbon dioxide Hi the water ,although it is
estimated that carbon dioxide is only onefth to one tenth as corrosive as dis-
solved oxygen. If both these gases are present in the water simultaneously then
they are much more corrosive than if 010 existed separately, Another undesirable
gas is ammonia which will pass over with the steam from the boiler and attack,
copper and,copper alloys such as contained in Valves and qondenser tubes,

(1)E1-2-12-23)
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The term mechanical deaeration refers to the removal from the water z:.
dissolved gases, such as oxygen, carbon dioxide and ammonia, by raising MeV
temperature of the water to the boiling point and allowing the gases thus released
to he vented to the atmosphere, The' process is assisted by scrubbing the water
with a flow of steam in order to sweep away the released gases from the v/ater.

Deaeration principles show that gas removal from water depends upon
three factors: whether the gas ionizes in the water or is dissolved as a free gas;
the relative pressures of the gas in the water and in the atmosphere; and the

--water temperature,

Oxygen does not ionize in the water, but exists as a free dissolved gas.
Carbon dioxide and ammonia, however do ionize in the water, with only a portion
of their total content remaining in ilk free form.

Only the gases in the free form can exert pressure in the miter, so only
that portion of the.gases. present in the free form can be removed by mechanical
cleaeration. Therefore, oxygen can be reduced to vary low concentrations in a
deaerator, while carbon dioxide and ammonia can be removed only to the extent
that they are present in the free form,

The temperature of the water greatly affects the solubility of gases as at
the saturation temperature all free gases are theoretically insoluble. Thus
raising the water to the boiling point at any specific pressure will drive off the.
gases.

I

I\
T lie construction of a deaerator usually involves four sections; a section

where the water is heated to the boiling point, a section where the released gases
are scrubbed from the water, a section for the storage of the deaeratecrwater and
a section for condensing any steam that is being carried t the vent with the re-
leased gases.

.Deaeratorsjtre classed as spray type or tray type.

In the spray type the entering water passes through spray valves and is
the;efore in a finely divided state. It is then heated by coming in-contact with
steam in.the heating section. The water then passes to the scrubber.. section
where it is scrubbed by the entering steam and the gages released by the heating
are reMovecl. The detterated.water then passes to the. storage section and the
steam .flows from .the scrubbing section to the heating section where it heats the

(PE14-12-24)-
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incoming water spray and where most of it condenses. The gases released in the
scrubbing section flow to the vent condensing section where any, steam present
condensed and the gasep are Cooled to some extent. The gases then pass out
through the vent.

In the tray type deaerator the process is much the same except that the
water, ~instead of passing through spray nozzles, is broken up by trickling down
over a series of trays. The entering steam scrubs the water in the lower tray
section and`heats the water in the upper tray section. The released gases and
some steam pass to the vent condensing section where the steam is condensed
and the gases pass to the atmosphere through the vent opening.

Condenser deaeration is another method which is sometimes used in large
thermal generating plants. Surface condensers equipped with deaerating hot wells
for feedwater may be used to eliminate the separate deaerator. With this design
the condensate falls into the hot well through a steam atmosphere. "The, gases

'released are then removed by an air ejector.

Internal Methods ti
Internal treatment of boiler feedwater refers to the method whereby the

water is softened, deaerated and conditioned after it has entered the boil% This
is accomplished by adding suitable chemicals to the water in the boiler. In some
cases, as with low pressure boilers, this internal treatment is often the only
method used to prevent scale, coriosion and sludge formation. Usually however,
both internal and external methods are used for medium and high pressure boilers.
For example, a high pressure boiler might require water that has been filtered,
softened, distilled and deaerated by external methods and in addition require in-
ternal chemNal treatment to take care .of any small amount of impurities left in
the Wafer after the external treatment.

In the follOwing paragraphs, the use of Internal, treatment fo'r p11 control,
scale prevention, sludge conditioning, deaeration, prevention of foaming, pre-
vention of caustic embrittlement and prevention of return line corrosion is.
'discussed.

1. pH Control

The tendency for boiler water to attack boiler metal increases as the pH
value of the water decreases. .Thisscorrosion can be prevented by increasing the
boiler water pH by the addition of an 'alkali and it has been found that a pli value
of about 10;5 is high enough to do this,
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The use of sodium hydroxide to provide the nectssary pH value has the
longest history of application, In present day practice however, it is the least'
preferred method of establishing correct values because of concern about
caustic ernbrittlement,

Caustic embrittlemont is a form of intercrystalline cracking which occurs
below the water level and in joints or seams into which boiler water may leak and
become concentrated. It is generally, thought that the following four conditions
are necessary simultaneously to develop caustic embrittlementt

(a) The boiler water must contain substances, particularly
hydroxides, capable of producing intergranular damage
when concentrated in contact with stressed steel,

(b) There 'must be ti joint or scam into or through which
vb.

leakage bf this boiler water may occur, ,

(c) The boiler water must concentrate within the joint or
Seam.,

The steel must be overstressed locally where it is
exposed to concentration of chemicals,

(d)

To avoid the negative effects of soditim hydroxide in regard to caustic
mbrittlement, the boiler water p11 can be adjusted by the addition of sodium
phosphates, These phosphates are normally used in any event fOr the control of
scale detiosits in the boiler and by their use for this purpose the boiler pit is
usually automatically established,

2, Scale Prevention
V

Boiler scale is caused primarily by the salts of calcium and magnesium,
tdtecondary causes of scale are silica and oil but these latter two are best handled

0 by removing them from the boiler feedwater by external methods,

he victual and magnesium salts are prevented from forming scale on
the boil surfaces by precipitating them as a sludge and removing this sludge
by the boiler blow-off,

The most common chemicals used for this precipitation are the sodium
phosphates which include trisodium phosphate, disodium phosphate, sodium meta-
phosphate and Monosodium phosphate, .On entry into the boiler all the phosphates
are converted to trisodium phosphate which reacts with the calcium annriag-nesium
as follows:

(PF,1-2-12726)
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1, Calcium
sulphate

3 Ca, SO4

2, Magnesium+
Carbonate

3 Mg CO3 +

Trisodium
phosphate

2.11,a,4 PO
, 4

Trisojium
phosiThate

2 Na PO
..3 4

Tricaleiuin
phosphate

.
Ca (PO )

3 4 2

Trimagnesium
phosphate

Mg3(PO4)2 +

Sodium ydrOxide will aso reactwith magnesium to form the precipitate
magnesium hydroxide as follows: -. 4

.Sodiuin
sulphate

3 Na SO
2 4

Sodium
carbonate

'3 Nat CO3

3%, Magnesium+ Sodium
carbonate . hydroxide

Nig CC)
3

2 Na OH

Magnesium
hydroxide

Mg (01.1).2 ,

Sodium
carbonate

Na
2.

CO3

The magnesium:hydroxide is, preferred as a precipitate over the magnesium
phosphate which has a very sticky constituency,

Also if sodium hydroxide is peresent, instead of tricalcium phosphate the
precipitate formed in reaction (1) above will be a mixed phOsphate and hydroxide
precipitate which is preferred because it is'.1ess sticky than tricalcium phosphate.

The sludge that is produced by the precipitating of the scale forming com-
pounds in the boiler must be'conditioned so that it will stay fluid and well dispersed.
In this way the sludge will bc_easily removed from the boiler through the blow-off
connections. The chemicalstlised for this purpose are usually organic compounds
such as starch, tannin, lignin and alginates, Starch is produced from corn,
potatoes, etc. , lignin and tannin from wood, the alginates from seaweed, These
organic materials coat the scale precipitates preventing them from adhering to
the boiler plates and tubes.

Another method of scale prevention is by the use of chelating agents.
These are chemicals, which have the ability to react chemically with the scale
forming metal ions of calcium and magnesium and hold them in solution in the
boiler water thus preventing them from depositing on the Defiler surfaces. Since
precipitation of the scale-forming ions does not occur, the total dissolved solids
content of the boiler water increa4s. Because ofthis , an antifoam agent should
be used in conjunction with the chelating agents in order to reduce the possibility
of'carryover.

(PE1-2-12-27)
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There, are a great many chelating agents available but two which are com-
monly used are ethylene-diamine tetraacetic eacid (EDTA) apd.nitrilo triacctic
acid (NTA) which are both complex organic chemicals.

These chelating agents'are relatively costly and some form of external
softening is normally used in order to reduce the amount of chelant required in
the boiler.

Chelants can allo be` used for removal of existing sludge and scale deposits
from a boiler without removing the boiler from service. The quantity of deposit
to be removed must be conhdered and a sufficient amount of chelant fed to the
system to provide not only complete chelation of the metal ions in the feedwater
but also to proVide additional chelant to react with the deposit.. Caution must be
exercised during the cleanup program to avoid 'removal of old depo*s in chunks
which could accumulate and restrict circulation. Care must be taken also to
prevent high concentrations of chelant which could lead to attack of boiler metal..

As chelating agents are relatively expensive, a careful ,survey should be
made of the feedwater to determine its total hardness. If the hardness of the
feedwater is consistently greater than 2 ppm the cost of a chelating treatment

.progra' may be excessive. If iron oxides are a significant part of the boiler
deposit, the chelating agents will not be effective as they do not chelate ferric

4.,.iron. HoWever, they are effective in' removing calcium and magnesium at the
pH values and alkalinity normal to boiler operation.

In comparison to conventional treatment.methods, chelants require closer
control, demand specific feeding conditions and present potential corrosion haz-
,ards. Their use must be supplemented with antifoam materials, oxygen scavengers
and .a complete condensate corrosion control program.

Complete oxygen removal is especially important as oxygen seriously
hampers the effectiveness of chelation.

In regard to the use of chelating agents for cleaning boilers in operati6n
the requirements' are: an adequate amount or concentration of the agent, positive
contact.with the deposit to be removed and sufficient time. Caution must be
exercised as mentioned previously as an attempt to clean too rapidly can free
large particles of deposit which May block tubes. and redult in failure. Before
proceeding with on-the-line cleaning samples of the boiler deposit should be
obtained and analyzed in orderoto ascertain the ti-tnirrequired and the concentration
of the agent desired.

(I)E1-2-12-28)
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Chelating agents require special feeding conditions as they are quite cor o-
sive to carbon steel in the concentrations normally required. A stainless steel
quill or nipple should be used at the point where the chelant is injected into the
feedwater. The positive displacement chelant pump should also be of stainless
steel as well as the tubing from the pump to the injection quill. The chelant
solution tank should be plastic or plastic lined.

3. Oxygen Scavenging

Dissolved oxygen enters the boiler system with the makeup water and fgo
by means of air infiltration of the condensate. system. This dissolved oxygen will
cause corrosion in the feedwater line, cldsed heaters, and in the economizer, In
the boiler a portion of the oxygen will flash and leave with the steam. The remain-
ing portion will attack the boiler metal usually adjacent to the waterlevel in the
drum. One of the most serious aspects 'of oxygen corrosion is that it usually occurs
as pitting with the attack concentrated in a small area of the metal surface re-
sulting in compardtively deep holes.

The first and most impor t step in eliminating dissolved oxygen is
mechanical deaeration of the bo feedwater, "However, 'it is advisable to
follow this mechanical dea.erat by chemical deaeration or scavenging to remove
the last traces of dissolved oxygen.

Sodium sulphite is the chemical agent most commonly employed for chemi-
cal deaeration due to its low cost, ease of handling and its lack of scale forming
properties, The oxygen scavenging characteristic of sodium sulphite is illust-
rated by,the following reaction:

Sodium
+ Oxygensulphite

2 Na SOb + 02

A

podium Sul hate

2 Na, SO

TO assure complete oxy en removal, it is neces ary to maintain a resid-
ual concentration of sulphite in the boiler water. The esidual required depends
on a number of factor's such as the method of feed and he point of appli,cation, the
dissolved oxygen concentration and the variation in' the dissolved oxyg6n concert-
tratioq.of the feedwater.

12)
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. Continuouei feed of sodium sulphite is generally required for coMplete

oxygen removal. In the majority of plants, the most suitable point of application
.is. the storage compartment of the deaerating.or open heater, In other plants,
sufficient reaction time will be allowed with application to the suction side of the-
boiler feed pump. While intermittent applieatio is.. generally not recommended,
it has 14zten found in some low pressure systems that adequate protection ispro-
vided as*Iong al; the additions of sodium sulphite arc made with sufficient frequency
to continuously -maintain .the.proper residual concentration, in the boiler water.

When feedwater is employed in desuperheatingt it is desirable to feed
sodium Sulphite.after the poimt from which the feedwater for desuperheating is
taken so as to ,avoid adding solids to the water.

.The sodium sulphate. produced in the reaction of sodium sulphite with .

oxygen adds to the'di,ssolved-solids inthe boiler water and this is a disadvantage.Also, in very high pressure boilers, ..the sodium sulphate, will form sulphur dioxide
SO2 and hydrogen sulphide 1125 %vhich,viiss over Avilli the Steam and produce return

4line corrosion.

In the case of high pressure boilers, hydrazine is often preferred to sodium
sulphite for removing dissolved oxygen. IW reaction with thelissolved oxygen is
as follows; ..

Ilydrazine ,Oxygen Water Nitrogen
N2114 4- 02 2 1120 N2.

Hydrazine is a-strong alkali and must be 'handled with eare. As it is.
extremely flammable in its pure state it is supplied as a dilute solution, When,
removing the solution from its container, the handler should wear protective
clothing including rubber gloves. and 'goggles.

, Carryovkr Prevention

The terms carryover, foaming and priming are closely associated and
each term is used in describing conditions which result in the entrainment of
boiler water solids with the steam.

.

Foaming is the condition resulting from the formation of bubbled on the
surface of he.boiler water. causing entrainment Of boiler.water with steam.

(PE1-2-12-30)
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Priming is a more violent and spasmodic action causing slugs of water to
pass over_with the steam.

Carryover is the term applied to the steady entrainment of a small quantity
of boiler water solids with the steam. However, it is commonly used to describe
the general condition) of contaminants carried over withlte steam..

When boiler water solids are carried over in the steam, deposits will
ocur in non-return and stop valves, superheaters, steam piping and engines or
turbines, Such deposits can promote failure' the superheater tubes and loss in
engine or turbine efficiency,

Foaming or priming of the boiler water can result in a false water level
reading4 e the thermal shock resulting from slugs of water entering the steam
distribution tem as a result of priming can seriously endanger all steam
driven equipment.

Carryover may result from mechaniCal and chemical causes or from a
combination of the two. Among the mechanical causes o carryover are boilpr
design, high water level, method of firing and load characteristics. Among the
chemical causes are.high total solids of the boiler water; high suspended solids,
high alkalinities, oil and improper type of external or internal chemical treatment;

Of these chemical causes it is generally agreed that suspended solids
contribute most to producing carryover.

Oil present in boiler water is highly undesirable from the standpoint of
carryover. 'Saponification of compounding agents by the alkalinity of the boiler
water will produce a soap, thereby causing a foaming effect.

---
Internal boiler water' treatment with phosphate control is standard for most

types of feedwater. However, there is a tendency for the precipitated, finely
divided calcium phosphate to stabilize boiler water foam, thus contributing to
'carryover of boiler water solids with the steam. This carryover tendency must
be controlled by increased blow-do n to lower suspended solids concentrations or
,by the use of organic agents tit) contr 1 this increased foam load.

Alkalinity as a contributing factor,to carryover can also be corrected by
adjustment or-changes in internal and/or external treatment facilities. If the
alkalinity is a result the internal treatment program the use of less alkaline 4'
materials will correct the condition. Should the cause be external, additional.
facilities may be required such as the installation of a hydrogen zeolite unit to
operate in parallel with a sodium unit thereby reducing the total alkalinity of the
treated water.

4 (P1,1-2-1.2-31)
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The prevention of carryover difficulties due to the presence of oil in the
boiler water is a problem that must, be handled entirely external to the boiler
itself, No method of internal treatment can be relied upon to overcome a carry-
over problem caused by oil contamination and the only safe policy that can be
followed is the removal of the oil from the boiler feedwater,

Anti-foam Agents.

Frequent the cause of a carryover problem .cannot be 'economically
corrected through adjustment in boiler water balances or installation of additional

."----eXt-Crnarticatinetit fa-CH:Wes': Iri-Many:such'instances the use of effective anti-
foam agents has provideclethe (1-6sired result..,

During recent years highly effective organic, anti7foam agents have been
developed; In general the polymerized esters, alcohols and amides are the mast
effectiVe 'agents yet developed,

These agents have the effect that fewer but larger steam bubbles are gen.-
crated and these bubbles readily collapse in place on the heating surface without
leaving that sui.face and rising through the boiler water,

In addition to the benefit of high purity steam, the use of anti-fwm agents
frequentlyresults in economic benefits due to reduced blow-down requirements,
as hoi ler water concentrations can be carried at much higher levels without coin-

,:promising steam purity,

5, Return Line Corrosion

The principal causes of return line corrosion are carbon dioxide and oxy-
... gen in solution in the condensate,.

In general, the elimination of oxygen from condensate system's can be
readily-achieved by mechanical'or chemical deaeration.

The chief. source of carbon dioxide is the bicarbonate and carbonate
alkalinity of the makeup water tothe boilers.. The bicarbonate andcarbonate
alkalinity whlen subjected to boiler temperature undergo thermal decomposition
and liberate carbon dioxide which becomes entrained with the steam, The other
possible and usual-ly-minor sources of carbon diOxide are the .free, gaseous car-
bon dioXide.thatis dissolved in most natural waters and the carbonttroxide which
fOrms frOm decomposition of soda ash that marbe.used for regulation of boiler
water alkalinity,

(PE1-2-12-32)
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Chemicals that can be used for combatting. CO2 Corrosion include ammonia,
neutralizing amines, and filming amines. I

Ammonia can be fed to the system as ammonium hydroxide or ammonium.
sulphate. At boiler temperatures the ammonia. is liberated and passes off with the
steam from the boiler and thus is able to neutralize the CO2' The, use of ammonia
for this purpose is however, linlited due to the-fact that it is very eorrosiveto
copper and zinc bearing metals,

Neutralization of CO2 can. safely be accomplished by certain volatile
amineso,such as'eyelbhexylamine, C

6
H11 1119 and morpholine C

4
H9NO. These

amines when fed to a .boilbr volatilize withtle steam and combine with the carbon
dioxide in the condensate to'neutralize its acidity.. Unlike ammonia the amines in
,lout' concentrations are not corrosive to copper and zindbearing.metalS. Control,
of treatment is usually based on feeding sufficient amine to raise the p11 of the
condensate to 7.0. Satisfactory reduction of carbon dioxide corrosion is obtained
with the use of the neutralizing amines in the absence of oxygen.

The filming alnines function on a completely. different principle from Cheer
neutralizing amines. The filming amines do not neutralize carbon dioxide. In-
stead, they function by forming on the metal surfaces contacted an impervious
non-wettable film that acts as a barrier between the metal and the condensate,
protecting against both oxygen and carbon. dioxide attack.

The filming amines of value in the prevention of corrosion are the high
Molecular Nv eightamines and amine salts having straight carbon chains containing
10 - 18 carbon atoms. Octadecylamine C

18
11

37
Nlt

2'
hexadeeyla mine. C

16
II

33
NI1

2:and dioctadecylamirie C36 74 NH, are examples of useful materials of this type.'
In plant practice the most successful results have been obtained with the dispersed
pctadecylamine. Condensate should beused in preparing the chemical 4blution
which is then fed With a small chemical pump'to the maim steam lint a point
where it will be well mixed with the steam, The .material is dispersed readily
with the steam and is carried thnfough the steam and condensate lines, forming '1
a nont.wettable Mtn on the metal surfaces contacted..

BOILER WATER AND STEAM SAMPLING

In order to determine the conditon of the boiler water and the purity of
the steam from the boiler, prOpier representative, samples of each must be
obtained and then submitted. to the appropriate test.

,
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.Water Sampling

To obtain a representative sample of the .water in the boiler' drum an .

internal pipe should be used, extending along the length of the drum the pipe
should have one end sealed and should have a number of in-let hole along its
length,' having; a total' area of about 50 per cent of the pipe area. Alternatively
the sample may be obtained from the continuous blow-down pipe. Any sampling
pipes located external to the boiler drum must be able to withstand maximum
boiler pressure.

Samples obtained should
which is equiPPed.with a throttlin

oled to room temperatur\e in a cooler coil
lye at its outlet.. In this', way the sample

remains under full pressure until it has cooled to a point where it will not flash.
The cooler' inlet should be equipped with a shutoff valve.

Sample coolers are usually made of two continuous lengths of copper or
stainless steel tubipg, one inside the other. The sample should be brought in at
the top and leavei:.4(.*:13ottom and the cooling water should flow counter to the
sample flow. 666.1Thg water supply. should be dependable and adequate 'enotigh
to cool the sami4e to S.O.C.

Steam Sant ilIng

mpurities in,steam are usually in the form of water droplets or small
dry partioIles. If it is desipred to take samples from a pipeline, they' should be
withdrawn. from a long vertical ilrun where tire particles. and droplets are mixed.'
across:theIiipe area in preference toa horizontal run where the particles and
droplets tend to concentrate along the bottom. of the pipe. .Samples may also be
taken froth the steam .drum by means of sampling lines installed after the steam.
seParattog 'equipment. Stainless steel pipe. Should be used fog high temperature
steam *mpling. Steam samples are condensed and cooled in coolers and the
cooling.coil Should be arranged so that the condensate .can pass .continuously
throw II a conductivity cell. There should also be a parallel connection for'deliv-
ering the condensed and cooled sample to a-sampling flask or to waste.

The cooling coil must be supplied with an adequate and dependable source
of cooling water as failure of supply could result in overheating and damage to
coil and conductivity cell.

, 1- 2- 12.34).

ti
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Sample Testin5 Precautions
. 4

In Order to obtain accurate results the sample testing procedure must be
carefully carried out. Testing errors may be caused by poor sampling methods,
contamination of samples, use of weak or improper reagents, and failure to
follow testing instructions.

Sample containers and connecting tubing must be thoroughly cleaned and
rinsed out several times with the water or condensate being collected. The
samples should not be exposed unduly to the air and should be cooled to 20°C qr
below during collection otherwise a vacuum will develop in the flask as it cools
which may draw in cotaminating

Also to' avoid contamination, the sample tubing and flasks' should be\com-
.

pletely free of, air bubbles.

The sarnples should be testedin a cool, clean, well ventilated space which

is equipped with a sink, Storage facilities, electrical outlets, proper working
surfaces, hot and cold running water, and a supply of distilled water,

(PEI-2-12-35).
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QUESTION SHEET°

POWER ENGINEERING
First Class
Sect, 2t Lect, 12

Discuss the three,classes of water-impurities and the general
method used to treat each type. e

2. Sketch and describe a method for removing suspended impurities
from water.

3. (a) Ascribe the essential equipment and operation of a hot lime-soda
softener.

(6) List, the equations for the chen4cal reactions involved in hot
lime-soda softening.

. 4, (a) Explain the difference between the hot lime-soda and the hot
lime-hot phosphate processes.

(b) List the equations for the chemical reactions involved in the
hot lime-hot phosphate process.

Describe the principle of ion exchange and describe some e of
ion exchange softener including the equations for the chemic 1
rtactions involved.

-1;

6. Explain the meaning of-the term demineralization and desk the
briefly how it can be accomplished,

7. Sketch and describe a typical reverse osmosis system.

8. Discuss the principles oaf deaeration and describe briefly two
methodsby which it may be accomplished;

Kxplain what is meant by internal water treatment and explain
the functions of this type of treatment.

10. vescribe the equipment involved and the operation of the water
treatment 'system in the plant in which you are employed.

4.

(PE1-2,12-Q)



Goal:
to.

The student will be able to
describe tests on feedwater.

1100UCCOtlikl. Lwninc

12.3

FEEDWATER TESTING.

6

Performance Indlcatoes:

1. Identify common test
equipment, reagents and
indicators.

2. Describe standard tests of
water quality.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

°"Study G\i'de
* .Read the goal-and performance indicators to find what is to be-learned from

package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete th, job sheet,

Complete self-assessment. X

Complete post-assessMent.

2

to



°Vocabu ary

* Alkalinity
.

* Ammonium molybdate

* Burette,

* Caustic' alkalinity

* Excess phosphate.

* Excess. sodium sulphite

* Hydrogen ion concentration

* .Indicator

* mho

* Phenolphthalein alkalinity

* pH value

'* Pipette

* Sequestering agent

* Soap test

* Titration

04* Total alkalinity

Total content of dissolved solids

Total! hardness

k



Introduction
Feedwater testing requires exacting procedures. Testing is a laboratory
function that' requires clean equipment, careful sampling procedures and exact

measurements.

This package is designed to introduce the apprentice to the purpose and types of
tests used in maintaining the purity of boiler feedwater. Testing procedures
should be obtained from test kits, manufacturers or the reference material.,
These specific testing instructions should be followed closely until experience
has been acquired.

19
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Information
Test Equipment Needed

Sampling bottles
- Test tubes
- Porcelain dishes

Pipettes
- Burettes
- Reagents .

.Indicators dc

Elecronic instruments

Reagents

A reagent is used to produce a chemical reaction in water. Some standard

reagents used in water tests are:

- Sulphuric acid N/50
Silver nitrate
Potassium -- iodide-iodate solution 1/4.4.

Ammonium molybidOe solution
Soap solution

Indicators \

Indicators are solutions that cause changes in color in a water sample depending

on the Ph of the samples. Most test kits will include the following indicators.

- Phenolphthalein
- Methylorange solution

Starch solution
- pH indicator solutions

Types of Tests

The following tests are normally carried'out in testing the quality of boiler

water.

- Total content of dissolved solids
-. Total hardness,
- Alkalinity
- Chlorides
- Excess sodium sulphite:,

141
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- Excess phosphate
- 'pH value

Total Content of Dissolved Solids

The total content of dissolved solids is usually measured by the electrical

conductivity of the liquids. Solids in water offer greater electrical

conductivity to a current and is measured in mho's. This term is Ohm's spelled

backwards since conductivity is the opposite of resistance. Clear water is more

resistant to the passage of electricity than water with solids. Instruments are

available for measuring conductivity.

Total Hardness Test

The total hardness test is a measure of the salts of calcium and magnesium that

are present in the water. A "soap test" uses a standard soap solution which is

mired with the water sample. The amount of soap solution needed to neutralize

the hardness of the water determines the hardness of the water. The total calcium

and magnesium content cn also be measured by titration. A sequestering agent

is.mixed with the water sample in measured amounts. An organic dye will cause a

change in water color from red to blue. The amount of sequestering agent used

determines the hardn4lia of the water. A formula is used for calculating the

hardness of the 'water

Alkalinity
te

Alkalinity measurements require three types of tests. The operator must

'determine, the levels of bicarbonates, carbonates and hydroxides that are present

in the water. Water treatments will differ according to the presence of these

products. 'The tests are:

PhenOphthalein alkalinity' test for hydroX ides and carbonates

- Total 'alkalinity for total queintity of all dissolved salts

Caustic\alkalinity for total hydioxide quantity

Chloride

This test is used to determine the
not precipitate which makes them a

Chlorine in feedwater
Chlorine in boiler water

rate of blow-down forAa boiler. 10hlorides do

reliable indicator for calculating blow-down.

X 100 % blow down

4
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The sample is made slightly acidic by the addition of mild sulphuric acid. It

is then titrated with silver nitrate unt 1 the color changes. The 'chlorine

content can then be calcu1apd.

Excess Sodium Sulphite

Oxygen causes corrosion inside the boi1er. In order to hold down the oxygen

levels, the feedwater must be tested for oxygen content. Sodium sulphite can be

used to. dissolve the oxygen in the water and convert it to a sulphate 'form.

However,_ excess sodium sulphite can be acid forming and harmful. It is

desirable to keep the 'sodium sulphite levels at very slightly excess levels so .-

that oxygen will be controlled_and acid conditions will be avoided. The test

for excess sodium sulphite involves t.trations with potassium' ibdide-iodate

solution on sample6 that have been mixed with a starch solution.

411 Phosphate Solution

Sodium phosphates are used in boiler,

phosphates to prevent the formation
of sodium

are

in the boile
acrystals re mix d with the

-ammonium molybdate reagent. .

cloudiness. The time requir

whether the boilerwater has a
test can be conducted by

comparator, The comparator

to precipitate,calcium salts into calcium
f scale. It.is desirable to have an excess

'water at all times. 'Potassium nitrate

water sample and then combined with. an

sample is observed for a condition of

for the cloudiness condition to occur shows

adequate reserve of sodium phosphate. Another'

kiipg color comparisons on a Taylor phosphate

ses standardized colors to measure the sample.

41/111$1

Taylor Phosphate Comparator
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Information
pH Value

Acid conditions inside a boiler enhance corrosion. Whether the fdedwater is

acidic or alkaline is easured by a term pH. pH actually means

hydrogen ion concentration. A pH value of 7.0 is neutral. Anything below 7.0 .

is acidic and everything.gr ater than 7.0 is alkaline. pH can be measured by

either colorimetric or electronic methods. Colorimetric tests involve adding

indicator solutions. to samples in test tubes.

nrn

Electronic tests are conducted by a pH meter such

40
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as the one

. 4

`

shown below.

1. Electrode
Clip

4; 2. Support Rod

3. Electrode
Stop

3 4. Combination
Electrode

5. Glass Electrode
Terminal

6. Reference
Electrode

Terminal

7. Buffer
Solution

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Read pages 3 - 19 ,in reference.

Complete the job sheet,

Complete self- assessment and check answers.

* Complete post- assessment and_ have instructor check answers.
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41

Job Shee
CONDUCT pHIVALUE' TESTS

1-

Conduct colorimetpiCP'test

- Set up test tube rack (from test kit)
- Fill 6 test tubes with 10m1 of boiler water samples
- Fill' 1 test tube with 10m1 distilled waver

- Add .5 ml of indicator to a test tube I,

Repeat with each type of indicator with only one indicator per test tube

- Select'the test tube which shows a Tlor change
-Place that test tube in a comparator and find color range

i

Conduct pH meter test

Read instructions with pH meter to be used
.

- Conduct test three times and calculate mean or average .

._ Compare pH value of pH meter test with colorimetric test
)..'

at
10

/
6

/-
4..,

.s.
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Self
Assess ent

,rorrarobruurroorm0morans4rsuRiowskirArr.

' Match the following tern* with descriptive phrases.
.

=i1MOMI

1.- mho

2. Reagent

3. Indicator

4. Silver nitrate

v

5. /Potassium-iodide-iodate

pH

A. A.reagent used in chloride
tests.

B. A reagent fused in testing for
excess siiium sulphate.

C. A reagent used in testing to
test for phosphates.

D. Produces a chemical reaction,
in water.

E. Total hardness test to measure
calcium and magnesium salts
in water.

F. Unit of measurement for
electrical, conductivity.

7. Phenolphthalein alkalinity tests G..'Causes changes in color of
water.

..

Ammonium molybdate H. Measurement of hydrogen ion
concentration. ao

Caustic alkalinity tests I. Tests for hydroxides and
carbonates in water.

10. Sop test J. Tests for total quantity of
hydroxides in water.
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Self Assessment
Answers

F

2,

3.

A 4.

B 5.

H

C 8.

J.

1

10.

4
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toPost
Assessment

4

.
. .

1. Silver nitrate and ammoniUtvmolytdate'sOlution are:

1'

I.....0,

2. Illeaolphthalein. and" methylorangesolutions are

,

The:unit of;meesurement for electrical.conductiliity

solids) is

total dissolved

The mixing of a liquid into'anothet:liquid in measured amounts, until:,a.

color occurs is called
.

C'Y

. Three types of alkalinity tests are needed to measure' levels of

bicarbonates and :;

6. The 'rate of blow -down for a, boiler can be determined by a

test.

7. Sodium sulfite tests requires titrations with
solutions.

Sodium are commonly used in boilers,to precipitate

calcium.and prevent scale formatons.

9. The pH value of water can be determined by
methods.

10. Hydrogen ion concentrations of liquids are commonly expressed as-
values.

13
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Instructor
Post Assessment"'
Answers

I. Reagents

. 2. Indicators

'3. mho

4 4. Titration

5. Hydroxides'

111

6. Chloride
IV

Potassium iodideiodate

8; Phosphate

V

Col,ktimetA4c or electronic

010. pH

i
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** Corespondence Course. Lecture 7, Section 2, Second Class. Steam Generators,'
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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$ STI.;/1.111 GENERATOItS
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Vccik% Jter

Second Class
1,0Cturc

Water is a substance hich must be cons1dervil.as a dilute solutiOn
kit until it bt.; been tr;itod in soul,. way to render it rural
rtirthe. most of tho clii.micalss in solution have unilcsirablc 1)1.1)0.1.11os
\\wn their cqtwentration iti inc.reased by evaport.lti011 ill the 'Mile

The naturarsources ul \\,' a te 1.7 orlay be subili,.'ided into the following

1. Itain- water,
Ilard

3. soil 'Stir. and
.1. I'.titllil wo,tor.

From a chemical vii.\\ point (Io coustau
ri&;, hut racy \valor corrosive Of its carbon (timid(' and
o\vr,cti contonts and in industrial atmosphores 5011W till
;l 1;i() b('.04) l'eSeil

lIclyd W t Is (lc 1. jvc I run) 1.8 in water which him poootatcd through
thc earth and has leached out some sulphate s. chlorides, and catbonatcs
01 calcium and I1) glleti nu. The hivabonates 1111pil what Is known as
tcniporary hardnc s:i. the sulphates and chlorides make permanent hard

.0 .
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Soft water is ruin water which has percolated over insoluble rocks.
This water while free of calcium and magnesium salts may car, other
compounds, for example organic material derived from decomposition of.
`Vegetation, some salts. such as sodium chloride and sodiumjsulphate
together with ammonia and silica. The corrosive carbon dioxide_originally
in the rain water is still present and the pH or acidity of the water will
depend to a large extent on the nature of the earth:and rock through which
it has percolated.

Estuarine water is in fact diluted sea water, the amount of dilution
depending upon the'plant locatiollNistance from the sea coast) and varying
with the ocean tides. The chemical ,concentrations of such waters are
generally greater than the others already considered and great care has to
be taken to ren(k them suitable for feedwater: Due regard must also h
paid to the nature of any industrial effluents which may be present.-

Thos it can be said-that all naturaltwaters require treatment to some
degree before ,being suitable for boiler Teedwater, the extent of the treat-
ment depending upon the solutes present:

Boiler Water Treatnu

The principal aims .4 boilervater treatment may imio summarized as
follows:

I. The complete removal of all scale-forming salts from the boiler water.

2. The elimination of acid-corrosion tendencies through the maintenance
of an adequate reserve of -alkalis in the water.

Thc f;duction of dissolved oxygen to a minimum.

I. The regulation of the quantity and quality of the total dissolved solid
contents of the boiler water.

In order to accomplish' thetse aims the available feedwater must be
tested [Or impurities a course of treatment prescribed depending upon
these finding*, and finally av,;.;eries of tests set up to check that the desired
results are'being achieved,

se

Stich a pro)r,l'ain can only lg. (1(.volopel by a prol(,;;!;io)nal tn.:WM.1a
AtIci111)1;; al pro.tio'lbling waled. Ire:1E1)1(41f I)\' any hill the ite.,;1 In

lonicol po'tiotnni'l are tO ire inadequate and may well be extremely
costly' in terms of plant repair.

The POwe I. ell PO nee I. must hONVe r lin (le tand the PrOeeSSOS which are
involved and be able'to apply the correct techniques once the required treat
eat has been prescribed.

411

This in turn demands a knowledge Of the tests which can be applied to
measure the effectiveness of the treatment.
tti

PE ;! 7 :).)
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WATER. TESTING

It may be easier to obtain a clear picture of boiler water treatment
methods by first gaining an understanding of the tests used and the optimum
figures aimed at, With this in mind the .following paragraphs'describe boiler
water testing methods commonly used,

fi

'esting Equipment

Test kits comprise sampling bottles , test tubes, porcelain dishes,
burettes and pipettes, and other glassware usually found in laboratories and
include standard reagents and indicators. In modern installations, in addi-
tion to such test kit, sensitive electronic instriNents are also provided.

Reagents

A reagent is a substance which, on account of its known chemical pro-
perties, is employed to produce specific reactions in combination with patic-
ular constituents of water which its is desired.to measure. The reaction is
observed and the quantity of the reagent required to produce it recorded, so
that a calculation can be made as to the quantity of the constituent under
measurement. Thus , .a reagent serves as a measuring instrument. In
consequence, its quality and strength inuV. conform exactly to specifications
laid down,

As most reagents are solukions t)f acids 'e. alkalis, specifications as to
their solution strength are drawn up with an eye to the facility of calculation
of the result subsequent to a test. Poi-instance, N/50 sulphuric acid is used
as a reagent in alkalinity tests, The prefix NA() represents the solution
strength of the sulphuric acid, i.e., 0.98 grams of pure sulphuric acid is
dissolved in one litre of distilled water. This particular strength is chosen
because one m I. of this reagent precipitates 10 p.p.m. of CaCO3. A change
in .strength will.obviously change the quantity of precipitation. Hence it is that
standards art! laid clown for the quality and strength J. various reagents.

Standardization is a skilled olieration, It is, therefore, desirable that
the 1)(1iler engineer obtains his reagents direet trona firms specializing in
this commo(1ity, Time has an adverse effect on the strength of reagents.
Hence excessive quantities should not be stocked, the maximum stock being
limited to sic month:;,' requirements,

The principal reagents employed in water test kits are the following:
N/50 sulphuric acid,
Silver nitrate solution,
Potassiiim-iodide-iodate solution,
Ammonium. molybdate solution,
Soap solution.

1.54
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Indicators

An indicator is a solution which exhibjts a change- in its color when a very
small quantity is dissolved In a sample of,water whose acidity or alkalinity is
within a knownand stipulated range. A number of indicators are 'available,
each changing its color over a different acidity (or alkalinity) range. All of them
are organic compounds with complex chemical formulae and are themselves weak
acids or alkalis. When added to (Ali solutions, they do not undergo any ehem-
i.cal reaction with any of the constituents of the solution beyond being ionized.
The color change is the special characteristic resulting from such Ionization.

Indicators find their place in-test.kits as, with their help, appropriate.
color changes can be prbduced arid observed so as to decide when titration of
the sample with the reagents can be stopped. The principal indicators employed
in the diffepent tests are:

Phenolphthalein,
Methylorange 'solution,

. Starch solution,
A set of pH indicator solutions as tabulated under."Test Erie pH Value".

Titration

Titration is a procedure wherein 'a standard solution from a calibrated
container is slowly added to the water' sample. When a visual change in the
sample is noted (th6 end point) the amount-of the standard solution used will

'be proportional to the amount of the impurity present in the sample.

Samplint.;

It is of little use to carry out analyses carefully and accurately if the samples
are not representative. If it is desired to study the effect of a certain addition of
treatment chemicals in a boiler, it will not do to take a sample from the boiler
immediately after the addition of the chemicals and expect a change in results,
TiMe must he allowed fsrr the change to become effective. Where possible, the
samples must be drawn through cooling coils , directly in stoppered glass bottles.
Where this is not -possible, care should be taken to use only such vessels as are
resistant to eheMical attack by the constituents of the water.

Except-where otherwise specified, all samples must he filtered through a
good! quality filter paper yielding a clear filtrate. For some tests; e.g. pll
value test. filtration is notermissible. In such cases, the suspended matter in
this sample must be allowed to settle before retrying the portion of the sample
necessary for the test.

Units

It has been ironically stated Chat there are as many methods of expressing
water analyses as there are chemists making them. For instance, the quantity
of calcium present in a given sample can be expressed in several ways, either
directly as tho mass of pure calcium, or indirectly as the equivalent mass of
,different calcium compounds 'in which the same mass of pure calcium may be
said to exist.

(PEI2 -1-4)
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In water analysis, the analyst is more concerned with the determination
of the properties of the water, its hardness, alkalinity, etc., than with
its composition in terms of individual elements. It is convenient, therefore,
to reduce all measurements ef different salts producing one property into
one uniform standard.

The conventional method adopted (with a few exceptions) is to express all
the constituents which produce a particular property in term'of their calci-
um carbonate (CaCO3) equivalents, even though the particular property may
have nothing.to do with this &pound. CaCO3 has a moleCular mass of 100 and
is therefore a very convenient unit.

AO

Th40, one unit of calcium with a molecular mass of 40 is represented by

.100
, i.e., 2.5 units of CaCO3 equivalent.

40

Similarly, magnesium sulphate (MgSO4) has a molecular mass of 120.
Therefore, one part of MgsSO4 is represented by

100

120
i.e.,- 0.833 units of CaCO3 equivalent.

'

In popular practice, the basic numeral units for water analysis are:

(1) Parts per million (p.p.m.).= number of parts of the substance
per million parts of water, both in terms of mass.

(2) Grains per Imperial Gallon = number of grains of substance per
1 British Imperial gallon of water (also in terms of mass).

1 Grain per Imperial gallon

Descriptions of Various Tests

= 14.25 grams. per cubic metre (g/m
3
)

The principal tests on boiler water, samples carried out in practice are
for the measur mont,of,

.1. Total con ent of dissolved solids.
,2. Total h dness. /

3. Alkali ity: (i) Phenolphthalein alkalinity
(ii) Total alkalinity

(iii) Caustic alkalinity.
4. Chlo ides.
5. Excess sodium sulphite
6. Excess phosphate.
7. pH value: (i) Calorimetric oethod

(if) Electronic method.
4

In what follows, -an attempt has been made to describe briefly-each of
these tests'with particular reference to its purpose, procedure and to the
met* of interpreting the results of the test.

0
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1. ESTIMATION OF TOTAL CONTENT. OF DISSOLVED SOLIDS

Purpose. he quantity of total dissolved solids constitutes a very approx-
imate measure bf the influx of scale-forming and corrosive mineral salts with
the feedwatery

'St

When other tests such.as hardness, alkalinity, etc. , are made, the meas-
urement of the density of water is not considered as being of vital impOrtance
for the proper operation of the boiler. (Tool' dissolved solids include all salts .''.

in solution irrespective of whether they are consi tred desirable, undesirable
or neutral.) The measurement, hOwever, is mad ainly as a cross -check and
to assist in keeping the total dissolved solid content below the recommended
figures., ,

Test. The total dissolved solids in a boiler water may be discovered by-
evaporating a sample to dryness and,then weighing the residue when dry. This
method is obviously not well adapted to practical boiler house operating condi-
tions because of the extreme accuracy required in wei.g-hing.

The method moreommonly employed is to measurp the conductivity of
.a water sample and then use this, to calculate the solids in solution.

Pure water .is highly resistant to the 'passage of an electric current,
however anysoiids in solution will reduce this resistance proportionately, or
stated another way, increase its conductivity.

:The basic unit of electrical resistance is the ohm. Since electrical con-
.ductivity is the reciprocal of resistance the unique term "mho" (ohm spelled,
backwards) was chosen as the basic unit.

In the conductivity test an electrical instrument is used, operating on the
Wheatstone bridge principle, to compare the resistance of a sample of water
against a standard resistance. Dissolved solids contents of from 0%5 to 10,000

.p. p. m: can be measured using these instruments. ,

The conductivity test measures the total ic concentration but since.the
hydride ion .(alkalinity) has a much higher conductance than the other ions
present, for. accurate results the sample must be neutralized before-the
onductivity test is made (gallic acid is commonly used for th4 purpose) .

Conductivity instruments are usually calibrated in micromhos (a micromho
is a millionth of a mho). Calibration, directly in p. p. m. of dissOlved solids would.
introduce errors.s'ince the conversion from micromhos to p. p. m. will vary
slightly with different waters.

"For average industrial purposes the conversion factor of 1 micromho
equtvalent to (9.191),p. in. dissolved solids is sufficiently accurate.

The American Boiler Manufactureps Association in its standard guarantee
of steam purity stipulates the following Maximum limits for solids content of
boiler water:

(PE2. 2-7-6)



'Able 1

Operating Pressure (kPa) Total Solids (ppm)

'070 , - 2070 3500
2070 - :3100 3000
:31.00 - 4140 2500
4140 -/ 5170 2000
5170 _ 6200 1500
6200 - 6895 1250
6895 10,340. 1000

10 340 - 13 790 750
13 790 `') 500- ____

2. HARDNESS TEST

Purpose. Hardness in water is the property which exhibits itself by the non-
formation of permanent lather, when mixed with a standardsoap solution, Truly
soft water wilt form a persistent lather even with the addition of an extremely
small qiiantity of soap solution, provided the water is agitated sufficiently.
Water becomes hard due to the presence, in solution, of one or more salts Of
calcium and/or Magnesium, the more important ones being the bicarbonates,
carbonates, chlorides, sulphates and nitrates of the two Metals,.

4.

Hardness of water may be sub-divided into "temporary" and "permanent"
hardnesses. Water is said to possess "temporary" hardness when, on heating
the water in open vessels, it is rendered soft. The bicarbonates-and carbonates
of calcium and magnesium impart temporary hardness, to the water which contains
them. Hardness due to calcium and magnesium sulphates and chlorides cannot be
removed by boiling in open vessels and so it is termed "permanent". tinder
boiler conditions, however, all hardness salts precipitate and form "scale".

hi recent years the terms temporary and pemanent hardness have given
away to "carbonate" and "nOn-carbonatc" hardness respecitvely..

Carbonates-and.bicarbonates of both metals form soft, porous Scales.
Calcium sulphate forms a scale which is (lard, non-porous and adherent. Mag.-
ne:;iiim sulphate and the chlorides of calcium and magnesithn break up h) form
acid)-1 and also precipitate soft scales. Scale-formation in boilers, particularly

heating surlaees. undesiable as it reduces heat-transfer efficiency and
causes tube 'allures owing to overheating- of met:111..11w intensity of hardness in
a holler water is thus a measure of the propensity. of the water to form scales

.on heating surfaces,

Test (Soap_. Method).. When mixed with soap solution, a hard wan .throws Out
a preCipihite or cur ii vhishli represents a reduction ()I soluble hardness salts to
insoluble compounds: Wh On all hardness salts .are,preeipitated, the water is
rendered soft and so forms a persistent'lather with a very-small further addition
of soap

This property of soap which enables It, to neutralize the hardness salts
through precipitation k made tilie of for the determination, of the degree.. of
hardness pr(.?sent in samples ol,boiler 1;lt.0 sn'hP r C811 It r5 expressed in parts
of CaCO., equivalent per million part,~ of water.

1
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The test consists ,of titrating, with a standard soap solution, 100 mL.,
of filtered boiler watei taken in a glass-stoppered bottle and shaking vig-
orously after each addition of 0.2 mL of soap solution until a lather Is
obtainedvxhich persists for at least five. minutes when the bottle is laid
aside .at fest.

Calculation. The quantity .of soap required to neutralKe, the hardness
.salts through precipitation is directly proportional to the quantity of hardness

salts-present.

1 mL of standard soap solution precipitates 10 ppm of CaCO,3.
Hence, hardness of sample (expressed in ppm. of CaCO :3 equivalent)

10 times mL of soap solution added duringtest. Standard soap
solution precipitates all hardness slats., not only the carbonates.

#
Test (Titration with a Sequestering Airy. This test is based on th

determination of the-total calcium apd magi esium. content of a sample
titration with a sequestering agent in the presence of an organic.dye. -/

The indicator or.dye will show a 'red color if the hardness is pre4ent in
the 'sample, titvation is then carried out with the hardness titrating solution
until the end.point shows a'colorchange from red t.4 blue.

. Calculation. The quantity of .titrating solution used is directly propor-
tional to the quantity of hardness salts present, given a standar() quantity of
sample. Hence if a 100 mL sample is used, then

.

mis titrating solution x 1000
100;-

ppm hardness as CaCO3

The following, figures give examples aC the range of hardness to hecxpeted.

t5 60 soft water
_ 61 120 medium hard.
121 180 hard
180 I very hard

:3. A LKA LENITY

Till boiler engineer' needs to know the condition of the water with reference
to all the three alkalinity measurements, for only then ean he determine scPar-
lately the amount of bicarbonates, carbonates and hydroxides Present. This del-
crinina0(m is essential. in order to decide on the nature of the treatment to be
employed, For instance, if the water islound be have caustic alkalinity of a
value higher than a stipulated amount,- there is dangtn of a phenoinenon known
as caustic embrittlementi that is, the boiler metal develops hair-line cracks
along grain boundaries. Similarly, if the bicarbonate. content' is fotund to he..
excessive, free carbon dioxide is releasek promoting corrosion. The treat -
ment of the water differs in either case and is controlled on the basis of the
results of these alkali tests.
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befinitiOns. An '..alkaline solution, simply stated, is one which contains
hydroxides,..earbonates and/or bicarbonates..

.

AG' previouly.sttiti:cl, alkalinity tests are usually carried out in three dill-
crept part's,. viz (4 Phenolphthalein alkalinity,

'(ii,), 'fatal alkalinity, and
. (iii) .Giustie alkalinity,

'"Phenolplithalein alk4inity" ithe term employed to indicate the alkalinity
imparted to..water by hydroxides and, carbonatis only, i.e. excluding bicarbonates.

"Total Alkalinity" rePresents the total Auintity of all dissolved salts impart-
ing alkaline properties to the water. , , .

"Canstie alkalinity. ":measureS. the quantity of hydroxides present in sautiOn.
..

Pur msc,.. Toprevent corrnsion inside a boiler, it is essential that the
water inside should riot )x aeldie...:Eyen pure distilled water has a tendency to
become acidic; due, to the breakinguli of wacer molecules under conditions
existing -in a boiler.. It Is necessary..," therefore,..to maintain the boiler water
Slightly alkaline; ,i, e. there must be present small -quantities of hydroxides,
carbonates, and /Or biearlionates,in solution. .. .

(i) Phenolphthalein' Alkalinity 'Test.
Explanation . When a drop Of phenolphthalein, which is itself an alkaline

liituid,. is added to .1 water which contains hydroxides or carbonates, tin water
tfirns.pink ineoler. This eolering is:inch.cative of a higher alkalinity of the sol-
ution than that of the phenolphthalein .drop. When an acid is added to the solution
so that the alkalisare neutralized or-WeaNned td a strength below/that of the
phenol drop, the pink color diSappears. ln'the presence of an aciC, hydroxidesj

' are neutralized and form salts::, Carbonates, on the other hand, f rm into blear-
AxmatOt; first.and then,.. with.. additiOn'of more acid, are neutrlized. While
carbonates are more alkaline than.plienolphthalein,.bicarbonate. are less alkaline,

-,.;although even the latter comes enderithe''keneral category' :Of a alis. Thus, when
an acid is added to the water; sample till the pink. color produce t by a few drops of
phenolphthalein just disappears, it is understood that at'the.mc meat of the color
change, all the:,;hydroxides haire,been'neutralized and all the c rbonate molecules .

haVe been r(- fOrmed Into half.their'ilumbei4 of bicarbonate mOlecules (i.e. each
pair of earbonatemolcCide`S cou-pie up.itii. form a single bicarfrmate molecule).

.%

.:..,ititianti ' of .Car,lio,natf0 and..41ydrox'i.leS' .ial solution in the boil ir water..
ThiS prof).erty of phenolphthalein' changing color is utilized Ito determine .the

T( .t, The test eonsiSts'o. .01oring a measured .aiateity of the .sample with
p thalein and tfien titratingVith sulphuric acid mai the Odor- ju.st.disap-'

pears.. 100 mL of filtered sampleis.. taken in a poreelai dish and 10drOps of phen-
olphthalein indieator is'::dded,. 11. -the'sample isdistinct alkaline; the color will -I.

, -change.tgpia, (If t does not Quill pink, tlrii inference is that phenolphthalein
I

alkalinity is negligi k' and may 'h taken as zero)'. This colored -sample isnow
titrated with N/50 sulphuitic acid Until the pink Color just disappears, the sample
.being Wept sti el all the time, .che'quantity of acid added, is -note, The tested I

Ir.sample is retained for furthoriteString, .

., ..

Cialculation,, One rriL:of:N/50:sulphuric acid neutraliviS 0.001 g of Ca:Ur Ilenco
if 1 inUnfotetcid is used in.the'fest, it means that 04901'g of:CaCo3 or its alkalinb..equi-' ..

' 1Q0inL..of',Water has. a mass of 100 g.
;dent. is present 'in:sol,Ution in.100 mL of water 4"

-4; ....
Hence, iihentplphthalein alkalinity per mI, of acid used

''.-. ...*, 0. (io'll i 0(1 parts of Caa()3 per part of water. ..., , To parts Of CaC,03 pektnillien parts of water.
1 .1'/..r erefore, given that the samMe quantity. is 100 m14, ed.nity to p101ol-

plithalein 0.xpressed in CaCO3 ppm) -- 10\tim.es-ML. of acid (PE2-...--1!:.9.)
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(ii) Total Alkalinity Test.

Explanation. Phenolphthalein does not turn pink in the presence of bicarbon-
ates, even though the latter are alkaline substances. Hence. a phenolphthalein
alkalinity test does not measure the total quantity of alkaline substances dissolved
in the boiler water under test. Unlike phenolphthalein, methyl - orange reacts even
in the presence of bicarbonates. When the water its alkaline. a few drops of this

.liquid imparts a yellow hue to the water. When the alkalinity is completely neut-
ralized by the addition, of an acid, the color of the water changes from yellow to
red. This color reaction of methyl-orange.isuSed to measure the total "alkalinity
of the boiler -water sample.

Test.. The test itself is a continuation of the phendlphiluilein test, the same
sample being further colored with methyl-orange and.t en the residual alkalinity
neutralized.. Ten drops of methylLorange are added. If e sample tarns Ted
immediately, it means no bicarbonates are present.and tha the sample has been
neutralized by the addition of acid during the. phenolphthalein test. The. phenol
alkalinity is then also the total alkalinity. If the sample turns yellow, it means
that the sample is still alkaline. The sample is then titrated with N/50 sulphuric
acid until the yellow color changes to red, and the quantity of acid added from the
start....of the phenolphthalein test-till the end of the total alkalinity test recorded.

Calculation. Therefore using a 100 mL.fiample, total alkalinity in CaC0:3
ppm = 10 times mi., of acid used.

(iii) Caustic Alkalinity Test.

Explanation. When barium chloride is added to an .lkaline sample, the car-
bonates are .precipitated leaving only the hydroxide alk, lis (also called caustic
alkalis) tolo'e present in solution. A phenolphthalein tes carried out. after elim-
inating the carbonates' in this manner,will give the value of caustic alkalinity
in.CaCO3 ppm.

Test.. 10 ml;. of baritual-oitioritte--, is add)! to 100 in of filtered. boiler samples,
this quantity of barium chloride being,considcred sufficl it to neutralkethe
carbonates present. Then, 10 drops of phenolphthalein in licator is Aided, If
the sample 40168 not ,tarn. pink, it means that it.has no hy( roxide content and hence
no caustic. alkalinity.: ;the sample_does turn pink, it sl ould then be titrated with

N/50 sulphuric 'acid until the pink color just disappears, he sample being kept
stirred all the time. The _quantity of ,atid added is recorded.

(::lieulation. Caustic y C.a(.X.4 ppm 10 ti es the of acid added
(usb * a.100:m1., sample).

Interpretation of AlkalinityTests
. Althoughall the;different values of alkalinity as -measured above are expressed

in parts of CaCO3 per million parts of water, it shouldbe clearly underStOod that
CaCO3 is.use4.only as a:unit of measurement, and that the alkalinity of the water
may be 'due to dissolved- hydroxides, carbonates or bicarbonates of calcium, Sodium,
magneSium, ete.'

;Bicarbonates and.hydroxides cannot co-exist,in solution, as the latter convert
tiv.fortne'r into carbonates through chemical icOibination as follows:.

.(1):E2-2- 7 10).

Ca(11CO3)2 Ca(0Ip2 2 CaCO3 41120
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If C, P and M are respectively the' values of caustic alkalinity,. phenolph,
thaletn, alkalinity and total alkalinity..(all in CaCO'j'ppm) .thorosults are inter-,(weld as follows;

(i) If cpll, carbonate content = 2P; bicarbonate ,content = M 2P.
.P is le4 than 1/2 M.

(ii) If C Is poSitive, hydroxide content C; carbonate content .= 2(13 C).
No bicarbonate'content..The total alkalinity,M + 2(P C) = 2P, C.
P Is more. than 1/2 M.

(iii) If P 1/2 M, the alkalinity is entirely due to carbonates, no..hydroxrdes
or bicarbonates king present...

(iv) If P .M, the alkalinity is entirely due to hydroxid9s, no carbonates or
bicarbonates. being present. P is also equal to C.

. .(v) If P _zero, the alkalinity is entirely due to bicarbonate, there being no
carbonates or hydroxides in the water.- Then M icarbonate content.Czro.

1. Cl11,ORhI)E TEST

Purpose. In boiler-water conditioning e principal application of the chloride
test is in the control of blow-down. Since eh rides are not subject to precipitation
the determination of the relative chloride cone dration of the feedwater and the

.00iler water proVides the most accurate basis kn. calculating therate. of blow-down

,h7

using the following formula:
Cl in feedwater 100 % blow-down.Cl in boiler water

Most waters contain only relatively smalkqutmtiti Li; 'of magnesium and calcium
chlorides, both of which are hardness-producing salts \vhicb, under bOiker cantlitions,
promote settle formation and corrosion. Sodium chlorite (common salt) is' hardly
existent in such water. In sea water, 'of course, sedim chloride' is the major con-
stituent of dissolved salts, approximately 25 620 ppm.. The other ehloride.Salt it
contains is magnesium chloride, the quantity being about 3300 ppm. Of these, sodi-
um chloride has a olubility of very nearly. 224 000 ppm at ordinary temperatures
and a much higher s ubility under boiler conditions. Further, it does not undergo
iiny chemical change ih the boiler -except under' conditions of excessive temperature.
In its -dissolved condition, it is quite harmless, particularly with regard to scale
formation or corrosion. MagnesAiim chloride, however, is an extremely un(Iesirlble
constituent, since it prOmotes intensive corrosion and scale formation.

In I he 1)01hrs of plants using estuarine water for cooling purposes, the presence
i)I chloridcs in Ibe water can Only mean that sea water is somehow finding its way
into thi plant. Sca water leakage Will result in a gradual eonee.ntratioi( of dissolved' ,

chloride.' fty'itsclf. such concentration is not dangerous except when the,..
Tesoliihility-saturat ion limit 'is reached and salt is deposited on the heating surfacei .

Uut 'it is an indic ration that. togethe with sea water. other.' and more dangerous,
st intents such as magnesium chloride, calitini sulphate, etc. are introduced into'

Ii( The measurementof chliiride content is thus a sure method of.a.seert-
a Ming 1 h( existence' of sea -water 'leakage into the feed s'ystem and the magnillide
theredi.

Test. In the presence of potassium chromate in water.. sliver nitte talws. on
a brick red color owing to the formation of silver chromate. Rut silV,A!r. Jiitrate has,

paeaier chemical affinity towards sodium or other tchlorides than loi.Hi(>tasSinin
chromate.

WO.
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Thus, wheh silver nitrate is added to a.mildly.acidie(mater (thiSis eSSe'ntial'
for promoting active chemical reaction) contayving chloride salts'as !well 'as.pot-
aSOutr, chromate, 41 color change indicating formation.of sfIvKatOtnate takes
place only when all the chloride salti/jhave been rgaeted upon: phenomenon
'Is.utilized in th'e measurement of dissolved chlorXeS in boiler water, ,

100 mL of filtered boiler water is taken. in' and the alkakinjty
u.

neutralized by the addition of N/50 splphuric`,acid in sufficient, quantity to rein'ove,
the pink color caused by 10 drops of phenolphthalein: 'Egeess acid pp to:d.q./.ml.,
is then added makingthe sample under test distinctly acictie. 20 drOs of poihssium.
chromate is added to the sample, which is then titrated With N' /50 atandaid silver
nitrate solution. As each drop of silVer .nitrate strikes the.saynple,red Color will
appear momentarily but disappear immediately, as the chemical reactions between.
silver nitrate and the chlorides talSe place. The titration isisontinued with.
slight excess of silver nitrate, the sample acquires a rediish brown tinge (coffee
color). The'sample must be keptl'stirred ihrpughout the p'ioess: The mL of
silver nitrate added is recorded.

Calculation, Each mL of N/50 silver nitrate used neutralizes 1<0 pprn-of chlo-
ride expressed in CaCO3 ppm. Hence, chloride content in ppm of CliCO3
times mL of silv nitrate added, .

,
Chloride co can also be expressed in chloride ppm35.5' 1 50 CaCO3 ppm

.5.Therefore 35ride content .in of,chlorine = x CO3 ppm,
50

5. 'SODIUM SULPHITE TEST

Purpose.. Feedwater carries with it into the boiler considerable 'quantities of
dissolved oxygen, particularly .in open-feed systems. This oxygen is freed out of
solution when in the boiler and promotes corrosion of the boiler metal. This
corrosive action of oxyggn is particularly severe in high-pressure boil'ers. Effie-
lent boiler management, therefore, requires that oxygen entry is reduced to the
minimum and that the residual oxygen still finding its way in is immobilized through
chemical treatment. The use of closed feed systems, de-aeration equipment,
etc. , assist in reducing thp oxygen entering the boiler. Crystalline sodium
sulphite hai; an affinity for oflrenand when combined with .R becomes. sodium
sulphate. This ch-emical is, therefore,.employed* to neutralize the diS'solved
oxygen in the boiler water.

The. formation of sodium sulhatc is not an unmixed blessing. It increases
the,aeid4orming solids in the water, which, in turn, call for increased addition
of alkalis to:counteract their effects. This results in increased scale and sludge
formation and consequent reduction in boiler efficiency. Hence, this method of
oxygen control is to be. epployed. with overall ...consideration and only toAkkeep the
dissolved oxygen content down to a mitiimu4kyalue and not to eliminate it altO-
gether. Keeping thiF:inniind, only a very-.0fgt excess sodium sulphite is
maintained (usually 20 ppm in theboiler4aer). The. test is designed to;measure
this excess of sodium sulphite in the water.

Test, If a. sisal I- quantity. of starch solution is added to pure water and then
the solution is titrated with panssiunt.-iodide-iodate solution, a blue color IS
obtained instantaneously. In the pre-Senet.ofsodium sulphite, the reaction between
potassium-iodide-iodate and the sodium sulphite takes precedence-over the reaction
1)(4We:en. the former and the-starch. 'So, the. blue .color is, not formed until ail the
SodiuM. sulphite hakbeen chemically reacted upon by the potassium-iodideiodate,_
This.phenomnon of'differing reactions of pot a stOurn-i °did e te in the presence
or ah'senee of sodium sulphite issutiliAed to test for.bxcessi:sodium .sulphite, in boiler
water. -.;c
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100 inL of boiler water is taken in a porcelain dish and is turned slightly
acidic with the addition of N/50 sulphurie.acid (so that chemical reactions may
be accelerated). 1.ML of starch solution is then added and the solution then
itrated with potassium-iodide-iodate solution until a permanent faint -blue color
is obtained, the sample being kept stirred throughout. The mL of potassium-
iodide-iodate solution used isTecorded.

6/"."%ir,NOTE: It is of the utmost importance for the accuracy Of the measurement
that tht,lsaMple should not he brought into contact with atmosphere, as the
Oxygen in air is bound to affect the sulphite content. Hence, the sample
should preferably be drawn froM the boiler through a cooling coil, the
outItt end of which should reach the bottom of the measuring jar and the
water alloWed to overflow from the.jar for a few 'minutes. This ensures an
uncontaminated .sample.

Calculation ppm sulphite as SO. TL PotoStiium,40dIde-iodate 500
mL sample

Using a 100 mLsample the sulphite 'in. ppm as SO 3 is equal to the mL, of potassium-
A iodide-iodate required multiplied by' 5.

pflos P I IA'1'E 'TEsT

. Purpose, Modern boiler water conditioning is based On control.of alkalinity
and 'maintenance of zero hardness.. With low-pressue boilers, the practice
%Oas to use soda ash (sodium carbonate) in order to control alkalinity. This alkali.
.however is not very stable at high tempCratures and pressures and breaks up into
austie soda (sodium hydroxide) and free carbon dioxide, resulting in catistic

embrittlement 'of the boiler metal. Sodium phosphate compounds are milder
alkalis, but more stable and very soluble inAttcr at all temperatures andlipres.-
sures in use. Hence. phosphate conditioning is the 'preferred treatment in high-
prescmre I*/

I'V a IT e t phOtil)11:1te r0111110tIlldti in popular use, v17.,. sodium
metaphosphate, di§odium-hydrogOn-phosphate and trisodium phosphate. The
alkalinity values differ between them. Hence the type of sodium phosphate com-

'pottnd 'used depends .on the control of alkalinity. The main function of sodium
phosphate in all cases. iS. to precipitate the calcium salts in the feedwater as
calcium phosphates and thus prevent formation of boiler scale It is essentiid
to ensure that there is, at all times, an excess of sodiunVphosphate in the'.boiler
water.

tes.t, 10 the .Presence of sodium othosj)hate. a sample of boiler water with
potassium nitrate ei'vstal.s dissolved in it reacts to the addition of ammonium
molybdate by becoming cloudy. The larger the quantity-of sodium phosphitte pres-
ent, the quicker this.reactionit The time taken for the onset of cloudiness is thus
used as a measure of the excess phosphate in the boiler water.

50 mL, of boiler-water sample, preferably hot, is taken in a flask and to it is
, dded-approxlmately 4 gof potassium nitrate crystals. The sample is then shaken
Tor proper mixing and filtered several times till a clear sample IS obtained. 25 int,

of this filtered sample is then taken in s1 water bath and heated to a ternifrature
.between 38 and 40°C. 5 na, of filtered,molybdate reagent is then., added and the,
sample shaken thoroughly and allowed toistandfor two minutes. A mite is then
mad6 as to whether any' elimdiness has set in If the. sample is still clear, an
observation is again n/ade after five minutels.for'the.onset of cloudiness and the
result recorded.

(14 ,) ) 7 13)
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Interpretation. Onset of cloudiness of sample within two minutes indicates
a phosphide reserve of morOhan 70 ppm.

Onset of cloudiness afteRtwo minutes but before five minutes indicates a
phosphate reserve of between '20 and 70 ppm.

A clear sample even after five minutes indicates that the boiler water has, .
less than 20 ppm of phosphate reserve.

The amount of excess phosphate is determined on the basis of the above
rules of interpretation. It is generally..desirable to maintain a soluble phosphate
content of'30.to 60 ppm.

Alternative Test (Colorimetric method)'.- This test is based on the pro-
duction of a blue coloration through the use of molybdate and-stannous reagents.

... The intensity of the colour
0 produced being proportional

to the amount of phosphate
%-present.

Taylor osphate Comparator
Tfig.,1

Fig. 1 shows a Taylor
Phosphate Comparator used
for this purpose. A filtered
water sample treated with
reagents in the centre test
tube is color-matched with
standard color windows in
the slide. When a match is
obtained the phosphate iln
parts per million as PO4 is
then read directly from the
values on the color standard
slide,

7. pll VALUE TEST

Introduction. Corrosion, in its general sense, is the process which results
in metals being bhten away on the surface due to the formation of metal compounds
such as oxides, chlorides, sulphates, etc. In recent years, this has formed the
subject of serious scientific study and research, and a number of plausible theories
have been put forward explaining the phenomenon of corr'osion.

Principally, corrosion is regarded as an electro-chemical process which takes
place when a metal is in contact with an electrolyte and twoodiSsimilar galvanic
elements are present in the liquid. It is, in fact; a chemical action between the
metal itself on the one hand and the dissolVed"salts on the other. This chemical'
action is accelerated tiy the flow of electric current which is s'et'up internally and
externally between the two galvanic elements. Two basic conditions must be ful-
filled in order to set up this electro-Chemical action', namely,

(a) the presence of two galvanic .elements at different electric potentials;
(b) the ability of the electrolyte to split into "ions" whichsery e as vehicles

for the flow- of electric current through the liquid.

It is not absolutely necessary that the two galvanic elements be Composed of
two differertt metals. EV6h non-honiogeneity of structure in the same. metal may
provide the necessary difference in electric potential to set up a flow of electric
currentthroughthe circuit.

(1'E2-2-714)
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,The second condition is fulfilled more fully if the electrolyte is "acidic"
than if it 'is "neutral" or "alkaline". Thus corrosion is intensive in a boiler
when the water inside.is acidic. To ensure that this is prevented it is of
benefit to keep.the boiler water slightly alkaline at alletimes and thus counter-
act the formation of acids- dLwing, the operation of the. boiler,

The usual litmus paper test merely determines whether the water is
markedly ''acidic" or markedly "alkaline!' but does not give a measurement
of the degree of such acidity or alkalinity. An exact and sensitive.measuro-
ment of acidity or alkalinity can be made on the basis- of the ionic theory.

lonio Theory. A normal atom is composed of a he.avey nucleus which has a
positive charge and of one or more electrons (with practically no mass) which
circle around it. These electrons together have a negative electric charge which
is equal but opposite to the positive charge of the nucleus. The twolcharges
cancel each other out and the atom as a whole is neutral.

Under certain conditions, an atom attracts to itselAn extra electron or
loses, out °flits own quota, an electron. This upsets the equilibrium and
imparts to the atonTas a whole a negative charge or a positive charge. A very
similar process can happen totroups of atoms.. An atom or a group of atoms
which has a s'maller or Treater number of electrons than the normal conqile-
ment is known as an ion. An ion will thus necessarily have a negative or
positive electrical charge; and'w,hen two galvanic elements of different,,electric
potential are present, it will move towards one of them.

fa.

In electrolysis, all liquids containing water show a tendency for a part of
the water molecules to separate cut into two kinds of ions, namely "hydrogen
ions" and "hydroxyl ions". Hydrogen ion~ each have an electron short of
normal -complement and are, therefore,, positively charged. Hydroxyl ions,
on the nther hand, each have an electron in excess and in-consequence are
negatively charged. When the number of hydrogen ions are exactly equal to
the number of hydroxyl ions, the solution is said to be neutral. When the
hydrogen ions are in greater miMbCr than the hydroxyLions, the solution. is
:m "acid'', If Ow reverse is the case, it is an "alkali". In fact, it is the
dispArity in the numbers of the two types of ions that. imparts to acids and
alkalis their distinguishing qualities.

Pure water dissociateS slightly into hydrogen and hydroxyl ions of equal
number, but leaves the water as a whole neutral. There is very nearly o
gram of hydrogen ions in cap ten Million litres of water. An equal number ,of
hydroxyl ions is present. Since a single hydroxyl ions has a mass seventeen
times that of a hydrogen ion, it follows that the mass' of hydroxyl:ions in each
ten million litres of water seventeen grams. Since 1 g-mass of hydrogen
ions and Vrg-mass of hydroxyl ions represent the same number of ions, the

.quantities in both cases are defined as being "one gcam-ion". This definition
is very similar to the pactice adopted in the.definition of "gram-molecular
mass" or,"pound-molecular mass" when dealing with laws of goes. Thus, .
in 1 of pure water, there arc 10-1 g-ions of hydrogen ions and 10-7 g-tons
of hydroxyl ions.

166
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Ny the law of Mass action in chemistry, the product of concentrations of
these hydrogen and hydroxyl ions is a constant for all solutions containing water.
Thus, the product of '10-14 gram-ions per litre Is constant. The addition of an
acid substance like NCI (hydrochloric acid) or 112SO4 (sulphuric acid) increases
the number of free hydrogen ions and to the extent this increase takes place,
the number of hydroxyl ions is reduced so that the Product' of the two concentra-
tions is constaaat 10'14.

Conversely the addition of an alkali substance like Na011 (caustic oda)
increases the number of free hydroxyl ions and reduces the number of free
hydrogen ions, again keeping the. product of the two concentrations constant
at 10-14. This means that if in" water solution in which the hydrogen ion
concentration is10-7, it is understood that it is. neutral. If it is greater than
10-7, say 10-5, then it is acid. If it is smallek, say 10-9, then it is alkaline.
The expression "hydrogen on concentration" i shortened by the.term "pli. value".

6
The pll 'Notation, Whatever the concentration of hydrogen ions in particu-

lar sample of water solution, it can be represented in terms of a powci of 10.
The index alone will then be a variable quantity, and will invariably he a neg-
ative uantity. In order, however, to avoid the use of cumbersome exponential
funeti is to express very small concentrations, the logarithm of the. hydrogen
ion c neentration to the base 10, with sign reversed, is usedlor expressing
acidi .or alkalinity. Thus, a hydrogen ion concentration of 10-7 is expressed
as "pit 7", that is, a neutral solution. Similarly, a hydrogen ion concentration
of 10-9 is written as "pH 9", that is, an alkaline ,solution.

Thus, the determination of the pH value of a sample of boiler water gives
a Very aectlrate and ele.ar picture of the condition of the water inside the boiler.
In order to keep the water slightly alkaline...the p11 value should.alwayslread
more than.7. . t,

There are two laboratory tests available for the measurement of pH values:
Colorimetriclipleasul'ement,
Eluetromotrie measurement by bat 1,3,-operated p11 meter.

(i) (7olorimetric Measurement of p11 Values. 'rho colorimetie IY1P thod of
the determination of pit \Thus depends on the use of indicator -,:olutions, the
range of each solution being such that, arranged in ascending order, they
cover a loW pli,value, say 4, Vosa,high pH. value, tiay 13.*The treatmenot of the"
given boiler -water with these indicator solutions and the observation
and comparison of the resulting color changes.,with the known properties of
the indicators are the basic features of this method.

Table 2 gives the relevant particulars relating to a set of indicator alotti-
tiOns which art+ in Wit, in laboratorieS for this purpose,

Fig. 2 illustrates the equipment.

( '(,16)
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0

Test. Six test tubes
are each filled with 10 nil,
of the boiler-wator sample.
A .seventh tube is then
filled with 10 m1. of distilled
water, To each of the six
tubes with the sample uncle*
test, 0.5 mL of of th9.six
separate indicator-Solutions
is added, at. the same ti.me-
taking cal-e to ensure th:it,
no test tube receives more
than one indicator solution,
The indicator solutions are
all graded in such a way
that each of them ;indicates
a definite range of pH value
and that, between them, the
range covered is between
p114 and p1112. The test
tube which shows a chtuage in
color of the indicator solu-
tion is then noted and the pH
range of the sample 'thus
located.

This test tithe is then
place*in a pll comparator
which is an instrument designed to determine the correct pH value of a
sample, the pll range. of which is already known. The correct pH value
of the sample is thus determined 'and recorded.

INoititroR soi.ut toNs forript vAt tn; pr. ITKININATION

'. e01 OR
, . ..

Original 1 pll range in I Itch
..,

Abus,e
Indicator color of which color; lower higher

Brbm cresol
Chlorphenol
Phenol red

1 `pit value ; ..piLi valueindicator charges

teenGre+M

redred
Red

Thymol blue Blue
Thymolphtlathr' 'Colourless
Nitro yellow Yellow
Sulpho orange Orange

4.0
5.2
6.8
8.0
9.3

; 10.3
: 11.0

'56
6.8
8.4
96

105
VI .6
12.6

Yellow
i Yellow

Yellow '

Yellow
ColOur less

Yellow
!. Yellow. 1

, ,-
Blue
Red
Red .

Red
Blue

Orange
Orange

Colorimetric
Method.
Fig. 2

The value obtained in this way is verified with the reading obtained from
an electronic pH meter,. if such an instrument is available.

(ii)liatteri-operated pll meter.. In .this method of evaluation of p11 value,
a special type of cell consisting of a glass and a calomel electrode is Used, the
boiler water sample under test being used as the electrolyte. The potential
between these two eleetrodes`varies directly with the amount of hydrogen ion
concentration in the solution. Hence the measurement of this potential Uy
means of a voltineter.will give the pit value if the calibration of the instrument
is' in' pH numbers instead of volts..

However, with the use of a plain voltmeter directly across the two electrocV-
terminals, accuiate _measurement of the electrode potential becomes difficult.
Hence an adjustable external voltage is utilized to balance this electrode poten-

itial and the pH value is directly read on a highly sensitive voltmeter. This is
the principle underlying Hie p'1 meter, although for purposes of sensitive
measurement and elimination of possible errors from all sources, a comp-

, Heated electronic instrument of great sensitivity is employed.

I68
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In reality, the pH meter is a
voltmeter with its scale calibrated
to read the p11 value...Fig. 3 brings
odelearly the principle of operation
of the pH meter.

Referring to the figure: R1,
resistances; Hsi, RS, adjustable

. resistances; B. dry battery; Sw
switch; TK ---- tapping key; G Galvan-
ometer; .V voltmeter calibrated to
read pH value directly.

Tabulation of Results

-

R
SI

The results of the various tests
should be entered in a tabulated
analysis _report for purposes of record. L Calomel

To ensure that the results are free from electrode

errors, it is recommended that overy
test be conducted three times and the-mean
value of the three tests accepted. as
correct.

tolut Ion

Principle of-pp6ration of
the p11 Meter

Fig. 3

Fig. 4 shows a Beckman model 72 pH meter assembly.

t

I

0.1

,fr .t1

re
,fit4

, ,

444

Beekman Model 72 p11 meter Assembly
2 2 7-18)

1. Electrode

2. Support Rod

3. ctrode
Stop

4, Combination
Electrode

5. Glas6 Electrode
Terminal

6. Reference
`Electrode

Terminal

7. Buffer
Solution 4.
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Vonbble speed drive

Oullet launder -

- 21 -

Chemical teed inlet

Sludge scrapers

14,r rates are usiAally
between 100 to 200 L /m /min
of filter area and may be bu
in sizes of 0.3 to 3 m in dia
eter, and 1.25 to 1.5 m in
height.

Filters are kept in effective
condition by backwashing; Ines- 4

Sure -110;1d drop. across the lied
will, indicate the progress of

17, fouling. ;1'he, backwash rate must
aloe pontrolled so as to effectively

clean the filter medithn but not
cause vikent agitation of the bed
and losses, of:filter material. An
average figuremight be.7c5'L/m2

Usually theSe filters
installed. in parallel .so that one
at a time may he closed off from
the water flow and liackwashed.

(1)E'' 1 ?.1)

.r`
Clarifier
Fig. 6

Sludge outlet

Oullei

/n/el boIlle

flockwosh out

Inlet

Sockwosh in

Outlet

Weir lire%Ob.
IP° iOroin 101110-

Gutter fly volt,*
Sump

1 72

-Fire sand

Coarse
sond

----Graded
grovel

Filter
Flit. 7

Concrete
sub fill

-Header loterol
strainer system
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Lime -Sod
.

toime-soda softening is employed for the removal of 'hardness in order to
minimize scale and sludge; .incidental to this removal of hardness, free carbon-
dioxidewill be remOved,and. turbidity reduced.

The process-n*1y be carried out Cold or Hot. Addition of heat speed, the
completion °Nile reactions. The.Hot process is usually employed in boi er :water
treatment, using as a heat source either live or exhaust steam.

Figs. -p and 10 give diagrams of common types.

Chemical .Processes

Hydrated lime, Ca(01%, produced from unslaked lime, (CaO), and water is
used to chemically precipitate the carbonate (temporary) hakiness
follows: --,..

(I)

and

(2)

Ca(11C?3)2

Calciunti
Bic:arbor-fate

Mg(liCO3)2

Magnesium
Bicarbonate

O

Ca(01-1)2

Calcium
Hydroxide

2Ca(0102

Calcium
Hydroxide

2CaCO

Calcium
Carbonate i.

Mg(OH)2

Magnesium
Hydroxide

in water as

2H20

Water

+ 2CaCO
3

+ 220
Calcium

+ Carbonate +. Water

The hydrated lime also reacts to precipitate the sulphate and chloride
(permanent) hardness in accordance with the following.:

(3) MgS0--

Magnesium
Sulphate

and

(1) 1\1gC12

1\lakrnesium
Chloride

The, Calcium

Ca(011)2

Calcium
+ Hydroxide

+ -Ca(011)2

Calciwnr
.hydroxide

Mg(011)2 + CaSO4

Calcium
Sulphatb

Magnesium
Ilydpo>de

Mg(011)2

-Magnesium.
Hydroxide

+ CaC12

Calcium
Chloride

sulphate and Calcium Chloridt resulting from these
together with that naturally present in the
(Sodium Carbonate) as. follows:

(.5) CaS0
4

Calcium.
-Sulphate

and

.(6) CaC12.

Calcium.
C hloride

(11E2 -.3 -22)

+ Na CO-
2 :3

Sodium
+ Carbonate

Na CO
. 2 3

Sodium
CarbOnate

1 7ci

water then reacts with the
:reactions.
soda ash

C a C 0
:3

4- Na
2
so

Calcium .Sodium
Carbonate Sulphate.

Ca(;0
3

Wrbonate

'2Nacl

Sodium
Chloride
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4,

It will be seen from the above reactions that conversions have been made
from calcium and magnesium sulpliates to calcium carbonate and rnag-nesium
hydroxide.

These *conversions are aimed. firstly at complete precipitation 'of all of
the calcium and. magnesium salts and.seCondly, in the event that some salts
do enter the boiler, that they should be calciumwrbonate rather than Cal-

m' cium sulphate, and magnesium hydroxide rather than magnesium sulphate.

. Boiler,,s,eales are generally.made up of a mixture of substances - de-
pending uponboiler conditions and vary considerably in hardness and tAxtufe.
Chemical analysis has shown that the chief constituents of hard scales are
calcium sulphate and calcium and, magnesium silicates. On the other hand
Aft sludges are composed mainly of calcium carbonate and magnesium
hydroxide.

Calcium sulphate in particular is the ,main' scale forming constituent'
found in boiler water and whenthrown out:of solution on a hot metal surface,
forms a hard densNscale which adhere.S.tenaCiously.

°Secondary mixing
and reaclion

We/

Rola, Chemicvlleed
drive in/el

Xrdge
'Nowa/

rn Primary mixing and rear /tan

Cold Lime Soda Softener
(Sludge-contact type)

Fig. 9

Slurry
pool

Inlet control
Area, confect

\<7 condenser

Row-water inlet

Meter

Timer

0:1

to t

Chemical le

Vent

Steam inlel

Overflow

Wastiwuler return

Treoled-water Out /el

Wash wolei lo filters

Sludge

Hot Lime Soda Softener
(Deaerating type)

Fig. 10

4.):;0.. 1 7 4

S

-4,010647
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11ot Process Phosphate Soften

Hot phosphate softening is ftiruployed in the treatment of feedwaters
which are low in hardness And alkalinity`l*t high in turbidity. It may he
used as a follow-up process to lot lime soda softening, 'though the devel-
opment of ion exchange resins has:inadeI.tori exchange softening More
advantageous .

. .

Silica reduction is accoMplishecrin,the hot phosphate softener by
magnesium sulphate'.

In addition, phosphorie'abid.'and/or sulphuric acid may be used
prior to softening in .,order to xiiIce alkalinity and.aSsure a low carbon
dioxide content in

SediUM Zeolite Softening

ImpuritieS. that-disolve)nwater dissociate to form positively and
'negatively charged particle.s; known as ions.

The positive ionSfare:named cations because they migvate to the :

'negative electrode (cathode) in an electrolytie,.cc11..Negative particles'.
are then anions ,sinee they are attracted to the anode. Thc' se ions -'exist
throughout the --sOlutiOn -and act almost indibOndently. For.examPle,
magnesium sulphate (MgS0,0 dissociates in solution to- form 'positive
magnesium' ions and negative sulphate ions. Generally-all natural waters

.contain electrolytes in varying'concentrations.

.

ion exchange material has the ability to exchange'one ion for, ano
hold it temporarily in chemical combination and give it up to a'strong
regenerating solution. 'All ion exchange materials are. Commonly- called
Zeolites though they are divided into anion exchangers and cation \

Sodium Zeolite softening- is by far the most common of the exchange
reactions involved in water conditioning and is generally the one referred:
to when the: term 'Zeolite softening" is used without further'qualifieationi

Ion exchange (as mentioned above) is divided into two groups,. :

;

,! 4

-,..,.
(a) Cation exchangers (operating either on the sodiUrn cyclC, or the

hydrogen cycle) such as natural greens.awL synthetic 4(0l..2.sul--- .',
phurated coal, St vryne resin. ...: ...i. ,, ,

4 .

, . .., \ . , s

:,

(h) Anion ex( liangers (either weakly .basle,.or:istfrongly basic),, aliphatic
Amine, phenolic:

I. r:

.

t,
4'

9
.
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RE GE NERATING jNST4UOIONS

RAW
MATER.
INLET

A

Backwash : Close valves "A".',and elto.tate Solo Valve tel
position 1. Slowly. ,open valve If large zeolite

.particles, wash to drain, :throttle' "A". Wash until efr
fluent is dear but not less thari time giyen. 'at right . .

Inject: Close valve "A": Rotate Solo Valve to position 2.
Open .valves "A" and "6". Rate cock:on brine inlet
should be set for correct flow.

Displace:: Close valve "C ". Solo' Valve remains in position 2.
Allow water to flow to waste.

Open valve "41", .Solo Valve .remains in position 2.
Fast rinse to sump at rate .of
or until hardness is reduced. sufficiently to return unii

.

to service: Close valves vA".and."8".

Rotate Solo Valve ,to pusiiion 3. Reset meier dial fot
desired gallonage per regeheration. Open valves "A"
and "E". Open vent valve "V" frequently during, set
vice rust. Check. hardness at regular intiovals.

Kinse:

Service:
TO
WASTE

II
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Hydrogen Zeolite Cation Exchange

Hydrogen zeolite is a mated which has the ability to exchange hydrogen
for the cations of calcium, Magnesium, ,sodium etc. Regeneration of the hydro-:
gen zeolite.bed is carried out with acid; sulphuric acid is usually chosen .

because of its low cost..
.

When water containing calcium, magnesium and sodium ions is passed
througlf a hydrogen zeolite, these ions are exchanged for hydrogen and the
bicarbonate, sulphate, nitrate and chloride radicals are converted to their
respective acids, namely, carbonic acid, (112003), sulphuric acid,(112804),
nitric acid,(11NO3) , and hydrochloric .acid,, (WM, When the zeolite becomes
exhausted it is. backwashcOnd regener4d with acid.

The carbonic acid (112CO3) is v- ry unstable in water and caikt,easily be
removed by aeration ordegasifica)i n. .

. The other acids, sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric muss be neutralized
to prpvent acilic corrosion of the pipew.eork etc. '1,4bis can he done by using
alkali such as caustic soda (NaOli) or soda ash (N1,03) but the cost of
chemicals wilLbe high if the quantity of water is great.

Alternatively the hydrogen zeolite softener may ,11)e combined with a sodium
zeolite unit. ,

Fig. 13 shows hydrogen zeolite and sodium zeolite units in parallel
followed by a &gasifier, and Fig. 14 shows the layout using hydrogen zeolite
followed by degasifier'and alkaline neutralizer.

Note that the sodium zeolite unit is placed in parallel with the hydrogen
.unit, the quantity of water passing through the sodium unit must be carefully
calculated so as to produce final treated water of the desired alkalinity. ,

.

Cation exchange methods,,of water softening by hydrogen zeolite as
described above are used principally an water wItieh is low in hardnvss,but
high in biearbonate.alkalini,ty.

Demineralization

De mineralizing by ion exchange has' keived an ficient means of remov-
ittt saltS from water. Treated water is proc iced that is the equivalent
of distilled water,'free of all except:traces..of salts, gases yr sinew:

Dissolved saltsHin water ionize (or split) into charged particles called
, ions , positive cations and negative anions.

(14;2-2 .7- 2H)
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The ion exchange process takes place in two steps, first the positive metallic
ions (cations) calcium, maknesium, and podium are removed by a eatign exchange
unit using hydrogen .zeolite, and secondly the remaining neRative ions (anions)
sulphates, chlorides, etc. are removed by the anion exchanger. The acids pro-
duced in the first (cation) exchange process are also removed In the second. (anion)
exchanger process to complete. the demineralization and produce a water of extreme
purity.

Prior to the relatively ecent development of elle highly basic ion exchange
resins, demineralization of water by ion exchange did not lower e silica con7
.tent. Without silica remov demineralization posseipsed limited application in
the preparation of boiler fee water since the silica would permit the formation of
beitler scale or vaporize with the steam and cause turbine blade deposits.

Highly basic.anion resins are capable l'absorbing silica from demineralized
water so that the process becombs.as effect ve as evaporation (distillation) and
1 very frequently less costly.

he chemistry of demineralization is as follows:

Cation Exchange

MgA

Na
2A

Salts

+

4.

112Z

I-12Z !LI

11,,Z

go)

llyd r&gen
Zeolite

\7,1aZ

MgZ

Na
2

Used
'l eolite

+

+

112A
2

112A

112A

Acids

The letter A represents the bicarbonate, sulphate or nitrate 'present in tlic
water with calcium, magnesium and sodium. The letter Z representS:.the zeolite
material. II 7, represents a zeolite or cation dxchange material in Whiehthe0R-
ehangeahle is hydrogen. The salts in the water react with the excAange
material.and the cations (calcium, magnesium and sodium)- remain with tne used
zeolite. hydrogen replaces the other cations in the wafer forming dilute a ds.,

( PE 2 -2 -30)
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Hence the sulphates, chlorides and nitratel form free mineral acids .

O(F. M. A.) as Iplloivs:

MgSO4 +
1.12z MgZ H2SO4.

Magnesium Hydrogen Magnesium Sulphuri c.+
Sultihate Zeolite 'Zeolite Acid

2NAC1.

. Sodium Hydrogen
112z

Sodium c:

Na 2Z

Hydrochlori-

+ 211C1

Chloride Zeolite Zeolite .Acid

Bicarbonate sal6 in the water forni'oarbonic acid:

-Ca(IIC03)
2

Caleittni
Bicarbonate

112Z

Hydrogen.
Zeolite

2112c03CaZ
!, Calcium Carbonic

Zeolite Acid

Carhonic acid will in turn form free CO2 gas:

Carbonic Carbon Water
Acid Dioxide

.0.-
Anion Exchange

In the second stage, the anion exchanger haea mixed bed of both stronly
basic and weakly basic anion exchange resins. Together they remove the

.-----remaining negative ions (anions) sulphates, chlorides, etc. and also the
'acids ,46artron-dioxide and silica:

'112504
ef' I R(011).2 RSQ4 4 2 H

2
0

.
Su 1phu r te 41. Hydroxide, Sulphate Water

Acid Resin' Resin

211C1 1t(011) 2 = 11C19 "21120,.
Hydrochloric ..

,,, hydroxide Chloride
Acid Resin Resin + Water

)

CO2 R(011)2 ; TiCO3 :I. 1120

Carbon , Hydroxide '. ' carbonate
i WaterDioxide Resin Resin

1r2SiO3 ' 5 MOM 2 HSI°
3

2112.0/
Silica Hydroxide Silica

1 Water .,Re gin Resin
(PE2, 2 7-31)
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Regeneration is carried out by first backAishing tocl'ean the beds, and in the
case of mixed.beds, to classify the resins, (Hero the lighter resin settles to the

'bottom. A sharp line of demarcation. is.yisible through-a sight_glass on the side of
the tank.),

Cation exchange units are regenerated with acid, -usually N/50 sulphuric, and
the anion exchange units are regenerated watt caustic soda.

Degasification is included in the demineralizing process in order to remove the
carbon dioxide gas which has been released in the process.

Trig: 15 shows the demineraltzation layout and Fig. 16 a degasifier.
r

A

17.s.1Mws a block diagram prepared ).)y Messrs. Graver showing the ppm
of silica, hardness, alkalinity, sulphates and'ehlorides of a typical raW water and
the quantities remaining after treatment by Various methods.

kit
Internal Water Conditioning

Tlie methods .of water treatment described in the preceding materi: arc
carried out before the water is supplied 'to the boilers, so-called water softening.:
A final adjustment to the water purity is almost always required howevpr, and this
is done by iniectinp; chemicals directly into the boiler or it feed systein, so-called
conditioning.

The final conditioning of a boiler- feedwater is the process whereby the nittallid
awl acid radipills are so adjusted?that only calcium or magnesiumsalts of positive
solubility chaifacteristies'arc procluced. The chemicals used for%this purpose it
,socla ash (Na2C.03) or soclium. phosphate. The use of soda-ash is limited to tem
eratures of ;iiilout 200(1r. (1750 k Pa pressure) the reason being that abovelhese
temperatures scxlithu carbonate hydrolyses in solution producing Na011 and',CO2 gas
which passes away with the steam... Sodium phosphate however is -stable at all
boiler operating temperatures so far encountered and does not decompose.

The phosphate used may be sodivin, disoclium, trisoclium or sodii metaphos-
phaCe according tothe water alkalinity, The usual practice is to inje !t, these
chemicals directly into the boiler drum on a continuous basis, .using- a small high-
pressure ram [lung) for the puVs'e.-

Chemicals used to control the oxygen content of the boiler water are sodium
sulphite (Na2SO :3) and hydrazine (N211,1). Use of sodium sulphite is Usually

:stricted to boiler water temperatures below.abouti260°C (4900 kPa) because of!a
tendency for 112s gas to be formed and carried off ith the steam.

These chemicals are usually Pumped 'r"ontinuot ly into the suction side of the
boiler feed pump in order to give protection to the whole feed system.

n addition to the above mentioned chemicals, amines and colloids may befa
I IV protection against oxygen and carbon dioxide attack in the plant pipingr

protection
In producit4 a fluid sludge, in the boiler.
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Fig. 18 shows a' typicalpropertioning pump used for injecting boiPer chem
icals. These pumps must be positive displacement in order to overconie the
high pressure in the boiler and -they must also be capable of accurate control
of discharge quantity.

The pump shown4s a ecip'rocating pump with an infinitely a/viable-stroke.
natation 'of the control 'knob and its threat spindle sets the positionof the
slide on the piston drive. rocker arm and consequently, the length of the piston
stroke.

Evaporation

Pure wattlr carne producedby a process of distillation. This is done by
boi the raw water folloWed by condensation of the steam produced. .All
impurities iai:e left behind except entrained gas , if these are givon' unpi)por-
tunity to,went, the water peoduced.is:puye.

Thy: process is expensive in Wins of heat requird and will'bitly he used
wlicrt; it can be provedto be economictil sound, .

Evaporators are, described in I,ecture 9, Setion 3.
.

flyttntga4r Cleaning

'Chemical cleaning of boilers and.pressure vessels. can be carried out by
varicius -means and.is widely adopted because of the difficulty of access in
modern high- pressure uniis for meehanicalcleaning.

Off -load gleaning-is carried oulusit riphibited acid (usually dilute hydro-
chloric) either by soaking or by ciriilati g until reaction between acid.and
scale ceases.

These Methods have the disadvantage or plant -outage Ow and ri.cently
some suevess has been ackieVed wtthon-load cleaning using chelating

Cheiating gents.. iptont 'oast to phosphates which precipitate scale-forming,
..:;alts as sludge function by arniing complek soluble salts. This capacity is so
predominant that materials vhich have already' been precipitatedwan be solute-'
ilized under .boiler operating conditions, thus existing deposits can be removed
by the application of a suitabl balanced program.

O

.-Thi basic chelating agents are the sodium salts of ethyldiamillteka acetic
acid and -nitrilotriacetic deid, .,

Mechanical Peacration 'is the .term applied to thereduction of oxygen
content of feedwaterlty mewls other than chemical treatment. 'Fig. 19 shows a
the voluine of air, oxygen and carbon dioxide capable of remaining in solution'
in water at different temperatures and atmospheric pressure. .

These gases can he dispelled if the water temper re,is raised to boiling
point and l5 the principle of Mechanicaldeaeration. I water heaterspad
denerators.are used for the purp9se. This, equipment will be described in
14actpre' 9.,*Seetion 3.

185
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.ENC11111.;EltING Sect.`2,_Lect.

State the aims of boiler water' treatment,Tand derine "wafer softening"
and "water conditioning"-; .

1hr

P 11
1

.0) ..
Draw up a schedule of water. tests designed to ensure the correct
operation of a steam power.plant. Say: ,
'.. (a) what tests should.be..carried out,

(b) why these'have been. chosen, and
(c) where in.the plantcycle the testsample's should'be taken..

:3. (a) Define T. D.S. .
% .

.

(b) Describe a method of test Lived and the apparatus employe etto,.
. find the .T.1). S., of a sample of boiler water. -:' .

,

(c) What is a permissible level ofT.D.S. in. the wate'r of a boile'r
Operating at 4500 kph'? .

(d) how wduld.yoU controUhis leviel,?
. :,...

(a) What is understood by "hardness" in a boiler'-wate'r?
(h) Distinguish between "temporafy" and "permanent' hardness, and
(c) State the effects of. these on boiler heating sudaccs..,

4

, 5. (a What are the main. methods used to. overcome lioiicr Wad.
dim rdiJigs ?-. ... :.,,,

0 (b) i lowwoutd you decide which method to use in'ai particular ',case ?
, ..,.,

What are the purposes of, the following watetcsts (give brief StateMents
only): 1. Alkalinity

2.(.73hloride
3.' 'Sodimin Sulphite, and

PhosPhate,

7... (a) What is Meant by the pll value of a holler water.
(h) Explain carefully the derivation of the term.
.(e) Say what bearing the pH value has upon the aetkm of tlw

flie, internal surfaees,of the [yodel-.
4-/

Explain the fifflowing terms:
1. Iteagent G. flyd en ion
2. 1.; lee trolys is neentration
3. Clarification 7. Coagulation
`ii. SvItthility 8. Titration
5. Indicator 9. Flocculation.

9. (4). What is meant by steam purity
(b) how is it nias'ured, and
(e) .WhatWoulcl be considered as harmful contaminants.

7.

water upon,

10. Give a full tiescrittition, with sketches and chemical reactions, of one
Of, the main,m6thojI8 of water softening.'.

,
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